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Abstract
Developers, researchers, and practitioners have been building a myriad of appli-
cations to analyze microblogs data, e.g., tweets, online reviews, and user comments.
Examples of such applications include citizen journalism, events detection and analysis,
geo-targeted advertising, medical research, and studying social influences in social sci-
ences. Building such applications require data management infrastructure to deal with
microblogs, including data digestion, indexing, and main-memory management. The
lack of such infrastructure hinders the scalability and the widespread of such applica-
tions especially among users who are not computer scientists.
This thesis proposes Kite; an end-to-end system that is able to manage microblogs
data at a large scale. Using Kite, developers and practitioners can simply write SQL-
like queries without worrying about the internal data management issues. Internally,
Kite is equipped with scalable indexing and main-memory management techniques to
support top-k temporal, spatial, keyword, and trending queries on both very recent
data and historical data. Kite indexer supports scalable digestion and retrieval for
incoming fast data in real time. Recent data are digested in efficient main-memory
index structures. Kite in-memory index structure are able to scale up a single machine
indexing capabilities to handle the overwhelming amount of data in real time. Mean-
while, Kite memory manager is monitoring the memory contents and smartly decides
on which data is regularly moved to disk. This is accomplished through effective mem-
ory flushing policies that are designed for top-k query workloads, which are popular
on microblogs data. Both in-memory and in-disk data are queried seamlessly through
efficient retrieval techniques that are encapsulated in Kite query processor. The query
processor exploits the top-k ranking function to early prune the search space and reduce
the query latency significantly. Kite is open-sourced and available to the community to
build on (http://kite.cs.umn.edu). Extensive experimentation on different Kite compo-
nents show the efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed techniques to manage
microblogs data at scale.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The last decade has witnessed an explosive growth in the user-generated contents on the
web, including discussion forums, blogs, wikis, videos, and more recently Microblogs.
Microblogs is a comprehensive title that describes the micro-length chunks of user-
generated data that are posted on the web every second. This includes tweets, online
user reviews, user comments, and user check-ins. This data easy-to-produce by a user,
who can produce a tweet or a comment in just few seconds, and thus it comes liter-
ally in thousands of records every second. Everyday, 288+ Million active Twitter users
generate 500+ Million tweets [1], while 1.39+ Billion Facebook users post 3.2+ Billion
comments [2]. The vast majority of microblogging activity comes from mobile users,
specifically, 80+% of Twitter users and 85+% of Facebook users are mobile. Such large
number of data records carry very rich user-generated contents such as news, opinions,
discussions, as well as meta data including location information, language information,
and personal information. The rich content and the popularity of microblogging plat-
forms results in Microblogs being exploited in a wide variety of important applications.
For example, Twitter users propagate news faster than conventional media, e.g., Michael
Jackson death and Boston Marathon explosions [3]. In addition, rescue teams have used
microblogs to locate and save people during China floods [4]. Moreover, microblogs users
are actively posting about short term events, e.g., sports games, and extended events,
e.g., Iranian elections [5], US elections [6], Arab Spring [7], and Ukraine conflict [8].
This rich and important content has motivated several new applications on social me-
dia including social journalism, event tracking [9], social media analysis [10, 11], and
1
2geo-targeted advertising [12]. They also have been used several research disciplines,
including machine learning [13], human-computer interaction [14], social sciences [15],
and/or medical sciences [16].
The richness, importance, and the distinguished characteristics of microblogs data
has triggered a plenty of research in the literature to index, query, analyze, and visu-
alize such data. From a data management perspective, Microblogs data represents a
unique kind of streaming data with new challenges that were not previously addressed
in the data management community, as advocated in my research [17, 18, 19]. Mi-
croblogs queries require managing incoming data in real time to allow querying data
that has just arrived a few seconds ago. This has introduced challenges in the areas
of fast data indexing and main-memory management. In addition, several important
queries on Microblogs also exploit large volumes of historical data, such as querying
six-month’s worth of data of elections tweets, analyzing Ebola or Zika outbreaks, or
studying social behaviors of online communities over several months. Such queries re-
quire searching a huge search space that might include hundreds of billions of data
records, which is a massive number even for big data management systems. Thus,
microblogs data management contributions in the literature come into four categories,
indexing, querying, analysis, and visualization. With respect to indexing, various tech-
niques have been proposed to index incoming microblogs in memory for scalable di-
gestion [20, 21, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25] and in disk for continuously accommodating new
data in-memory [26, 18]. With respect to querying, many queries of different types
have been addressed on microblogs data. This includes basic search queries that re-
trieve individual microblogs [21, 26, 27, 22, 28, 24] or aggregate queries that retrieve
information about microblogs, e.g., frequent keywords, spatial densities, or trending
topics [20, 29, 30, 31, 32, 23]. This rich set of queries enabled different types of analysis
on microblogs including news extraction [33, 34], event detection [35, 36, 32, 37], event
analysis and tracking [9, 11], recommendation [38, 29, 33], sentiment and semantic
analysis [39, 40, 41], user-centric analysis [29, 42, 43], topic extraction [44, 31], geo-
targeted advertising [12], and generic social media analysis [10, 45]. With the plethora
of microblogs data and queries, efforts have been made to provide efficient and effective
visualization for microblogs applications [46, 47, 48, 49, 34, 9].
My doctoral research contributions in Microblogs data management has spanned four
3main areas, namely, real-time indexing, main-memory management, trending queries,
and system-level integration. The contributions in the three former areas are all in-
tegrated under a full-fledged system called Kite. Kite is a data management system
tailored to the specific needs of microblogs data and query workloads. Kite aims to be
the standard platform for accessing microblogs, allowing other researchers, developers
and practitioners to focus on their data analysis tasks and/or applications without wor-
rying on the underlying management and retrieval of microblogs data. Kite could query
arbitrary attributes featuring a wide variety of queries and analysis capabilities. To
this end, Kite is equipped with light spatial and keyword in-memory index structures
that can digest the high rate of incoming microblogs. Then, the in-memory indexes are
equipped with a buffer manger policy that is specifically designed to favor microblogs
queries characteristics (as introduced in Section 1.2). When the memory is full, a portion
of the data is evicted from memory and goes to secondary storage index structures that
are organized temporally and built in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for
both spatial and keyword queries. A scalable query processor is exploiting these system
infrastructures to provide efficient querying on arbitrary microblogs attributes for both
in-memory and in-disk data. All system facilities are accessed through a declarative
SQL-like query language to ease building applications on top of microblogs data.
Kite incorporates my doctoral contributions in the four areas: real-time indexing,
main-memory management, trending queries, and system-level integration. The moti-
vation and summary of the contributions of each of the four areas are briefly outlined
below.
1. Real-time Indexing: It is very common to ask about what people are tweeting
NOW about the “US Presidential Debate” during and shortly after the debate.
Similar queries on the real-time content might include several attributes such as
the spatial information (e.g., find recent tweets in New York about a certain topic),
or the language information (e.g., find active Spanish speakers tweeting about a
certain topic). Supporting such queries on real-time Microblogs, i.e., very recent
Microblogs, essentially requires optimized index structures that are able to di-
gest tens of thousands of records every second to handle peak rates of web users.
In my research, I have focused on indexing for spatial [22] and spatial-keyword
queries [18] on real-time Microblogs, while the research community was taking over
4real-time indexing techniques for other types of queries. In particular, I have ad-
dressed spatial k-nearest-neighbor and spatial range queries on real-time data [22]
to efficiently find individual Microblogs that satisfy a certain spatial predicate and
are recently posted, e.g., a few seconds ago. Both queries are supported through
in-memory index structures that are equipped with efficient insertion and dele-
tion techniques so that the overall indexing overhead is reduced to its minimal
levels. This enables my techniques to support high digestion rates up to 64,000
microblog/second, which is an order of magnitude higher than Twitter’s rate.
I used similar spatial structures in supporting spatial-keyword queries [18], yet,
blended it with a real-time keyword index that is used to filter data on keyword
predicates. A cost model is proposed to select which index to hit based on the
dynamics of both data and queries in real time.
2. Main-memory Management: All real-time index structures reside in main-
memory. However, memory is naturally a scarce resource that cannot hold data
for unlimited periods of time. A primary limitation of existing techniques is that
they tend to occupy a considerable percentage of the memory with data that is
irrelevant to incoming queries. To overcome this limitation, a main challenge is
to selectively pick up irrelevant data in real time without disrupting the fast data
ingestion of the real-time indexes. In my research, I gave a special attention to
efficient management of the scarce memory resources [50, 51, 30, 22, 52], while
addressing spatial queries [22, 52], trending queries [51, 30], and generic top-k
queries [50]. The common theme of all my memory management techniques is to
select data to flush from the main-memory based on its relevance to the specific
supported query or for a family of the queries of interest. A major factor that
enabled this is the temporal sensitivity of microblogs data, where recent data has
much higher importance than older data. Such temporal sensitivity makes the
time aspect part of all microblogs queries in some way [19, 17, 53]. I exploited this
temporal nature combined with the query predicates to utilize main-memory only
for relevant recent data. This is achieved through light techniques that amortize
the cost of irrelevant data selection over multiple time instants to minimize any
potential contention on the index contents. Thus, my techniques maintain the
high ingestion rates of real-time Microblogs and significantly improve the queries
5performance and enable Microblogs data to be managed in memory-constrained
environments. Specifically, when fixing a given memory budget, my techniques
double the memory hit ratio [50] so that twice the number of queries retrieve their
answers entirely from the main-memory contents without visiting disk contents.
In addition, when fixing the memory hit ratio, we achieved up to 50% memory
savings without compromising the query accuracy [22], and up to 75% memory
savings with a slight reduction in query accuracy [30, 52].
3. Trending Queries: The wide popularity of Microblogs data made it a primary
source of information when searching for people interests and measuring crowd
opinions on different topics and places. Thus, finding trending items in Mi-
croblogs streams is popular in several applications and research efforts. In my
research, I took two major steps in the area of supporting trending queries on
Microblogs. First, I proposed a spatial framework [30] that supports trending
queries on real-time Microblogs within arbitrary spatial regions. Second, I con-
tributed to a generic framework [54] that supports trending queries on Microblogs
within any arbitrary context, not only spatial context, so that users can get, for
instance, trending items among teenagers (age context), among Spanish speakers
(language context), or among economy experts (topic context). Both frameworks
employ in-memory structures that efficiently materialize aggregate information
about incoming Microblogs in real time, while efficiently discarding old informa-
tion beyond a certain time window. They also provide appropriate replication of
the materialized information, either spatial or temporal replication, so that in-
coming queries with arbitrarily large parameters can still be processed efficiently
in real time. Thus, in query time, our query processors aggregate the materialized
contents from different spatial regions (or contextual categories) efficiently to pro-
vide low-latency queries. Our proposed techniques have achieved high ingestion
rates up to 50,000 microblog/second, which is eight times higher than Twitter’s
rate, while efficiently utilizing memory resources to keep the memory consump-
tion at its lowest levels. In the rest of the thesis, I consider only the spatial trend
discovery framework [30] in which I am the main contributor.
4. System-level Integration: My research went beyond addressing individual
6queries on Microblogs to proposing holistic systems that facilitate end-to-end en-
vironments for Microblogs data management [17, 18, 19]. The main motivation
for providing such a system contribution is the lack of data management systems
that are appropriately equipped to handle Microblogs requirements. In particular,
Database Management Systems (DBMSs) [55] cannot support microblogs as they
are not equipped to deal with high arrival rates that come with microblogs. For
example, Twitter arrival rate is ∼6,000 tweets/second, which is beyond what any
DBMS can digest.
Such major limitation in DBMSs was a main reason that systems community has
introduced Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs) that have emerged as
research projects (e.g., Aurora [56], Borealis [57], Nile [58], STREAM [59], Tele-
graphCQ [60], and Trill [61]) and commercial products (e.g., Apache Storm [62],
Microsoft StreamInsight [63], IBM System S [64], and AT&T Gigascope [65]). Al-
though a DSMS can efficiently digest incoming data with high arrival rates, it is
mainly designed and optimized to support the concept of continuous queries. Con-
tinuous queries register in the system ahead of time while incoming data are pro-
cessed upon arrival, mostly in a single pass, to provide already registered queries
with incremental answers. This is fundamentally different from the needs of mi-
croblogs queries where users are mostly asking about data that has already arrived
through posing snapshot (i.e., one-time) queries. Hence, data needs to be digested
and indexed for answering future incoming queries. Though some DSMSs support
data archiving, they do not support indexing, which is a major need for microblogs
queries especially in-memory indexing of recent data that receive a high fraction
of queries.
A recent trend is the development of various Big Data Management Systems
(BDMSs), e.g., Apache Spark [66] and AsterixDB [67]. BDMSs are primarily
designed and optimized for efficient processing of big volume data, which can
be supported through either in-memory lightweight distributed processing, e.g.,
Spark, or disk-resident index-based distributed processing, e.g., AsterixDB. Al-
though supporting big volume data is necessary to handle the large number of mi-
croblogs, it is not sufficient as microblogs need inherent support for fast streaming
data as well. Lately, BDMSs have provided facilities to support ingestion of fast
7data. Specifically, Apache Spark has provided Spark Streaming and AsterixDB
has been adapted for fast data ingestion [68]. Nevertheless, both systems facilitate
fast data ingestion without supporting any indexing on streaming data, which is
essential to support scalable microblogs queries (see [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] for ex-
amples). Generally, systems that are primarily designed for handling big volume
data has shown in [69] to be limited in practice to support fast data. Thus, han-
dling big velocity has to be inherent in system design from the early beginning.
Specifically, microblogs need in-memory index-based distributed processing and
disk-resident index-based scalable organization which is not currently supported
in any system.
My first contribution on a system-level was architecting Taghreed [18]; a propri-
etary system that is designed to handle both recent and historical geotagged Twit-
ter data, to support spatio-temporal keyword queries, and to enable large-scale so-
cial media analytics [46, 48, 70]. Taghreed is patented [71] and it is the main tech-
nology used in a startup company, called Lucidya (http://www.lucidya.com/)
that provides social media analytics based on Twitter data, and recently signed a
partnership agreement with Twitter to have access to the whole Twitter firehose.
Beyond Taghreed, I presented to the research community a vision to build Kite
the first Microblogs Data Management System [19] that supports generic queries
on arbitrary Microblogs attributes, and works as a scalable backend on which
developers can build Microblogs applications, just like a database management
system works as a backend for relational data. This vision is realized by releasing
the first version of the Kite system [17](http://kite.cs.umn.edu). Kite is a
distributed system that can work efficiently on commodity hardware clusters. Kite
exploits the in-memory infrastructure of Apache Ignite and extends it so that
it supports both spatio-temporal and keyword-temporal index structures based
on my research ideas [18, 22, 52]. In addition, it introduces disk-based spatio-
temporal and keyword-temporal index structures based on the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS). HDFS is used to organize Microblogs data that is flushed
from main-memory in scalable disk-based index structures that enables efficient
querying for large volumes of historical data.
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Figure 1.1: Kite System Overview.
1.1 Kite System Overview
Figure 1.1 depicts Kite system overview. The system consists of three main components,
namely, Memory Indexer, Disk Indexer, and Query Processor. The system components
are realized exploiting the in-memory infrastructure of Apache Ignite system. Kite
receives streams of microblogs that are digested in main-memory indexes with high
arrival rates. Whenever the allocated memory budget of a certain index is filled, its data
is subject to flushing to a corresponding disk index. Indexes are created and/or dropped
by system users on arbitrary attributes. Meanwhile, application developers exploit the
rich features of Kite through either Java programming APIs, just like Hadoop or Spark,
or SQL-like query language. The different system components are briefly discussed
below.
1.1.1 Memory Indexer
The Memory Indexer component organizes incoming microblogs in main-memory index
structures to achieve: (i) scalable digestion of incoming data with high arrival rates, and
(ii) efficient in-memory query processing on recent data, which represents a high fraction
of incoming queries to Kite. The Memory Indexer encapsulates Stream Connectors to
9digest and pre-process the incoming data streams. Then, the resulted batches of data are
inserted in main-memory indexes that are primarily organized temporally, as most recent
ones are likely to be queried more than older ones. Kite currently supports a temporal
inverted index for the keyword attribute, a temporal partial quad tree for the spatial
attribute, and a temporal hash index that is used for other microblogs attributes, all
access data on Apache Ignite as an in-memory key-value store. Each index is allocated
a memory budget. Once the index memory is filled, a Flushing Manger selects a subset
of in-memory data to spill to a corresponding disk-resident index.
1.1.2 Disk Indexer
Kite maintains a set of disk-resident index structures that digest the flushed data from
the main-memory ones. The Disk Index Structures receive the flushed data from the
Flushing Manager and inserts them as one batch into corresponding disk indexes. The
index structures are built on top of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Each
index consists of a set of HDFS blocks, where data in each block is grouped based on
the index key attribute. Similar to in-memory structures, disk-based structures are
append-only temporal inverted index, temporal quad tree index, and temporal hash
index. Each disk index is organized in temporal slices to efficiently support temporal
queries that are dominant in microblogs queries.
1.1.3 Query Processor
Kite query processor provides a set of generic operators that can be combined to sup-
port arbitrary queries on arbitrary microblogs attributes. In specific, it provides SELECT,
PROJECT, TIME, TOP-K, and (COUNT, GROUP BY) operators. The first two operators are
similar to the ones supported in the standard SQL. TIME determines the temporal hori-
zon of the query, due to the importance of temporal queries in microblogs. TOP-K
provides a native support for top-k queries based on temporal order with potential
extension to use different ranking functions. The subsequent versions of the system is
planned to support user-defined ranking functions for more flexibility for application de-
velopers. Finally, the combination of COUNT and GROUP BY is used to submit aggregate
queries that find most frequent items for certain attribute, e.g., find the most frequent
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keywords in Minneapolis. Such count queries are very popular in nowadays microblogs
applications to find trendy topics among microblogs users.
1.2 Supported Queries
Queries on microblogs have three main distinguishing characteristics [19]: (1) All queries
are temporal. For example, if a user issued a query like “find tweets about Obama”,
without explicitly specifying a temporal interval, the underlying system will add a de-
fault temporal interval, e.g., last week, otherwise we will get tweets from ten years ago,
which is not practical. (2) All queries are top-k. For any issued query, even if it is
not mentioned explicitly, the underlying system will add a default k to limit the size
of the answer to top-k according to a specified or default ranking function, otherwise
we will get an excessive number of tweets for every query. If the user needs more than
k results, there is an option to retrieve the next k microblogs according to the same
ranking function. (3) Keyword and spatial queries are very popular. A significantly
high ratio of queries posed on microblogs is either asking for microblogs containing a
certain keyword(s) or posted within a certain area.
These distinguishing characteristics are considered in all Kite supported queries that
fall into four categories: (1) Spatial Queries. (2) Keyword Queries. (3) Spatial-Keyword
Queries. (4) Trending Queries. Each query is formally defined below.
Definition 1.1 Microblog Spatial Query: Given an integer k, an arbitrary spatial
region R, a time horizon of T time units, and a ranking function Fα, a microblog
spatial query posted by user u, located at u.loc, finds k microblogs such that: (1) The
k microblogs are posted in the last T time units, (2) The (center) locations of the k
microblogs are within range R around u.loc, and (3) The k microblogs are the top
ranked ones according to the ranking function Fα.
TheMicroblog Spatial Query is a natural extension to traditional spatial range and k-
nearest-neighbor queries, used extensively in spatial and spatio-temporal databases [72,
73]. A range query finds all items within certain spatial and temporal boundaries. With
the large number of microblogs that can make it to the result, it becomes natural to
limit the result size to k, and hence a ranking function Fα is provided. Similarly, a
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k-nearest-neighbor query finds the closest k items to the user location. As the relevance
of a microblog is determined by both its time and location, we change the term closest
to be most relevant, hence we define a ranking function Fα to score each microblog
within our spatial and temporal boundaries.
Given a user u, located at u.loc, a microblog M , issued at time M.time and asso-
ciated with location M.loc, and a parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the following ranking function
Fα(u,M) that combines generic spatial and temporal scores in a weighted summation
to give the relevance score of M to u, where lower scores are favored:
Fα(u,M) = α× SpatialScore(Ds(M.loc, u.loc))+
(1− α) ×TemporalScore(Dt(M.time,NOW ))
Ds and Dt are the spatial and temporal distances, respectively. In our work, we use
Euclidean distance and absolute timestamps difference, though, any other monotonic
distance functions can be used without changing the presented techniques. The largest
possible value takes place when M is posted exactly T time units ago and on the
boundary of region R. α=1 indicates that the user cares only about the spatial proximity
of microblogs, i.e., query result includes the k closest microblogs issued in the last T
time units. α=0 gives the k most recent microblogs within range R. A compromise
between the two extreme values gives a weight of importance for the spatial proximity
over the temporal recency.
TemporalScore and SpatialScore can be any functions that are: (1) monotonic,
(2) have an inverse function with respect to the spatial and temporal distance, and
(3) normalized in the same range of values where smaller values indicate more relevant
microblogs. The inverse function is used in pruning search space and optimizing mem-
ory footprint as we discuss in the corresponding chapters. The normalization within the
same range is not a correctness condition. However, as the scoring functions determine
the decay pattern of the microblog relevance over time and space, normalization ensures
that both spatial and temporal dimensions have the same effect on the final relevance
score. In our, we employ the most two recognized scoring functions in the literature: the
linear function (see [22]) and the exponential function (see [24]) to show the adaptivity
of different system components with different ranking functions. However, other scor-
ing functions, that satisfy the above conditions, can be adapted using exactly the same
procedure that are explained in each component throughout the paper. The scores are
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defined by the following equations:
The linear scoring functions
TemporalScore(Dt(M.time,NOW )) ={
Dt(M.time,NOW )
T Dt(M.time,NOW ) ≤ T
N/A Dt(M.time,NOW ) > T
SpatialScore(Ds(M.loc, u.loc)) ={
Ds(M.loc,u.loc)
R Ds(M.loc, u.loc) ≤ R
N/A Ds(M.loc, u.loc) > R
Both functions are bounded in the range [0, 1].
The exponential scoring functions
TemporalScore(Dt(M.time,NOW )) ={
ew×
Dt(M.time,NOW )
T Dt(M.time,NOW ) ≤ T,w > 0
N/A Dt(M.time,NOW ) > T
SpatialScore(Ds(M.loc, u.loc)) ={
ew×
Ds(M.loc,u.loc)
R Ds(M.loc, u.loc) ≤ R,w > 0
N/A Ds(M.loc, u.loc) > R
Both functions must have the same value of w to be bounded in the same range [1, ew].
Definition 1.2 Microblog Keyword Query: Given an integer k, a set of keywords
W , and a ranking function F , a microblog keyword query finds k microblogs such that:
(1) The k microblogs contains one (or all) of the keywords in the set W , and (2) The k
microblogs are the top ranked ones according to the ranking function F .
TheMicroblog Keyword Query can actually search for a single keyword, when the set
W contains one item, or multiple keywords, whenW contains multiple items. For multi-
keyword queries, the query semantic can be OR or AND. In OR semantic, a microblog
that appears in the answer could contains any of the keywords inW . In AND semantic,
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a microblog that appears in the answer could contains all of the keywords in W . In
both cases, answer microblogs must be top ranked based on the ranking function F . In
fact, this query is generalizable to other search attributes as well beyond the keyword
attribute, for example user id. The constraint on the suitable search attribute is that a
hash function value can be easily computed based on the attribute value. More details
on that generalization will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
The ranking function F can be any function that can be computed based on the
microblog attributes regardless of the querying user information. One example of an
appropriate ranking function is temporal ranking where the top ranked microblog is
the most recent one. Another example of an appropriate ranking function is authority
ranking where the top ranked microblog is the one that comes from the most author-
itative user. Authoritative users can be defined as users who have a large number of
followers above a certain threshold, e.g., top politians, celebrities, and official accounts.
In general, any ranking function that depend only on the microblog attribute can be
adapted. For the rest of this thesis, we consider the temporal ranking function due to
its widespread in microblogs applications.
Definition 1.3 Microblog Spatial-Keyword Query: Given an integer k, a set of
keywords W , an arbitrary spatial region R and a ranking function F , a microblog
spatial-keyword query finds k microblogs such that: (1) The k microblogs contains one
(or all) of the keywords in the set W , (2) The k microblogs lie inside the spatial range
R, and (3) The k microblogs are the top ranked ones according to the ranking function
F .
The Microblog Spatial-Keyword Query has similar definition like the Microblog Key-
word Query, yet, it adds a spatial range R in its input parameters. All answer microblogs
mush lie inside the spatial range R. Other than that, all query semantics and constraints
on the ranking function are exactly similar the Microblog Keyword Query.
Definition 1.4 Microblog Spatial Trending Query: Given an arbitrary spatial
region R, an integer k, a time span T time units, and a trending measure Trend, a
microblog spatial trending query finds k keywords such that: (1) The k keywords are
posted within the region R. (2) The k keywords are posted within the last T time units.
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(3) The k keywords are the highest ranked based on Trend measure among keywords
that are posted within R and T .
The trending query limits its answer size to k as a natural consequence for the
plethora of keywords that come with microblogs, which calls to selectively provide end
users with the most relevant results (top-k items) based on a certain ranking function.
In fact, for the same reason, all research efforts on microblogs are limiting their answer
size to k [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] to be useful for end users. Furthermore, the query retrieves
its answer from only recent keywords that are posted within the last T time units.
This basically promotes real-time nature of microblogs as a first-class citizen, which is
a distinguishing property for nowadays microblogging services, to discover trends that
are happening now on social media websites.
1.3 Query Language
Kite system features are accessible through a high-level SQL-like query language, called
Microblogs Query Language (MQL). Kite query language consists of three main state-
ments: (1) CREATE (STREAM|INDEX) , (2) SELECT, and (3) DROP (STREAM|INDEX) state-
ments in addition to eight auxiliary statements and commands SHOW, UNSHOW, DESC,
PAUSE, RESUME, ACTIVATE, DEACTIVATE and RESTART. Each of the auxiliary commands
manipulates a certain microblog stream or index structure that exists in the system.
The full description of each command usage is detailed in the system documentation
website. We then provide examples of the main statements of MQL.
⋆ SELECT attr list
FROM stream name
[WHERE condition]
TOP-K k ORDER BY F(arg list)
TIME (T start,T end)
⋆ SELECT grouping attr list, COUNT(attr list)
FROM stream name
[WHERE condition]
GROUP BY grouping attr list TOP-K k
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TIME (T start,T end)
SELECT statement supports basic search queries that retrieve individual microblogs
(the first variation) and aggregate queries that retrieve aggregate counts on microblogs
(the second variation), to be realized in a later version of the system. Both types of
queries are top-k queries and include temporal aspect due to their exceptional impor-
tance in microblogs as introduced before. If a query needs to omit declaring a specific
time range or k, it should use special values ∞ and −∞ to intentionally show the need
to process all stored data or return all matching items. This prevents users from mis-
takenly submit poorly performing queries. Basic search queries rank answers based on
a user-defined function F while aggregate queries rank answers based on the count. We
next present few examples of MQL queries.
Example 1. The following basic search query retrieves the most recent 20 tweets
that mention both keywords Obama and Care:
SELECT *
FROM twitter stream
WHERE keyword CONTAINS ALL (Obama, Care)
ORDER BY Max(timestamp)
LIMIT 20 TIME (1 Jan 1970, ∞)
Example 2. The following aggregate query retrieves the most frequent 10 keywords
from tweets in Ukraine since February 18, 2014:
SELECT keyword, COUNT(*)
FROM twitter stream
WHERE location WITHIN (52,44.7,39.91,21.8)
GROUP BY keyword
LIMIT 10 TIME (18 Feb 2014,∞)
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents microblogs indexing in Kite system.
• Chapter 3 presents the main-memory management schemes used in Kite system.
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• Chapter 4 presents the query processing in Kite system.
• Chapter 5 presents trend discovery techniques employed in Kite system.
• Chapter 6 presents the literature of microblogs data management and analysis.
• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses potential future work directions.
Chapter 2
Indexing
The plethora of microblogs data combined with the newly motivated queries on the
rich data stream, e.g., spatial-keyword search, makes data indexing an essential part
to manage and query microblogs data. In other words, microblogs come in very large
numbers, i.e., Millions and even Billions, so that interactive queries, where the answer
is needed instantly, cannot be answered efficiently by just scanning the big data. Thus,
supporting indexing on microblogs is essential for efficient retrieval of microblogs data
that is needed to answer the interactive queries. Next in this chapter, we will discuss
the selection of attributes to be indexed along with the organization and the details of
the index structures.
As a user-generated data, microblogs are rich data that contains several attributes
to post queries on, e.g., timestamp, location, keywords, user attributes, and language.
Kite identifies the dominant attributes in microblogs queries to be temporal, spatial,
and keyword attributes [19, 17]. However, Kite provides index structures that are able
to support any microblog attribute. In specific, Kite provides spatio-temporal index
structure and hash-temporal index structure. The spatio-temporal index structure is
used for spatial attributes and the hash-temporal index structure is used for any non-
spatial attribute, including keyword attribute. In this thesis, the terms hash-temporal,
keyword-temporal, and keyword index structure are used interchangeably.
In addition to supporting index structures on different attributes, Kite also identi-
fies the necessary features in each index structure. As a fast stream that comes with
rapidly increasing high arrival rates, microblogs real-time digestion must be in light
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main-memory indexes that is able to cope with the increasing arrival rates (Twitter
rate in October 2013 was 5,200 tweet/second compared to 4,000 tweet/second in April
2012 [1]). In addition, keeping the most recent data in main-memory speeds up the
query responses as most of the real-world queries access the most recent data [21]. On
the other hand, Kite would not be able to manage Billions of microblogs, for several
months, in main-memory due to the scarcity of this resource. Consequently, Kite index-
ing would include both main-memory and disk-resident indexes. As Figure 1.1 shows,
the streaming microblogs are handled by a real-time stream connectors for preprocessing
(e.g., keyword and location extraction). Then, the main-memory indexes would digest
the preprocessed microblogs in real-time with high arrival rates. When the memory
becomes full, a flushing manager would manage to transfer main-memory contents to
the disk indexes. Disk indexes are then responsible to manage a very large number of
microblogs for several months.
It worth noting that some attributes are not effective to be indexed in real scenarios.
The most effective attributes in indexing should satisfy two conditions: (1) the attribute
is involved in many of the important incoming queries on microblogs, (2) the attribute
has a wide domain of values, i.e., can take a large number of distinct values, and hence
would provide the most effective pruning for the microblogs search space. An example of
an attribute that has limited domain of values is the language attribute. The language
attribute in Twitter data has a domain of only 56 values. If language attribute is
indexed, that means that all of the incoming microblogs, that are Billions, will be divided
into at most of fifty six chunks where each of them will be huge to search within. Thus,
the language attribute will not provide very effective pruning for Billions of microblogs.
Kite system administrators are encouraged to consider attributes for indexing based on
these two factors. Temporal, spatial, and keyword are prime examples that satisfy these
conditions, and then they are natively supported and promoted as first-class attribute
in Kite.
In the rest of this chapter we describe Kite indexer. First, we describe the main-
memory indexing of real-time microblogs in Section 2.1. Second, we describe the disk-
based indexing in Section 2.2. Finally, the flushing management from main-memory to
disk is highlighted in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.1: Kite In-memory Segmented Index.
2.1 Main-memory Indexing
Kite provides light-weight in-memory indexes that employ efficient index update tech-
niques to be able to digest high arrival rates of microblogs in real-time. The indexes
are supported on the spatial, temporal, and keywords attributes. In this section, we
start with describing the index organization. Then, we discuss the details of the index
structure and the real-time update operations for each type of index, both keyword and
spatial indexes.
Figure 2.1 shows the organization of Kite in-memory indexes. Kite employs two
segmented indexes in the main-memory: a keyword index and a spatial index. Both of
them are temporally partitioned into successive disjoint index segments. Each segment
indexes the data of T hours, where T is a parameter to be optimized by the flushing
manager (see Section 2.3). The newly incoming microblogs are digested in the most
recent segment (Segment 1 in Figure 2.1). Once the segment spans T hours of data, the
segment is concluded and a new empty segment is introduced to digest the new data.
Index segmentation has two main merits: (a) new microblogs are digested in a smaller
index, which is the most recent segment, and hence becomes more efficient, and (b) it
eases flushing data from memory to disk under certain flushing policies.
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Each of the keyword index and the spatial index consists of a set of segments. In the
following subsection, we discuss the structure and the update operations of each index
segment in details.
2.1.1 In-memory Keyword Index
Each segment of the in-memory keyword index is a hash index structure that organizes
incoming data based on the hash value of the search attribute. This hash index can
be used for keyword attribute as well as other attribute, e.g., user id. Thus, it is used
as a generic index structure to support indexing on arbitrary attributes. The structure
and the update operations of this hash index are solicited from Earlybird system [21]
that exists in the literature with no much contributions for our research here. Our main
contribution in the hash index structure is proposing an efficient technique to manage its
main-memory storage, which will be detailed in Chapter 3. Briefly, the keyword index
segment is an inverted index that organizes the data in a light hashtable. The hastable
maps a single keyword (the key) to a list of microblogs that contain the keyword. The
list of microblogs of each keyword is ordered reverse-chronologically so that the insertion
is always in the list front item in O(1). Thus, the whole insertion in the index is O(1).
With such optimization, the index is able to digest up to 100,000 microblog/second.
2.1.2 In-memory Spatial Index
Kite employs a partial pyramid structure [74] (Figure 2.2) that decomposes the space
into H levels. For a given level h, the space is partitioned into 4h equal area grid cells.
At the root, one grid cell represents the entire geographic area, level 1 partitions the
space into four equi-area cells, and so forth. Dark cells in Figure 2.2 present leaf cells,
which could lie in any pyramid level, light gray cells indicate non-leaf cells that are
already decomposed into four children, while white cells are not actually maintained,
and just presented for illustration. We favor the pyramid structure over quad-trees as
it involves storing data in non-leaf nodes, which significantly helps in query process-
ing. Each maintained pyramid cell C has a list of microblog M List that have arrived
within the cell boundary in the last T time units, ordered by their timestamps. This
in compliance with the spatial query definition that is formulated in Definition 1.1. A
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Figure 2.2: Main-memory spatial index segment.
microblog with location coordinates is stored in the leaf cell containing its location,
while a microblog with MBR is stored in the lowest level enclosing cell, which could
be non-leaf. The pyramid index is spatio-temporal, where the whole space is spatially
indexed (partitioned) into cells, and within each cell, microblogs are temporally indexed
(sorted) based on timestamp.
Though it is most suitable to Kite, existing pyramid index structures [74] are not
equipped to accommodate the needs for high-arrival insertion/deletion rates of mi-
croblogs. To support high-rate insertions, we furnish the pyramid structure by a bulk
insertion technique that efficiently digests incoming microblogs with their high arrival
rates, a speculative cell splitting technique that avoids skewed cell splitting, and a lazy
cell merging technique that saves 90% of redundant cell split/merge operations in real
time.
Bulk insertion. Inserting a microblog M (with a point location) in the pyramid
structure can be done traditionally [74] by traversing the pyramid from the root to find
the leaf cell that includes M location. If M has an MBR location instead of a point
location, we do the same except that we may end up inserting M in a non-leaf node.
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Unfortunately, such insertion procedure is not applicable to microblogs due to its high
arrival rates. While inserting a single item, new arriving items may get lost as the rate
of arrival would be higher than the time to insert a single microblog. This makes it
almost infeasible to insert incoming microblogs, as they arrive, one by one. To overcome
this issue, we employ the bulk insertion technique as described below.
The main idea is to buffer incoming microblogs in a memory buffer B, while main-
taining a minimum bounding rectangle BMBR that encloses the locations of all mi-
croblogs in B. Then, the bulk insertion module is triggered every t time units to flush
all microblogs in B to the pyramid index. This is done by traversing the pyramid struc-
ture from the root to the lowest cell C that encloses BMBR. If C is a leaf node, we
append the contents of B to the top of the list of microblogs in C (C.M List). This
still ensures that M List is sorted by timestamp as the oldest microblog in B is more
recent than the most recent entry inM List. On the other hand, if C is a non-leaf node,
we: (a) extract from B those microblogs that are presented by MBRs and cannot be
enclosed by any of C’s children, (b) append the extracted MBRs to the list of microblogs
in C (C.M List), (c) distribute the rest of microblogs in B, based on their locations,
to four quadrant buffers that correspond to C’s children, and (d) execute bulk insertion
recursively for each child cell of C using its corresponding buffer.
The parameter t is a tuning parameter that trades-off insertion overhead with the
time that an incoming microblog becomes searchable. A microblog is searchable (i.e.,
can appear in a search result), only if it is inserted in the pyramid structure. So, the
larger the value of t the more efficient is the insertion, yet, an incoming microblog may
be held in the buffer for a while before being searchable. A typical value of t is a couple
of seconds, which is enough to have few thousands microblogs inside B. Since a typical
arrival rate in Twitter is 6K+ microblogs/second, setting t = 2 means that each two
seconds, we will insert 12,000 microblogs in the pyramid structure, instead of inserting
them one by one as they arrive. Yet, a microblog may stay for up to two seconds after
its arrival to be searchable, which is a reasonable time and acceptable in most of the
microblogs application.
Bulk insertion significantly reduces insertion time as instead of traversing the pyra-
mid for each single microblog, we group thousands of microblogs into MBRs and use
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them as our traversing unit. Also, instead of inserting each single microblog in its des-
tination cell, we insert a batch of microblogs by attaching a buffer list to the head of
the microblog list.
Speculative cell splitting. Each pyramid index cell has a maximum capacity;
set as an index parameter. If a leaf cell C has exceeded its capacity, a traditional cell
splitting module would split C into four equi-area quadrants and distribute C contents
to the new quadrants according to their locations. Unfortunately, such traditional split-
ting procedure may not be suitable to microblogs. The main reason is that microblog
locations are highly skewed, where several microblogs may have the same exact loca-
tion, e.g., microblogs tagged with a hot-spot location like a stadium. Hence, when a
cell splits, all its contents may end up going to the same quadrant and another split is
triggered. The split may continue forever unless with a limit on the maximum pyramid
height, allowing cells with higher capacity at the lowest level. This gives a very poor
insertion and retrieval performance due to highly skewed pyramid branches with fat
cells at the lowest level.
To avoid long skewed tree branches, we employ a speculative cell splitting module,
where a pyramid cell C is split into four quadrants only if two conditions are satisfied:
(1) C exceeds its maximum capacity, and (2) If split, microblogs in C will span at
least two quadrants. While it is easy to check the first condition, checking the second
condition is more expensive. To this end, we maintain in each pyramid cell a set of split
bits (SplitBits) as a four-bits variable; one per cell quarter (initialized to zero). We use
the SplitBits as a proxy for non-expensive checking on the second condition.
After each bulk insertion operation in a cell C, we first check if C is over capacity.
If this is the case, we check for the second condition, where there could be only two
cases for SplitBits: (1) Case 1: The four SplitBits are zeros. In this case, we know that
C has just exceeded its capacity during this insertion operation. So, for each microblog
in C, we check which quadrant it belongs to, and set its corresponding bit in SplitBits
to one. Once we set two different bits, we stop scanning the microblogs and split the
cell as we now know that the cell contents will span more than one quadrant. If we end
up scanning all microblogs in C with only one set bit, we decide not to split C as we
are sure that a split will end up having all entries in one quadrant. (2) Case 2: One of
the SplitBits is one. In this case, we know that C was already over capacity before this
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bulk insertion operation, yet, C was not split as all its microblogs belong to the same
quadrant (the one with a SplitBits one). So, we only need to scan the new microblogs
that will be inserted in C and set their corresponding SplitBits. Then, as in Case 1, we
split C only if two different bits are set. In both cases, when splitting C, we reset its
SplitBits, create four new cells with zero SplitBits, and distribute microblogs in C to
their corresponding quadrants. This shows that we would never face a case where two
(or more) of the SplitBits are ones, as once two bits are set, we immediately split the
cell, and reset all bits to zeros.
Using SplitBits significantly reduces insertion and query processing time as: (a) we
do not have dangling skewed tree branches, and (b) we avoid the expensive checking step
for whether cell contents belong to the same quadrant or not, as the check is now done
infrequently on a set of bits. In the mean time, maintaining the integrity of SplitBits in
each cell C comes with very little overhead. First, as long as C is under capacity, we
do not read or set the value of SplitBits. Second, deleting entries from C has no effect
on its SplitBits, unless C becomes empty, where we reset all bits to zero. The rationale
here is that deletion does not change the status of SplitBits. If all entries in C are from
the same quadrant or if C is under capacity, then this will not change after deletion.
Lazy cell merging. When contents are deleted from a cell C during the memory
flushing operation, if the total size of C and its siblings is less than the maximum cell
capacity, a traditional cell merging algorithm would merge C with its siblings into one
cell. However, with the high arrival rates of microblogs, we may end up in spending
most of the insertion and deletion overhead in splitting and merging pyramid cells, as
the children of a newly split cell may soon merge again after deleting few items. To
avoid such overhead, we employ a lazy merging strategy, where we merge four sibling
cells into their parent only if three out of the four quadrant siblings are empty.
The idea is that once a cell C becomes empty, we check its siblings. If two of them
are also empty, we move the contents of the third sibling to its parent, mark the parent
as a leaf node, and remove C and its siblings from the pyramid index. This is lazy
merging, where in many cases it may happen that four siblings include few items that
can all fit into their parent. However, we avoid merging in this case to provide more
stability for our highly dynamic index. Hence, once a cell C is created, it is guaranteed
to survive for at least T time units before it can be merged again. This is because C
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Figure 2.3: Kite Disk Spatial Index.
will not be empty, i.e., eligible for merging, unless there are no insertions in C within T
time units. Although the lazy merging causes underutilized cells, this has a slight effect
on storage and query processing, compared to saving 90% of redundant split/merge
operations (which is measured practically) that leads to a significant reduction in index
update overhead.
Deletion from the index is handled by Kite flushing manager. The details is covered
Section 2.3 and Chapter 3.
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2.2 Disk-based Indexing
To be able to support a large number of microblogs data for long periods, that go
up to several months, Kite supports disk indexes to manage the microblogs that are
expelled from the main-memory. Similar to the main-memory indexes, disk indexes are
supported on spatial, temporal, and keywords attributes. However, the disk indexes
organization and structure are different from the main-memory ones. In this section,
we describe the index organization, structure, and update operations.
Index organization. Kite employs two disk indexes: a keyword index and a spatial
index. Figure 2.3 shows the organization of Kite disk spatial index, which is similar to
the organization of the keyword index as well. Each of both indexes is organized in
temporally partitioned segments. The temporal segments are replicated in a hierarchy
of three levels, namely, daily segments, weekly segments, and monthly segments. The
daily segments level stores the data of each calendar day in a separate segment. The
weekly segments level consolidates the data in each successive seven daily segments
that forms data for one calendar week in a single weekly segment. Again, the monthly
segments level consolidates data of each successive four weekly segments in a single
segment that manages the data of a whole calendar month. This temporal hierarchy
is arbitrary and be tuned by the system administrator to serve the incoming query
workloads. The main reason behind replicating the indexed data on multiple temporal
levels is to minimize the number of accessed index segments while processing queries for
different temporal periods. For example, for an incoming query asking about data of
two months, if only daily segments are stored, then the query processor would need to
access sixty indexes to answer the query. On the contrary to the described setting, the
query processor would need to access only two indexes of the two months time horizon
of the query. This significantly reduces the query processing time so that Kite is able
to support queries on relatively long periods.
Index structure and update. Kite disk keyword index segments structure are
inverted indexes while spatial index segments are partial quad-trees. Assume the tem-
poral hierarchy is daily, weekly, and monthly like the shown in Figure 2.3. At any point
of time, only a single daily segment is active to absorb the expelled microblogs from the
main-memory. Once a one full day passes, the current active daily segment is concluded
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and a new empty segment is introduced to absorb the next incoming data. Upon con-
cluding seven successive daily segments, a weekly segment is created in the background
to merged the data of the whole week in a single index. The same repeats for monthly
segments upon creating four successive weekly segments.
Updating the disk indexes is performed in isolation from the employed flushing
policy. Regardless the flushing policy, disk indexes are always temporally disjoint from
the main-memory indexesc. In other words, whenever Kite inserts data in the disk
indexes, there exists a check point timestamp tcp where all the data in the main-memory
indexes are more recent than tcp and all the data in disk-based indexes are older than
or equals tcp. Guaranteeing this, consolidating data from main-memory keyword index
into disk keyword index is done very efficient through bucket-to-bucket mapping without
bothering with deforming the temporal organization of the data. In the rest of the
section, we explain the consolidation process from main-memory to disk for both indexes,
keyword and spatial.
To consolidate data from main-memory keyword index to disk keyword index, we
perform three steps. First, we check if the new data would require creating a new daily
segment. For this, we check the oldest and the newest timestamps of the data to be
flushed, which are provided from the flushing manager. If the two timestamps span two
different days, then a new daily segment is created. The second and third steps are
performed repeatedly for each keyword slot in the index. Each slot contains a list of
microblogs that are stored in a reverse chronological order. The second step maps each
slot from the main-memory to the corresponding slot in the active disk index segment,
based on the keyword hash value. The third step then merges the main-memory data
list, L, into the existing microblogs list on the disk. L data is first checked if it spans
two days so that the list could be divided into two sublists and two index segments may
be accessed. After that, the list (sublist) of microblogs is merged into the corresponding
slot by prepending the list to the existing disk list. This is O(1) operation due to the
temporal order and disjointness of the two lists. The same operation is applicable to
consolidating data from main-memory pyramid index to the corresponding disk index.
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2.3 Flushing Management
Having data in main-memory and disk simultaneously obligates to manage moving data
from memory to disk. Once the main-memory becomes full, a part of the in-memory
data is selected by the flushing manager to be moved to disk-based structures. The
details of the selection criteria of in-memory data to be flushed are presented in Chap-
ter 3.
2.4 Experimental Evaluation
This section provides experimental evaluation for Kite indexing. Section 2.4.1 describes
the experimental setup. Then, the subsequent section shows the performance of Kite
index.
2.4.1 Experimental Setup
Our experiments are based on a real system deployment on a local cluster of commodity
hardware machines, we a single microblog stream is digest in one machine and the
system can digest multiple streams on multiple machines. Each machine has Intel Core
i7 processor with clock speed 3.40GHZ, 64GB of main-memory, and 2TB of disk storage.
Dataset. We continuously crawl Twitter data through Twitter Streaming APIs
since October 2013. Our dataset contains 10+ Billions real tweets. Crawled data is
stored in files. Then, tweets are read and timestamped to simulate an incoming stream
of real microblogs with different high arrival rates.
Query workloads. For spatial queries, we use one million query points from Bing
Mobile search engine, obtained through our collaborations with Microsoft Research. We
use this real query locations to query our system for point queries.
Default values. Unless mentioned otherwise, the default value of k is 100, mi-
croblog arrival rate λ is 1000 microblogs/second, range R is 30 miles, T is 6 hours, α
is 0.2, β is 0.3, w is 1, cell capacity is 150 microblogs, and the spatial and temporal
scoring functions are linear. The default values of cell capacity, α, and β are selected
experimentally and show to work best for query performance and result significance,
respectively, while default λ is the effective rate of US tweets. As microblogs are so
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Figure 2.4: Spatial index insertion time.
timely that Twitter gives only the most recent tweets (i.e., α=0), we set α to 0.2 as the
temporal dimension is more important than spatial dimension. All results are collected
in the steady state, i.e., after running the system for at least T time units.
Performance measures. Our measure of performance is mainly the insertion time
that is consumed to digest one batch of data. A data batch is collected every 1 second
and all tweets in the batch are inserted at once in the index structure.
2.4.2 Real-time Indexing Performance
The core of our contributions in indexing is mainly encapsulated the in-memory spatial
index. Thus, the experiments in this section extensively evaluates this part. We evaluate
the index with and without employing the bulk insertion process. Particularly, two
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alternatives are evaluated: (a) Kite index that stores all microblogs of last T time units
(denoted as KT ), (b) Kite index that stores only data needed for incoming queries using
the index size tuning module (denoted as KST ). The index size tuning module will be
described in the main-memory management chapter. For the time being, all what the
reader need to know is that KST index stores less data than KT based on some smart
technique that will be described later on. So, the amount of data and the number of
index cells in KST is less than KT. Both alternative are evaluated with and without
the bulk insertion. The bulk insertion variation denoted with suffix B and inserting
microblogs individually in the index denoted with suffix I.
Figure 2.4 shows the index performance in terms of insertion time in milli-seconds
varying different parameters values. The figure shows the performance of applying our
bulk insertion techniques, along with lazy split/merge criteria, versus employing a non-
bulk insertion technique that inserts microblogs one by one in the index for microblogs
that are collected every 1 second. Figure 2.4(a) shows insertion time for both batch
and individual insertion techniques with varying tweet arrival rate per second. The
bulk insertion techniques, KT-B and KST-B, show a significant performance boost
which is four times faster insertion compared to inserting one tweet at a time through
KT-I and KST-I. Specifically, KT-B can digest up to 32,000 tweet/second while KT-I
cannot sustain for 8,000 tweet/second and can only handle few hundreds less than this
number. Similarly, KST-B can digest 64,000 tweet/second in a half second while KST-I
can sustain up to few hundreds less than 16,000 tweet/second. This shows clearly the
effectiveness of Kite bulk insertion techniques that reduce the amortized insertion time
per microblog and so can sustain for much higher than arrival rates.
Figures 2.4(b), 2.4(c), and 2.4(d) show the insertion time with varying k, α and R,
respectively. In all these figures, and for different parameters values, KT-B and KST-B
show a superior performance over KT-I and KST-I with three times faster insertion
time in most of the case. This supports the findings of Figure 2.4(a) and takes it a step
further to show that Kite can handles much larger amount of microblogs per second
whatever the system parameters setting. This shows robustness of Kite for different
query workloads.
Chapter 3
Main-memory Management
Kite has two types of assets: data streams and index structures. Kite system allocates a
certain main-memory budget for each asset. When a system asset exceeds its allocated
memory budget, part of its memory contents are moved to disk. In this chapter, we
discuss the memory-management schemes for Kite system assets.
Microblog data streams are the only data source in Kite. Each stream is allocated a
certain amount of memory in the form of an in-memory buffer that is used to continu-
ously absorb incoming data record. Managing a stream memory buffer in Kite is fairly
straight forward. Incoming data records are appended to the stream in-memory buffer
in temporal order. In addition, they are added to a recovery buffer that is much smaller
than the stream buffer. The recovery buffer is flushed periodically to a corresponding
disk buffer. The main purpose of the recovery buffer is keeping all data records in the
stream in a disk-based repository accounting for any failure and recovery operation.
The recovery buffer is also used in managing the stream in-memory buffer as follows.
Once the stream in-memory buffer is filled up, a background thread is invoked to clean
up P% of the buffer memory. P is a system parameter that has typical value 10-30%.
The background thread is scanning the buffer from the oldest to the newest record. For
each data record, if this record is not indexed by any of the existing in-memory index
structure, it is then added to a discarding buffer. Once the discarding buffer contents
adds up to the required P%, its data is totally discarded from main-memory without
moving them to disk. This is because this data is already flushed to disk from the
recovery buffer shortly after their arrival. Having data flushed from the recovery buffer
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assures the correct temporal order of in-disk data as they are appended in the same
order of arrival. Note that the discarding buffer does not guarantee the temporal order
of the data. A data record that is older in time might be kept in memory and a newer
record might be discarded based on which index structures are pointing to them. The
recovery buffer then has two benefits. First, it backs up data for potential failures and
recovery operations. Second, it keeps in-disk data temporally order avoiding significant
expensive reordering for in-disk data.
The other asset type in Kite system is the index structure. Each microblog stream
can has one or more index structures on its different attributes. System administrators
are the one who create or drop index structures. Once an index is created, it is allocated
a memory budget which cannot be exceeded. If an in-memory index fills up its memory
budget, a flushing policy is triggered to select a portion of its contents and move them to
a corresponding disk-based index. Although the task looks trivial for the first glance, it
highly affects the query performance [75] as it controls the main-memory contents. The
incoming queries to Kite are answered from both main-memory and disk contents. The
more relevant data in main-memory, the less disk access is needed to answer the queries,
and then the lower query response time. Thus, Kite flushing manager enables the system
administrator to employ one of multiple available flushing policies. The flushing policy
tries to compromise the indexing and flushing overhead with the availability of relevant
data, to incoming queries, in the main-memory.
In this chapter, we describe three different categories of flushing policies namely
Flush-All, Flush-Temporal, and Flush-Query-Based. Section 3.1 gives an overview
about the different flushing policies. Then, the subsequent sections give details of the
major flushing policies that we are contributing to the literature.
3.1 Flushing Policies Overview
Kite flushing manager considers three different categories of flushing policies namely
Flush-All, Flush-Temporal, and Flush-Query-Based, introduced below.
Flush-All. The simplest flushing policy is to dump the whole memory contents to
the disk. This makes the main-memory indexing very flexible as any number of segments
can be used without dramatic effect on the flushing process. Also, it minimizes the disk
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access overhead as less number of flushing operations are performed. Obviously, Flush-
All preserves the property of temporal disjointness between main-memory contents and
disk-contents as it always dump all the old data to the disk before receiving new recent
data in the main-memory. However, Flush-All is not a recommended flushing policy as
it causes system slowdowns in terms of query responses. Once the flushing operation is
performed, all the memory-indexes become empty and hence all the incoming queries
are answered only from disk contents. This causes a significant sudden slowdown which
is an undesirable effect from a system point of view.
Flush-Temporal. An alternative flushing policy, that is currently employed in
existing techniques in the literature, is to expel a certain portion of the oldest microblogs
to empties a room for the newly real-time incoming microblogs. To reduce the flushing
overhead, this policy requires the main-memory indexing to partition the data into
segments with the same flushing unit. Referring to the main-memory index organization
in Figure 2.1, the flushing unit is defined as T hours, i.e., the oldest T hours of data are
flushed periodically. In this policy, T would be a system parameter that is adjusted by
the system administrator based on the available memory resources, the rate of incoming
microblogs, and the desired frequency of flushing. Flush-Temporal also preserves the
property of temporal disjointness between main-memory contents and disk-contents as
it always dump data of a certain period of time. This moves the temporal check point tcp
by exactly T hours without causing any kind of temporal overlap. In addition, Flush-
Temporal addresses the limitations of Flush-All and does not cause sudden significant
system slowdowns. This comes on the cost of more frequent flushing operations which
needs more frequent disk access overhead. However, as a background process, flushing
disk access does not significantly affect the system performance.
Flush-Query-Based. A main problem of Flush-Temporal is ignoring the character-
istics of incoming query workloads. It selects flushing victims based on the data record
timestamp without considering weather this data record might be reported in any of the
incoming queries or not. Given that, a large portion of memory contents, up to 60%,
could be irrelevant to incoming queries, as we will elaborate later in this chapter and our
published work [22, 30]. This means poor utilization for memory resources and frequent
disk access for incoming queries to retrieve their complete answer, while in fact there
is a plenty of memory space to accumlate relevant data. To overcome this problem,
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we contribute to the literature with a Flush-Query-Based category of flushing policies
that take into account the incoming query workloads to provide high memory resources
utilization and more efficient query processing through increasing the memory hit ratio,
i.e., the percentage of queries that can retrieve their entire answers from main-memory
contents.
The main idea of Flush-Query-Based policies is to figure out the characteristic of
data that will not satisfy the target query answer, and hence expel them. For example,
if the query asks for most recent k microblogs that contains a certain keyword. Then,
if the inverted index slot of any keyword contains more than k microblogs, that means
all microblogs older than the kth one will not make it to any query answer. Thus, those
microblogs can be safely expelled to empties a space for more relevant microblogs to
reside in the main-memory.
In the subsequent sections, we propose two flushing policies for Kite spatial index
and keyword index.
3.2 Managing Kite Spatial Index Memory
In this section, we present main-memory management techniques for one segment of
Kite in-memory spatial index that is presented in Section 2.1.2 that serves the spatial
microblog query that is formulated in Definition 1.1. First, we present the flushing
(or deletion) process that is performed on the index contents. Then, we propose three
main-memory techniques for this index structure, namely, index size tuning, index load
shedding, and index adaptive load shedding, that are used to select which data records
will be moved to disk through the flushing process.
Removing an item M from the pyramid structure can be done in a traditional
way [74] by traversing the pyramid from its root till cell C that encloses M , and then
removing M from C’s list. Unfortunately, such traditional deletion procedure cannot
scale up for Kite needs. Since we need to keep index contents to only objects from
the last T time units, we may need to keep pointers to all microblogs, and chase them
one by one as they become out of the temporal window T , which is a prohibitively
expensive operation. To overcome this issue, we employ a bulk deletion module where
all deletions are done in bulk. This bulk deletion operation starts with the trigger of
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the flushing operation in the index, so that index contents are cleaned up in a lazy
basis without slowing down the system operations. We exploit two strategies for bulk
deletion, namely, piggybacking and sweeping bulk deletions, described below.
Piggybacking Bulk Deletion. The idea is to piggyback the deletion operation on
insertion. Once a microblog is inserted in a cell C, we check if C has any items older
than T time units in its microblog list (M List). As M List is ordered by timestamp,
we use binary search to find its most recent itemM that is older than T . IfM exists, we
trim M List by removing everything from it starting from M . Piggybacking deletion
on insertion saves significant time as we share the pyramid traversal and cell access with
the insertion operation.
Sweeping Bulk Deletion. With piggybacking bulk deletion, a cell C may still have
some useless microblogs that have not been deleted, yet, due to lack of recent insertions
in C. To avoid such cases, we trigger a light-weight sweeping bulk deletion process after
T ′ time units (we use T ′ = 0.5T ). In this process, we go through each cell C, and only
check for the first (i.e., most recent) item M ∈ C.M List. If M has arrived more than
T time units ago, we wipe C.M List. If M has arrived within the last T time units, we
do nothing and skip C. It may be the case that C still has some expired items, yet we
intentionally overlook them in order to make the deletion light-weight. Such items will
be deleted either in the next insertion or in the next sweeping cleanup.
3.2.1 Spatial Index Size Tuning
Our discussion in this section and in Section 2.1.2 assumed that all microblogs posted
in the last T time units are stored in the in-memory pyramid structure. Hence, a query
with any temporal boundary ≤ T guarantees to find its answer entirely in memory.
In this section, we introduce the index size tuning module that takes advantage of the
natural skewness of data arrival rates over different pyramid cells to achieve its storage
savings (∼50% less storage) without sacrificing the answer quality (accuracy >99%) as
presented in the experimental results. Our index size tuning is motivated by two main
observations: (1) The top-k microblogs in areas with high microblog arrival rates can be
obtained from a much shorter time than areas of low arrival rates, e.g., top-k microblogs
in downtown Chicago may be obtained from the last 30 minutes, while it may need ten
hours to get them in a suburb area. (2) α weighting factor in Fα ranking function
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(see Definition 1.1) plays a major role on how far we need to go back in time to look
for microblogs. If α = 1, top-k microblogs are the closest ones to the user locations,
regardless of their time arrival within T . If α = 0, top-k microblogs are the most recent
ones posted within R, so, we look back only for the time needed to issue k microblogs.
Then, for each cell C, we find the minimum search time horizon Tc ≤ T such that an
incoming query to C finds its answer in memory. Assume the microblog arrival rate for
a cell C is λc and we use the linear scoring functions. Then, Tc is given by the following
equation:
For linear scoring functions
Tc =Min

T, α
1− α
T +
k
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C) , 1
)
× λc

 (3.1)
The detailed derivation for Tc value is detailed in Lemma 3.1 below. Following the same
steps, we can derive Tc using the exponential scoring function to be given by:
For exponential scoring functions
Tc =Min

T, T
w
ln[
α
1− α
(ew − 1) + e
wk
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
×λcT
]

 (3.2)
We discuss next the impact of the index size tuning module on various operations
of Kite index. Equations 3.1 and 3.2 means that in order for a microblog M in cell C
to make it to the top-k answer, M has to arrive within the last Tc time units, where
Tc ≤ T , and so any older microblog can be safely shed without affecting the query
accuracy. Therefore, we save memory space by storing fewer microblogs. We next
discuss the impact of employing the Tc values on Kite index.
Index Structure. Each pyramid cell C will keep track of two additional variables:
(1) λc; the arrival rate of microblogs in C, which is continuously updated on arrival
of new microblogs, and (2) Tc; the temporal boundary in cell C computed from Equa-
tions 3.1 or 3.2, and updated with every update of λc.
Index Operations. Insertion in the pyramid index will have the following two changes:
(1) For all visited cells in the insertion process, we update the values of λc and Tc, (2) If
Tc is updated with a new value, we will have one of two cases: (a) The value of Tc is
decreased. In this case, microblogs that were posted in the time interval between the
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old and new values of Tc are immediately deleted. (b) The value of Tc is increased. In
this case, we have a temporal gap between the new and old values of Tc, where there
are no microblogs there. However, with the rate of updates of Tc, such gap will be filled
up soon, and hence would have very little impact on query answer. On the other side,
the flushing module deletes microblogs whole timestamp older than Tc from each cell
C, rather than based on one global value T for all cells.
Index Maintenance. When a cell C splits into four quadrant cells, the value of λc in
each new child cell Ci is set based on the ratio of microblogs from cell C that goes to
cell Ci. As Kite employs a lazy merging policy, i.e., four cells are merged into a parent
cell C only if three of them are empty, the value of λc at the parent cell C is set to the
arrival rate of its only non-empty child.
It also worth mentioning that optimizing the index for preset default parameters
values does not limit Kite from adapting changes to these values in the middle of op-
erations. In case a system administrator change the default values in the middle of
operations, the index contents will be adapted for the new values in the following data
insertion cycles (based on the new computed values of Tc). So, all what is needed is
to plan changing the values ahead if the new queries require more data to fulfill their
answers, i.e., if they lead into increasing Tc values.
Lemma 3.1 Given query parameters k, R, T , and α, and the average arrival rate of
microblogs in cell C, λc, the spatio-temporal query answer from cell C can be retrieved
from those microblogs that have arrived in the last Tc time units, where:
Tc =Min
(
T, α1−αT +
k
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
×λc
)
Proof: The proof is composed of three steps: First, we compute the value of λR as the
expected arrival rate of microblogs to query area R, among the microblogs in cell C
with arrival rate λc. This depends on the ratio of the two areas Area(R) and Area(C).
If Area(R) < Area(C), then λR =
Area(R)
Area(C)λc, otherwise, all microblogs from C will
contribute to R, hence λR = λc. This can be put formally as:
λR =Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C) , 1
)
× λc
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Second, we compute the shortest time Tk to form a set of k microblogs as an initial
answer. This corresponds to the time to get the first k microblogs that arrive within
cell C and area R. Since λR is the rate of microblog arrival in R, i.e., we receive one
microblog each 1λR time units, then we need Tk =
k
λR
time units to receive the first k
microblogs.
Finally, we compute the maximum time interval Tc that a microblogM within cell C
and area R can make it to the list of top-k microblogs according to our ranking function
F . In order for M to make it to the top-k list, M has to have a better (i.e., lower)
score than the microblog Mk that has the kth (i.e., worst) score of the initial top-k, i.e.,
F (M) < F (Mk). To be conservative in our analysis, we assume that: (a) M has the
best possible spatial score: zero, i.e., M has the same location as the user location. In
this case, F (M) will rely only on its temporal score, i.e., F (M) = (1− α)TcT , where Tc
= NOW −M.time indicates the search time horizon Tc that we are looking for, and
(b) Mk has the worst possible spatial and temporal scores among the initial k ones.
While the worst spatial score would be one, i.e., Mk lies on the boundary of R, the
worst temporal score would take place if Mk arrives Tk time units ago. So, the score of
Mk can be set as: F (Mk) = α + (1−α)
k
λRT
. Accordingly, to satisfy the condition that
F (M) < F (Mk), the following should hold:
(1− α)TcT < α+ (1− α)
k
λRT
This means that in order for M to make it to the answer list, Tc should satisfy:
Tc <
α
1−αT +
k
λR
By substituting the value of λR, and bounding Tc by the value of T , as we cannot
go further back in time than T , the maximum value of Tc would be:
Tc =Min
(
T, α1−αT +
k
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
×λc
)

In case of exponential ranking function that is presented in query Definition 1.1, the
equation of Tc is given as follows:
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Tc =Min

T, T
w
ln[
α
1− α
(ew − 1) + e
wk
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
×λcT
]

 (3.3)
This equation can be derived using exactly the same steps as in the case of linear
ranking function. The proof is given as following.
Proof: The proof is composed of exactly the same three steps as the previous one. The
first and second steps are independent of the ranking function and gives:
λR =Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C) , 1
)
× λc
Tk =
k
λR
Then, we compute the maximum time interval Tc that a microblog M within cell
C and area R can make it to the list of top-k microblogs according to the exponential
ranking function F . In order for M to make it to the top-k list, M has to have a
better (i.e., lower) score than the microblog Mk that has the kth (i.e., worst) score of
the initial top-k, i.e., F (M) < F (Mk). To be conservative in our analysis, we assume
that: (a) M has the best possible spatial score: zero, i.e., M has the same location as
the user location. In this case, F (M) will rely only on its temporal score, i.e., F (M) =
(1−α)ew×
Tc
T where Tc = NOW −M.time indicates the search time horizon Tc that we
are looking for, and (b) Mk has the worst possible spatial and temporal scores among
the initial k ones. While the worst spatial score would be one, i.e., Mk lies on the
boundary of R, the worst temporal score would take place if Mk arrives Tk time units
ago. So, the score of Mk can be set as: F (Mk) = α + (1− α)e
w× k
λRT . Accordingly, to
satisfy the condition that F (M) < F (Mk), the following should hold:
(1− α)ew×
Tc
T < α+ (1− α)e
w× k
λRT
By separating the two sides and substituting the value of λR, and bounding Tc by
the value of T , as we cannot go further back in time than T , the maximum value of Tc
would be:
Tc =Min

T, T
w
ln[
α
1− α
(ew − 1) + e
wk
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
×λcT
]

 (3.4)

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3.2.2 Spatial Index Load Shedding
Even with the index size tuning module, there could be cases where there is no enough
memory to hold all microblogs from the last Tc time units in each cell, e.g., very scarce
memory or time intervals with very high arrival rates. Also, some applications are willing
to trade slight decrease in query accuracy with a large saving in memory consumption.
In such cases, Kite triggers a load shedding module that smartly selects and expires a
set of microblogs from memory such that the effect on query accuracy is minimal. The
main idea of the load shedding module is to use less conservative analysis than that of
the index size tuning module that. In particular, Equations 3.1 and 3.2 consider the very
conservative case that every stored microblog M may have a query that comes exactly
at M.loc, i.e., Ds(M.loc, u.loc) = 0. The load shedding module relaxes this assumption
and assumes that queries are posted βR miles away from M , i.e., Ds(M.loc, u.loc) =
βR, where 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Using this relaxed assumption, we can revise the value of time
horizon per cell to be:
For linear scoring functions
Tc,β =Min
(
T, α(1−β)1−α T +
k
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
×λc
)
For exponential scoring functions
Tc,β =Min

T, T
w
ln[
α
1− α
(ew − ewβ) + e
wk
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
λcT
]

 (3.5)
We use the term Tc,β instead of Tc to indicate the search time horizon for each cell C
when the load shedding module is employed. The derivation of Tc,β is detailed below.
Per Equations 3.2.2 and 3.5 , Tc,β gives a tighter temporal coverage for each cell as
Tc,β ≤ Tc. β acts as a tuning parameter that trades-off significant savings of storage
with slight loss of accuracy. As shown below, a storage saving of β results in accuracy
loss maximum of β3. For example, if β = 0.3, a 30% saving of storage is traded with
maximum of 2.7% of accuracy loss. However, the experimental evaluation shows even
much better performance.
Next we present the derivation of the value Tc,β for each cell C, such that only those
microblogs that have arrived in C in the last Tc,β time units are kept in memory, and
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analyze the accuracy loss of the load shedding module. We first derive the value of Tc,β
then we analyze the accuracy loss.
Storage Saving
Building on the derivation of Tc in Section 3.2.1, and assuming we use the linear scoring
functions, we will relax the very conservative assumption of having a query location
exactly on the location a microblog M , and hence Equation 3.2.1 will be re-formulated
as:
αβ + (1− α)
Tc,β
T < α+ (1− α)
k
λRT
Then, in order for a microblog M to make it to the answer list, Tc,β should satisfy:
Tc,β <
α(1−β)
1−α T +
k
λR
By substituting the value of λR, and bounding Tc,β by the value of T , the maximum
value of Tc,β would be:
Tc,β =Min
(
T, α(1−β)1−α T +
k
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
×λc
)
Following the same steps, we can derive Tc,β for the exponential scoring functions
to be:
Tc,β =Min

T, Tw ln[ α1−α(ew − ewβ) + e
wk
Min
(
Area(R)
Area(C)
,1
)
λcT
]


Accuracy Loss
Given the less conservative assumption in Equation 3.2.2, there is a chance to miss
microblogs that could have made it to the final result. In particular, there is an area
Ax in the spatio-temporal space that is not covered by Tc,β . A microblog M in area Ax
satisfies two conditions: (1) The spatial score ofM is less than β, and (2) The temporal
distance of M is between Tc,β and Tc. We measure the accuracy loss in terms of the
ratio of the area covered by Ax to the whole spatio-temporal area covered by R and
T , i.e., R × T . This is measured by multiplying the ratios of the Ax’s temporal and
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spatial dimensions, Tratio and Rratio, to the whole space. The temporal ratio Tratio can
be measured as:
Tratio =
Tc−Tc,β
Tc
=
( α
1−α
T+ k
λR
)−(
α(1−β)
1−α
T+ k
λR
)
( α
1−α
T+ k
λR
)
This leads to: Tratio = β ×
α
1−α
T
α
1−α
T+ k
λR
≤ β
This means that the temporal ratio is bounded by β.
For the spatial ratio, consider that Ax and R are represented by circular areas around
the querying user location with radius Radius(Ax) and Radius(R). Since a microblogM
at distance Radius(Ax) has spatial score of β while a microblog at distance Radius(R)
has spatial score of 1, then Radius(Ax) = β Radius(R). Hence, the ratio of the spatial
dimension is:
Rratio =
Area(Ax)
Area(R) =
πRadius(Ax)2
πRadius(R)2
= β
2Radius(R)2
Radius(R)2
= β2
Hence, the accuracy loss can be formulated as:
AccuracyLossβ = Tratio ×Rratio ≤ β
3
This shows a cubic accuracy loss in terms of β, e.g., if β = 0.3, we have maximum
of 2.7% loss in accuracy for 30% storage saving.
For the exponential scoring function, the area Ax in the spatio-temporal space would
be an area bounded by two exponential curves and hence its area can be calculated using
integration under the bounded area. However, roughly, expelling exponentially scored
microblogs would lead to much less accuracy loss as a slight increase in either spatial
or temporal distances would lead to exponential decay in the relevance score. The
experimental evaluation clearly verifies this observation.
3.2.3 Spatial Index Adaptive Load Shedding
As we show in Section 3.2.2, load shedding in Kite spatial index uses a global parameter
β that represents the minimum spatial distance, as a ratio from R, between queries loca-
tions and microblogs locations. Choosing the right value for β is challenging as it should
change across space and time: Microblogs queries change dynamically over time [76] and
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a single value limits the cost-benefit trade-off of load shedding. More importantly, the
spatial distribution of both microblogs data and queries changes substantially across
regions [22], and therefore using a global parameter may poorly treat sparse regions for
which few queries are issued and aggressively treat dense regions where most queries
are issued.
In this section, we introduce two methods, β-load shedding and γ-load shedding,
which tune the load shedding process. Both methods extend the β-parameterized load
shedding module in three aspects: (a) they tune the load shedding automatically so
that it is not needed to preset a fixed value for β by the system administrator, (b) they
keep one load shedding parameter value per each spatial index cell, instead of using one
global value for all regions, to adapt with the localized distributions of incoming data
and queries , and (c) they update the load shedding parameter values dynamically over
time to reflect the changes in both data and queries. In the rest of this section, we
develop the two methods and discuss their impact on the spatial index components.
β-Load Shedding
In β-Load Shedding (β-LS for short), each index cell stores a parameter β to use in
determining its temporal horizon Tc,β (Equations 3.2.2 and 3.5). β has exactly the
same meaning as described in Section 3.2.2, however, it is distinct per index cell instead
of being a global parameter for the whole index. In addition, β-LS automatically tunes
β values based on the incoming query loads. Then, each cell C uses its own auto-tuned
β value to keep only microblogs from the last Tc,β time units and shed older microblogs.
In the rest of the section we describe the automatic tuning of β along with β-LS impact
on Kite spatial index components.
Main idea. The main idea is to distinguish the spatial regions based on the per-
centage of queries they receive. Regions that receive a big percentage of the incoming
queries are considered important spatial regions and so a small portion of data is shed,
i.e., small β value is assigned, to reduce the likelihood to miss answer microblogs for a
lot of queries. On the contrary, cells that receive small percentage of queries are consid-
ered less important, so that shedding more data will not significantly affect the query
accuracy, and so a large β value is assigned. Thus, we use only the spatial distribution
of incoming queries to estimate the β value, per cell, that is bounded in the range [0, 1].
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Implementation. For each index cell C, we keep the percentage of queries that
process C microblogs out of all queries that are posted to the index. Specifically, for
the whole index, we keep a single long integer Qtotal that counts the total number of
posted queries to the index so far. In addition, for each cell C, we maintain an integer
C.Qc that counts the number of queries that process one or more microblog(s) from
C.M List. Then, whenever C.Tc,β value is updated, on insertions in C, the value of β
is estimated by β = 1− C.QcQtotal . Consequently, cells that did not receive any queries, i.e.,
C.Qc = 0, are assigned β value of 1 and then a large amount of data is shed. On the
other hand, cells that receive a big percentage of queries are assigned a small β value
and hence shed much less data. Both Qtotal and C.Qc are reset every T time units,
measured from the system start timestamp, so that β values are estimated only based
on the recent queries to adapt with the dynamic changes in query loads over time. By
definition, 0 ≤ C.Qc ≤ Qtotal, for all C, then β value is bounded in the range [0, 1].
Impact on Kite index components. β-LS implementation impacts index con-
tents. Each index cell C maintains an additional integer C.Qc, which ends up with a
little impact on the overall index storage (less than 0.5MB extra which does not exceed
1−4% of the overall storage) compared to the big storage saving that comes from shed-
ding more microblogs. During the query processing, Qtotal is maintained for the whole
index and C.Qc is maintained for each cell. Although being concurrently accessed from
multiple query threads, the concurrent operation on both of them is only a single atomic
increment which causes a little overhead in query latency as our experiments show.
γ-Load Shedding
In γ-Load Shedding method (γ-LS for short), we go one step beyond using only the
query spatial distribution (as in β-LS) and use the access pattern of microblogs data
inside the cell. β-LS increases the importance measure of a cell C as long as one
or more of its microblogs is processed by the query regardless of the actual number of
processed microblogs from C.M List. On the contrary, γ-LS considers which microblogs
are actually processed from the cell so that each cell stores only the useful data. To
illustrate, one of the traditional load shedding findings (presented in Section 3.2.2) that
the analytical values of Tc and Tc,β do not comply with the theoretical expectations.
Specifically, Tc achieves < 100% query accuracy while it is expected to provide accurate
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results while Tc,β achieves query accuracy much higher than the theoretical bound ((1−
β3)×100)%. This means that each cell C stores either less or more data than it is needed.
Motivated by this finding, γ-LS aims to adjust cell storage so that only microblogs that
are sufficient to answer all incoming queries accurately are stored.
Main idea. The main idea is to estimate for each cell C the minimum search time
horizon Tc,γ ≤ T such that C keeps only the useful data to answer incoming queries
from main-memory contents. Unlike Tc, that is calculated analytically based only on
the default query parameters as discussed in Section 3.2.1, Tc,γ is calculated adaptively
with the incoming query load. As Tc and Tc,β are shown to be close to the optimal
time horizon, to calculate Tc,γ , we make use of Tc and Tc,β equations. Particularly, we
replace the parameter β in Tc,β (Equation 3.2.2) with another parameter γ. Unlike β,
γ can take any value rather than being bounded in the range [0, 1]. Thus, γ is a tuning
parameter where its values have three possible cases: (1) γ ∈ [0, 1]: in this case γ has
the same effect as β (see Section 3.2.2) and controls the amount of shed data through
controlling the value of Tc,γ ≤ Tc ≤ T . (2) γ > 1: in this case, the value Tc,β at β = 1
is too large for the incoming queries to this cell, then the term (1− γ) gives a negative
value and decreases the cell temporal coverage to shed the useless data that increases
the storage overhead while does not contribute to the query answers. (3) γ < 0: in
this case, the value Tc,β at β = 0, i.e. Tc, is too small to answer all the incoming
queries to this cell, then the term (1− γ) gives a value larger than 1 and increases the
cell temporal coverage to answer all the incoming queries accurately. Although Case 3
would lead to a slight increase in the storage overhead for some parameter setup, e.g.,
at α ≈ 0, it would consequently fill the gap between the theoretical assumptions of Tc
value and the practical data distribution which lead to loss in query accuracy, as shown
the experimental results.
Implementation. To implement γ-LS, Kite index maintains a γ value in each
index cell, that is changing adaptively with the incoming queries. To this end, γ value
is calculated as follows. For an incoming query, we measure the time horizon Tc,γ that
spans all the processed microblogs, i.e., the useful data, in C. Obviously, Tc,γ equals the
difference between NOW and the oldest processed microblog. Based on the measured
value of Tc,γ , we calculate a value γ using the following equations:
For linear scoring functions
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Equations 3.2.3 and 3.6 are derived from Equations 3.2.2 and 3.5 by replacing β with
γ and separating γ in the left hand side. If the ln parameter has a negative value, the
negative sign is omitted and multiplied by the final result. Using a series of γ values,
from subsequent queries, one estimated value of γ is calculated for each cell C. Then,
the estimated γ value is used in Equations 3.2.2 and 3.5, replacing β, to calculate the
actual cell temporal coverage Tc,γ .
To estimate γ value per cell, we use a sample of the incoming queries to the cell. This
sample is chosen randomly and independently per cell. For each query in the sample,
a γ value is calculated, during the query processing, as described above. Then, the
estimated γ is calculated by one of two methods: min or average where the minimum
or the average value, respectively, so far is used. In both cases, γ value is reset every
T time units, measured from the system start timestamp, so that it is estimated only
based on the recent queries to adapt with the dynamic changes in query loads over time.
The query sample is chosen randomly per cell for two reasons: (a) As γ is calculated
during the query processing, then using all the incoming queries may be overwhelming
to the query latency with a heavy query load in real time, so only a sample of queries
are being used to reduce this overhead. (b) The query sample is chosen randomly and
independently for each cell to eliminate any bias for a certain subset of the queries. As
calculating γ value in each cell is independent from all other cells contents, choosing a
different query sample for each cell is valid and leads to highly reliable load shedding as
almost all incoming queries have a chance to contribute to tuning the load shedding in
some cells.
Impact on Kite index components. γ-LS implementation mainly impacts the
query processing and slightly impacts index contents. For each index cell C, a single
estimated value C.γ is maintained incrementally. In addition, an additional integer is
maintained per cell in case C.γ is estimated using the incremental average. Both end
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up with maximum of 1MB extra storage on the average which is much less than storage
saving of the shed microblogs and presents a negligible percentage of 1−4% out of the
overall storage consumption. C.γ is incrementally maintained when incoming queries
access some microblogs from C.M List. For each query, a new γ value is calculated as
described above and its estimated value C.γ is updated accordingly. Although C.γ is
concurrently accessed from multiple query threads, only a single concurrent operation
is needed to set the new value which is a little overhead compared to the expensive
computation of γ values. The experimental results show the query latency overhead of
γ-LS compared to its storage saving and accuracy enhancement.
In both β-LS and γ-LS, the search time horizon is calculated based on Equa-
tions 3.2.2 and 3.5. To prevent the cancellation of the major term when α = 0, which
totally discards the automatic tuning of the adaptive load shedding module, we replace
α in the numerator of these equations by (α+ ǫ) so that the values of β and γ work for
adjusting the amount of load shedding. We set ǫ = 0.0001. The experimental results
show that this heuristic increases the query accuracy, at α = 0, from ≈ 95%, as in
traditional load shedding, to over 99% in adaptive load shedding.
3.3 Managing Kite Keyword Index Memory
In this section, we present main-memory management technique, called kFlushing, for
one segment of Kite in-memory hash (keyword) index that is presented in Section 2.1.1
that serves the keyword microblog query that is formulated in Definition 1.2. We first
present the rationale behind kFlushing technique, then we present its details.
Existing work for (top-k) search queries on microblogs [21, 27, 24] mainly focus on
building scalable indexing techniques in main-memory to digest incoming microblogs
with their high arrival rates. Existing index structures along with their query pro-
cessing techniques either explicitly or implicitly assume the following two assumptions:
(1) Memory is so large that almost all queries of interest will be answered from in-
memory contents. In case that the answer is not found in-memory, the search will
continue in another disk-based index structure. However, only in-memory query re-
sponse time is reported for performance evaluation, ignoring the disk access. (2) Once
the memory is filled up, a chunk of oldest in-memory microblogs is flushed to disk,
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leaving their valuable memory space for new incoming microblogs.
Unfortunately, the implications of these two implicit assumptions are way underes-
timated in all prior work. Such assumptions are only geared towards in-memory query
response time, while ignoring another critical performance measure, which is memory hit
ratio, i.e., the ratio of queries that are completely answered from in-memory contents.
With such two implicit assumptions, existing techniques may have a bad performance
due to a low memory hit ratio as many of the incoming queries may not be answered
from in-memory contents. Such queries are answered from disk with a very high cost.
For example, the query “Find most recent k tweets that has the keyword Obama” would
most likely be answered from in-memory contents because Obama is a popular (i.e.,
high-frequency) keyword. However, if the same query asks for the keyword “concur-
rency”, which is not common in tweets, it is unlikely to find the answer in memory, and
hence a visit to in-disk index has to be paid resulting in poor query latency.
The rational of existing techniques is that most queries ask for popular keywords and
will be answered from memory. Hence, it is reasonable to support such queries efficiently,
and kind of ignore other queries that does not ask about popular words. However,
such rational is not always favorable in practical scenarios. For example, web search
engines optimize their performance to serve 95% of their search queries within a certain
threshold, e.g., 50-100ms. So, it is important to optimize for worst case scenario, i.e., we
need to ensure that 95% of our queries are answered below a certain threshold, which is
favorable than optimizing for the average query response time. Considering the memory
hit ratio as a major query performance in searching microblogs ensures that more queries
are answered efficiently from memory, which matches the same optimization goal of
major web search engines.
To illustrate the memory management problem in microblogs data management
systems, Figure 3.1(a) depicts a typical snapshot of the memory contents. The figure
shows nine keywords kw1 to kw9, on the horizontal axis, along with the number of
microblogs containing each keyword on the vertical axis. The figure also has a horizontal
line corresponds to the number k, where k is the default value used in any top-k query.
Only three keywords, kw1, kw2, and kw3 appear more than k times, while the rest of
keywords have appeared less than k times. Existing index structures and their query
processors for search queries on microblogs work with such memory contents as is to
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retrieve their answers. Therefore, for any incoming query on any of the nine keywords in
Figure 3.1(a), only the ones asking about the first three keywords can be answered form
memory very efficiently as there are in-memory k keywords for each of them. However,
any query asking about other keywords will have to encounter a disk access to retrieve
k items, resulting in a very poor performance. Unfortunately, existing techniques have
all their focus on how to query and index the first three keywords very efficiently while
ignoring queries coming on the rest of keywords. The implicit assumption is that there
is a background process that regularly evicts old memory contents to give room for new
incoming ones. However, such process would still maintain the memory contents to be
similar to Figure 3.1(a).
To address this limitation, we introduce kFlushing; a new flushing policy that is
triggered once memory is full. The goal is to evict part of the in-memory contents to the
disk storage, allowing new incoming microblogs to be digested in memory. kFlushing
spots the problem in Figure 3.1(a), where a major part of the memory is consumed
by useless microblogs that will not help in answering any top-k query. For example,
consider the set of microblogs that include the first three keywords in Figure 3.1(a),
but they are ranked above the k level according to the underlying ranking function.
Such microblogs would never show up in a query answer for any top-k query with the
same ranking function. Our observations on real Twitter data show that for k=20 and
a temporal ranking function based on tweet arrival time, more than 75% of memory
contents are consumed by tweets that will never show up in a query answer for a top-k
keyword search query.
The goal of our proposed kFlushing policy is to ensure that all memory contents
are useful. This is done by getting rid of the useless microblogs and use their space
for the keywords that have less than k microblogs. Ultimately, with kFlushing, the
memory contents should look like Figure 3.1(b), where each keyword has exactly k
microblogs in memory. In that case, a query coming to any of the nine keywords kw1
to kw9 will be fully answered from in-memory contents, which significantly increases
the system memory hit ratio. kFlushing enables existing algorithms for top-k microblog
search queries (e.g., [21, 26, 27, 23, 24]) to reach to their full potential and significantly
increasing their memory hit ratio.
The concept of adjusting memory contents to increase memory hit ratio has been
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Figure 3.1: kFlushing main idea
studied in different contexts under different terminologies, e.g., buffer management in
database management systems (DBMSs) [77], anti-caching in main-memory databases [78,
79, 80], and load shedding in data stream management systems (DSMSs) [81, 82, 83].
However, neither buffer management nor anti-caching techniques exploit top-k queries
as they decide on flushing an item based on its latest access time regardless of other
items. When optimizing for top-k queries, the decision to evict or keep an item in
main-memory depends on the presence/absence of other items that satisfy the query.
Meanwhile, the main focus of load shedding techniques is to drop a portion of incoming
data to optimize memory contents for a set of registered continuous queries. This is dif-
ferent from the case of microblogs that removes from existing indexed data to optimize
for any query that may come later on.
kFlushing employs a parameter B (default=10%) that represents the ratio of memory
contents that need to be flushed. Then, the main idea of our kFlushing policy is to
employ a three-phase strategy. In the first phase, we try to get the B% from those
microblogs with keywords that have more than k microblogs. However, repeatedly
doing so will result in a memory saturation, where we cannot get B% out. In that
case, we employ the second phase that aims to get rid of keywords that have less than
k microblogs, as they would require disk access in all cases. Again, another repetitive
execution would result in another memory saturation case. In that case, we employ our
third and final stage that checks on the query access pattern with the aim of having the
memory contents as in Figure 3.1(b). We show that the kFlushing policy is extensible
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for: (a) various search attributes beyond the keyword search query, (b) various ranking
functions, and (c) multiple keyword search queries. Extensive experimental evaluation
using real Twitter data and various realistic query workloads shows that kFlushing
improves the memory hit ratio for up to 330%, while keeping the in-memory query
performance intact.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. We first present the kFlushing policy
for keyword search queries and temporal ranking function. Then, we show the extensi-
bility of kFlushing to other query types, e.g., user id queries, and ranking functions.
3.3.1 kFlushing Policy
This section introduces our proposed kFlushing policy. kFlushing is triggered once the
main-memory is full to decide on which microblogs to flush from memory to disk. kFlush-
ing flushes a specified B percentage of memory contents to ensure a minimum amount
of free memory, and hence continuity of digesting incoming data without re-invoking the
flushing process frequently. kFlushing is composed of three consecutive phases, namely,
regular flushing, aggressive flushing, and forced flushing. Each phase is invoked only if
its preceding phase(s) cannot flush enough memory to meet the budget B. We next
describe the details of each phase.
Phase 1: Regular Flushing
Motivation. Regular flushing is motivated by the large amounts of under utilized mem-
ory under temporal flushing scheme, that is currently used in microblogs systems [21].
As described in Figure 3.1(a), the frequency distribution of keywords in microblogs is
very skewed. Thus, few keywords have very high frequency, much more than k, while the
rest of keywords have low frequency, below k. For incoming top-k queries, microblogs
that are beyond k in any keyword are useless microblogs as they would not contribute
to any query answer. Such useless microblogs are observed to be 75% of the memory
contents, for k=20, in real Twitter data. This means that only one quarter of the avail-
able memory is utilized. Our goal is to make use of the remaining three quarters to
include more high-frequency keywords in memory to increase the memory hit ratio.
Main idea. The main idea of the regular flushing phase is to trim extra useless
microblogs that are above the k threshold line in Figure 3.1(a). For a trimmed microblog
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M , if M has only a single keyword, then M is removed from both the index and the in-
memory buffer and flushed to disk right away. In case M has more than one keyword,
then Phase 1 removes it only from keyword index entries in which M is not among
top-k microblogs. Yet, M data record might remain in the in-memory buffer if it is
still referenced by other index entry. This case would mean that M is still among top-k
microblogs in other in-memory index entries. Whenever M is not referenced by any in-
memory index entry, its record is removed from the in-memory buffer and it is flushed
to disk right away. For example, a microblog M that has two keywords kw1 and kw2
will be evicted if it is above the k threshold for both kw1 and kw2. If M is above the k
for only kw1, we still need to keep it in memory as it will be needed to answer queries
for keyword kw2.
By removing useless microblogs, we clear significant memory space that can be
utilized in a better way for low-frequency keywords to increase the memory hit ratio
for incoming top-k search queries. Optimally, we aim to reach a memory snapshot that
looks like Figure 3.1(b), where all keywords have appeared in exactly k microblogs, i.e.,
there are no extra useless microblogs and no shortage to retrieve from disk.
Example. Figure 3.2 gives an example of a simple hash index that contains five
entries. Each entry has: (1) a keyword, (2) the latest arrival time for any microblog
that includes the keyword (to be used in Phase 2), and (3) a list of microblog IDs that
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include the keyword, ordered by their arrival time. Two keywords (obama and nba)
are considered popular as they has more than k=5 microblogs. In this case, the regular
flushing phase removes from the index all microblogs that are beyond the most recent k
in obama and nba. If a removed microblog is not referenced in other index entries, it is
removed from the in-memory buffer as well and flushed to disk right away. Otherwise,
it remains in the in-memory buffer until all its references are removed from the index.
Algorithm. Incoming data is continuously digested in an main-memory buffer and
its corresponding keyword index. On arrival of a new microblog M , it is stored in the
in-memory buffer with an auxiliary attributeM.pcount initialized to the number ofM ’s
keywords. Then, M is inserted in the keyword index in each entry that corresponds to
any of its keywords. If any of M ’s keywords kw has more than k microblogs, a pointer
to kw index entry is added to a list L. The list L maintains pointers to keyword index
entries that have more than k microblogs, i.e., have useless data. Practically speaking,
due to the high skewness in keyword distribution in microblogs, L is a very short list as
few keywords manipulate the memory contents. Maintaining L saves significant efforts
of iterating over all keywords when Phase 1 is invoked.
On full memory, Phase 1 is invoked. For each keyword index entry W in the list
L, W contains more than k microblogs. Then, Phase 1 shrinks W to contain only k
microblog ids and trims the rest of its microblogs from the index. A trimmed microblog
M would be removed from the index entry W all together and its M.pcount would be
decreased by one. In case M.pcount > 0, this means that M is still referenced by other
index entries. Hence, in that case M ’s id is removed from list of microblog ids in W ,
while it is still kept in the in-memory buffer as other index entries may need to retrieve
it. This means that M data record is still physically in-memory, however, M id is not
associated with W anymore. Whenever M.pcount reaches zero, this means that M is
no longer referenced by any index entry, and hence M entry in the in-memory buffer
is flushed as well. All flushed data are collected in a temporary main-memory buffer
before writing them to disk. This is mainly to reduce the number of I/O operations.
The list L is wiped out after the completion of Phase 1.
It is important to note that shrinking an index entry does not disturb continuous
digestion of incoming microblogs within the same index entry. This is mainly because
incoming microblog IDs are added to the list head while the tr
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from the list tail. The separation between insertion and deletion positions allows Phase 1
to be invoked in a separate thread without causing contention on index entries. This
ensures continuous digestion of incoming microblogs in real time with high rates as
shown in our experiments.
Phase 2: Aggressive Flushing
Motivation. Figure 3.3(a) shows the effect of employing only Phase 1 (regular flushing)
on memory consumption over time. The horizontal axis is a time line while the vertical
axis is the percentage of memory consumption. In the beginning, it takes about 10 time
units to fill 100%of the memory. The first execution of Phase 1 flushes 60% of memory
contents, leaving only 40% of memory consumed. It then takes only six time units to fill
the memory again. Then, on a second call to Phase 1, there are less microblogs beyond
top-k, and hence only 45% of memory contents are flushed. As time goes by, memory
is filled much faster, and the amount of flushed memory becomes much less. This is
because Phase 1 tunes the memory contents to make more keywords have exactly k
items, and hence, there is not much microblogs to flush. Continuing like this will reach
to a saturation point, where there are only few microblogs each time, which would be
very costly to invoke a flushing process very frequently. Even before that saturation
point, it becomes very costly to invoke a flushing process that will end up spilling out
only few microblogs.
Overall, Figure 3.3(a) shows that we cannot rely solely on Phase 1 for flushing in-
memory contents. Ultimately, we would like to have a memory behavior similar to
Figure 3.3(b), where in a steady state, a fixed percentage, e.g., 20%, of the memory
is flushed. This ensures that the flushing will be invoked in regular intervals, and will
end up in flushing a reasonable part of the memory every time, which eliminates the
overhead of running the flushing process very frequently. To achieve this goal, if Phase 1
fails to flush B percent of memory contents, we employ Phase 2 (aggressive flushing).
Main idea. Triggering the execution of Phase 2 means that all in-memory mi-
croblogs are useful as we have already trimmed all microblogs that do not participate in
any top-k list in Phase 1. In this case, keyword entries in the in-memory keyword index
fall in one of these two categories: (1) keywords that have exactly k microblogs, and
(2) keywords that have less than k microblogs. Phase 2 only focuses on the keywords of
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Figure 3.3: Memory consumption behavior
the second category. The rationale is that queries that come on a keyword in the second
category would not find their answers in memory anyway and would encounter expen-
sive disk access. Thus, flushing these microblogs would not cause additional disk access,
and will not degrade the memory hit ratio. Phase 2 flushes microblogs with keywords
of the second category till we reach our target memory budget B. Since, there may
be many keywords in this category, we select a subset of them that barely achieves the
target B. Keywords are flushed in the order of their least recently arrived. So, keywords
that did not receive any microblogs for the longest time are flushed to disk first. These
keywords are less likely to accumulate k microblogs soon, and hence would have the
least effect on memory hit ratio. This flushing order comes with a little overhead of
assigning a single timestamp with each keyword rather than a timestamp per each data
item as in traditional DBMS policies, e.g., LRU. This reduces both memory and CPU
overheads of tracking flushing candidates as the experimental evaluation shows.
For each flushed keyword in Phase 2, we remove its entry all together from the in-
memory index. This includes trimming all its microblog ids from the index. For each
trimmed microblog M , its reference count M.pcount is decreased by one. Whenever
M.pcount reaches zero, M data record is removed from the raw data in-memory buffer
and flushed to the disk right away. This repeats until we flush total of the requested
budget B.
Example. Following on the example in Figure 3.2, after Phase 1, keywords obama
and nba have k=5 microblogs, coly and prinky have two microblogs each, and locia has
one microblog. Since the first two keywords have exactly k microblogs, they are not
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considered by Phase 2. Assuming that Phase 2 needs to flush three more microblogs
to reach B, we select the three microblogs that are associated with locia and prinky as
they have the least arrival timestamps.
Algorithm. A straight forward implementation of Phase 2 is to sort the list of
in-memory keywords based on their last arrival time. Then, we flush keywords from
the top of the list till we reach our target B. That takes O(nlogn), where n is the
number of in-memory keywords. That is still expensive given the large number of
keyword entries in memory, which is in terms of millions. Hence, we employ a smarter
algorithm that is only O(n). The main idea is to traverse all keywords that have less
than k microblogs while maintaining on-the-go buffer of keywords so that: (1) Total
memory consumption of buffered keywords at least equals the target B. (2) The buffer
contains keywords with least arrival time. We maintain a max heap H of keywords and
their memory consumption, sorted on keyword’s arrival time. First, we add to H the
first traversed keywords whose memory consumption adds up to at least the requested
memory budget. Then, for each remaining keyword kw, if kw is less recent than H’s
most recent keyword, then kw replaces the most recent keyword in H. This is repeated
until all keywords are exhausted. With each keyword replacement, H keywords total
memory consumption must equal or exceed the requested budget, otherwise, the new
keyword is inserted without removing H’s most recent keyword. At the end, H contains
the final set of keywords to be flushed, along with their microblogs.
For each keywordW in H, W ’s entry is removed all together from in-memory index.
This includes removingW and trimming all its associated microblog ids from the index.
For each trimmed microblog M , M.pcount is decreased by one. If M.pcount = 0, then
M record is removed from the in-memory buffer and flushed to disk. If M.pcount > 0,
M record remains in the in-memory buffer until M.pcount falls to zero. This repeats
for all trimmed microblogs and keywords.
Phase 2 is executed in a separate thread so that it does not noticeably interrupt the
continuous digestion of incoming data. In particular, on selecting its victims, Phase 2
is a reader-only for data structures that digest new data and does all its changes to
temporary data structures, e.g., heapH. In addition, during flushing its victims, Phase 2
does the minimal possible interruption to the index. To illustrate, a new insertion may
come on a keyword that is being removed at the same time. To avoid data inconsistency,
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each keyword’s entry is moved from the index to a temporary buffer in a single atomic
step, i.e., the entry is locked so that no microblogs can be inserted at the same time.
The entries are locked once at a time so that atomicity overhead is negligible, especially
with least recent entries that are less likely to receive new data at the time of flushing.
Thus, data integrity is preserved with minimal overhead on data digestion.
Phase 3: Forced Flushing
Main idea. Triggering the execution of Phase 3 means that: (a) Both Phases 1 and 2
failed to flush at least B percentage of memory contents, and hence it is the goal
of Phase 3 to flush more microblogs to reach to the goal of flushing memory budget
B. (b) All keywords in memory have exactly k microblogs, where a snapshot of the
in-memory keyword frequency looks like Figure 3.1(b). As a result, Phase 3 has no
option other than removing keywords with exactly k microblogs. Consequently, any
flushed data could reduce the memory hit ratio. To limit such reduction, we flush
those microblogs that are less likely to be queried. This is accomplished by flushing
least recently queried microblogs, i.e., microblogs that are associated with least recently
queried keywords. With this preference order, Phase 3 keeps recently popular keywords
in main-memory. This preference order is based on a previous study [76] that shows
that real-time distribution of microblogs queries exhibits a strong temporal locality.
So, recent queries behavior predicts the near future effectively. Similar to its preceding
phases, trimmed microblogs in this phase are removed from the index, and their reference
counts pcount’s are decreased. A microblog M is removed from the in-memory buffer
and flushed to disk whenever itsM.pcount falls to zero. Like Phase 2, the flushing order
in Phase 3 comes with a little overhead that assigns a single timestamp to all microblogs
that are associated with each keyword. This reduces both memory and CPU overhead
of tracking flushing candidates.
Algorithm. The algorithm of Phase 3 is similar to that of Phase 2 single pass
algorithm except that: (a) flushed entries are selected based on last querying time
instead of arrival time, and (2) all keywords are candidates for flushing instead of only
the low-frequency keywords. It is worth mentioning that although the newly attached
timestamp can be updated from multiple querying threads simultaneously, it does not
need any concurrency control overhead. The reason is that if two queries try to update
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this timestamp simultaneously, both of them would be trying to assign it to the same
value, which is NOW . Thus, any race happens would not cause problems.
3.3.2 Extensibility of kFlushing
We have discussed the kFlushing policy assuming keyword search queries that retrieve
most recent k microblogs. However, kFlushing is a generic flushing policy and is de-
signed to work for top-k queries in general, regardless their search attributes, ranking
function, and/or value of k. Also, kFlushing could support single-keyword and multi-
ple keyword queries. In this section, we discuss the extensibility of kFlushing for other
search attributes beyond the keyword attribute and other ranking functions beyond the
most recent one. In addition, we discuss the possibility of changing the value of k during
run time. Finally, we discuss supporting multiple-keyword queries through kFlushing.
Supporting Different Attributes
kFlushing is a generic concept that can be applied for any search attribute other than
keyword attribute. Similar to the case of keyword index, we assume the existence of
an index structure for the search attribute in our top-k queries. This is a practical
assumption as current platforms already include hash index structures on users’ IDs to
support user time line search queries on the form: “Find k microblogs that are posted by
a certain user” [24]. For the case of user IDs, kFlushing aims to flush those microblogs
that are not among the most recent k posts from any user.
The kFlushing algorithm can actually be applied regardless of the underlying index
structure. In particular, Phase 1 mainly keeps track of pointers to index entries that
contain data beyond top-k answers. Such tracking can actually be used as is within
the insertion procedure of any index structure. So, when inserting new items in any
index cell C, e.g., a spatial index cell or a user index cell, C is checked for having
useless data. In Phases 2 and 3, the algorithm mainly iterates over all index entries
to select their victims. This also has nothing specific to do with our hash index and
can be used in any index structure. In nutshell, regardless the employed index and
the indexed attribute, our described algorithm for kFlushing policy is generic enough
to support them. Our experiments shows the effectiveness and scalability of kFlushing
with different attributes.
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Supporting Different Ranking Functions
kFlushing is discussed so far in the context of a temporal ranking function, i.e., queries
are looking for the most recent k microblogs that satisfy the query predicates. Though
temporal ranking is the most widely used in microblogs [21], microblogs queries can still
use other ranking functions. For example, a query may ask about tweets that are recent
and posted by most popular users, where popularity is measured by number of followers
on Twitter. So, when looking for hashtag #ObamaCare, a tweet posted by Barack
Obama account is more important to the user than other tweets. A ranking function
that combines both timestamp and user popularity will be preferred in that case. Other
ranking functions include ranking functions that combine timestamp with spatial at-
tributes [22], combine timestamp with microblog popularity and textual relevance [24],
or combine timestamp with user social graph and textual relevance [27].
kFlushing can accommodate any ranking function either based on one single at-
tribute or multiple attributes, given that the ranking score can be all computed upon the
microblog arrival. In this case, we already know the top-k items in each index entry
upon their arrival before any query comes. Thus, we can order data inside each index
cell, e.g., the list of microblogs IDs in the index structure, so that top-k items are quickly
accessible. Hence, Phase 1 would still keep only top-k microblogs and trims the rest
that are beyond top-k. Phases 2 and 3 have nothing to do with the underlying ranking
function, as they work only with the last arrival time and last query time, respectively.
Supporting Dynamic k Values
kFlushing policy can easily adapt itself dynamically with changing the value of k in the
middle of the system operations. The only constraint is that the k should be fixed along
all phases of each single execution of kFlushing. This means that if k is changed during
the flushing operation, the change will actually take place in the next time the flushing
procedure will be triggered. In case k is decreased, kFlushing can instantly adapt to
the new k as existing in-memory data can still fulfill new queries answers as they ask
for less data. Existing microblogs that are beyond new k and below old k are marked
to be flushed in the next flushing cycle. In case k is increased, kFlushing adaptation to
the new k will be lagged a bit. In particular, as the new k is greater than the old one,
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existing in-memory data would not instantly fulfill incoming queries with the new value
of k. However, as microblogs are arriving with high rates, missed data will be caught
up quickly.
Supporting Multiple-keyword Queries
Our discussion up to this point considers queries that search for a single keyword. In
practical scenarios, it is not uncommong to have multi-keyword queries. Thus, we
introduce an extension for the proposed kFlushing to effectively support queries that
search for any number of keywords. This shows the applicability of kFlushing for all
practical scenarios with minor tweaks. In our discussion, we consider both types of
multiple-keywords queries that are supported in the major web services: (i) OR queries
that return a microblog if it has any of the keywords (”Find most recent k microblogs that
contain any of the keywords W1 OR W2 OR...Wn”), and (ii) AND queries that return
a microblog only if it has all the keywords (”Find most recent k microblogs that contain
all the keywords W1 AND W2 AND...Wn”). Both queries use the ranking function F
as most recent. For the rest of this discussion, we refer to them as OR queries and AND
queries.
OR queries. kFlushing work perfectly fine with OR queries without any modifica-
tions. The reason is that in-memory contents under kFlushing would be enough to find
all answers that could exist in memory for OR queries. To illustrate, in order to answer
an OR query with two keywords W1 and W2, we retrieve the two index entries of W1
and W2, get the union of their microblogs, in a chronological ordered list Lm. If both
keywords have k microblogs, so Lm is guaranteed to contain the k answer microblogs
and causes memory hit. If any of the keywords has less than k microblogs, there is a
possibility that Lm may not contain the final answer. This is mainly caused by the low-
frequency keywords that have less than k microblogs. As kFlushing goal is maintain k
microblogs in each keyword, then kFlushing achieves maximum hit ratio for OR queries.
AND queries. The described kFlushing policy has a limitation to achieve the
maximum possible memory hit ratio for AND queries. The policy keeps with each
index entry a maximum of k microblog ids. This leads many AND queries answers to
have less than k microblogs from in-memory contents, and hence obligates to visit disk
contents and causes memory misses. To illustrate, when an AND query comes on two
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Figure 3.4: Example of Multiple-Keyword Extension of kFlushing
keywords W1 and W2, an answer microblog must exist in both W1 and W2. Thus, we
retrieve in-memory index entries of W1 and W2, scan their microblog ids list, and any
microblog that is associated with both W1 and W2 is added to a chronological ordered
list Lm. In most cases, Lm will be shorter than either lists, as Lm is represents the
intersection of the two lists. As kFlushing keeps each list with maximum length of k,
then, in most cases, Lm contains less than k microblogs and causes memory miss.
To overcome this limitation and increase memory hit in AND queries, we slightly
extend kFlushing so that it allows (in certain cases) to have more than k microblog
ids in each index entry. The main idea here is that microblogs that are allowed to be
indexed while they are beyond the top-k microblogs must be potential candidates to
increase memory hit ratio of AND queries. The candidate microblog would be the one
that is still ranked among the top-k in other index entries. So, the extended kFlushing
keeps a microblog in all index entries as long as it is among top-k microblogs in any of
its keywords.
An illustration example is given in Figure 3.4. The example shows a microblog M1
with two keywords W1 and W2 in Figure 3.4(a). M1 is outside top-k microblogs in
W1 and among top-k microblogs in W2, and M1.pcount = 2. If the original Phase 1
(Section 3.3.1) is executed, then M1 id would be trimmed from index entry of W1 and
kept in W2, and M1.pcount becomes 1. Now, assume an AND query comes on W1 and
W2. The intersection of W1 and W2 microblogs would not find M1 in memory, because
its id is not associated with W1 anymore. So, we have to visit in-disk entry of W1 to
get M1 in the answer, while actually M1 is still physically in the main-memory buffer
as it is still referenced by at least one in-memory keyword, i.e., M1.pcount > 0. On
the contrary, if we keep M1 id associated with W1 entry, M1 would satisfy the AND
condition and appear in the answer list without a need to access disk contents. This
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causes W1 entry to have more than k microblogs. Yet, M1 would lead to increase
memory hit ratio, without significantly degrading memory utilization because it is a
memory resident as long as M1.pcount > 0. This extension affects the three phases of
kFlushing as follows.
In Phase 1, the flushing rule is extended so that a microblog id M is trimmed from
an index entry W if it satisfies two conditions: (1) M is beyond top-k microblogs in
W , and (2) M is not among top-k microblogs in any other index entry. The second
condition is added to preventM to be trimmed from any index entry as long as it would
remain in the in-memory data store. This means that M.pcount would not decrease
until M is outside top-k microblogs in all its keywords. Once this happen, M.pcount
would fall to zero in the following execution of Phase 1 and would be trimmed from
all index entries and from the in-memory data store. Continuing to the example in
Figure 3.4(a), when the extended Phase 1 is executed, it keepsM1 in W1 as is, and then
M1.pcount = 2 remain intact. When M1 becomes outside top-k for both keywords as
in Figure 3.4(b), it is trimmed from all keywords, its M1.pcount falls to zero, and it is
flushed from the memory contents.
In Phase 2, the flushing rule is extended so that a microblog M is trimmed from
an index entry W if it satisfies three conditions: (1) W has less than k microblogs,
(2) W is selected based on least recently arrived order, and (3) M does not exist in
any index entry that has ≥ k microblogs. The reason to add the third condition is
that trimming M in that case may cause a memory miss and causes an additional disk
access, violating the assumption of the original Phase 2 that flushing all microblogs
of low-frequent keywords would not cause additional disk access. Elaborating on M1
in Figure 3.4(a), assume that the extended Phase 2 is invoked and W2 is selected for
flushing. Then, all W2 microblogs are trimmed except M1 as it exists in the frequent
keyword W1. So, when AND query comes on W1 and W2, M1 would appear in the in-
memory answer list. This Phase 2 extension prevents low-frequency keywords to hurt
memory hit ratio of frequent keywords if they are involved in the same AND query.
Phase 3 is kept intact as described before. The reason is that the original assumption
of Phase 3 is still valid. In specific, Phase 3 is executed while reaching a saturation point
in which all in-memory microblogs could cause memory hit. Thus, Phase 3 already
flushes microblogs that may hurt the hit ratio, however, with minimal probability. This
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assumption is still valid with the extended Phase 1 and Phase 2. The difference here
is that when Phase 3 is executed, not all in-memory keywords would have exactly k
microblogs. Instead, it might find keywords that has either more than k microblogs (left
by extended Phase 1) or less than k microblogs (left by extended Phase 2). However,
this does not affect Phase 3 as all these microblogs still could cause memory hit. Thus,
Phase 3 would remain intact and consider all in-memory keywords for flushing in least
recently queried order.
Although the proposed modifications do not guarantee that all multiple-keyword
queries would be answered entirely from memory contents, they improve the memory hit
ratio and utilization as shown in our experimental evaluation with various realistic query
workloads. Also, applying this extension slightly degrade the efficiency of kFlushing
phases as they are invoked in separate threads that keep minimal interaction with real-
time digestion thread, as described in Section 3.3.1.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
This section provides extensive experimental evaluation for Kite memory management
techniques. Section 3.4.1 describes the experimental setup. Then, the subsequent sec-
tions show the performance of the proposed memory management techniques and its
effect on both spatial index (Section 3.4.2) and keyword index (Section 3.4.3).
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
Experiments in this section are based on the same system deployment and datasets
described before in Section 2.4.1. As a recap, the system is deployed on a local cluster
of commodity hardware machines, we a single microblog stream is digest in one machine
and the system can digest multiple streams on multiple machines. Each machine has
Intel Core i7 processor with clock speed 3.40GHZ, 64GB of main-memory, and 2TB of
disk storage. Our dataset contains 10+ Billions of real tweets that are read from files
and timestamped to simulate an incoming stream of real microblogs with different high
arrival rates.
Query workloads. For spatial queries, we use one million query points from Bing
Mobile search engine, obtained through our collaborations with Microsoft Research. We
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use this real query locations to query our system for point queries.
For keyword queries, we generate the following two workloads out of our real Twitter
dataset:
1. Correlated Query Load : a query workload where keyword queries are selected
at random from all keywords associated with our tweets without removing duplicates.
Hence, the probability of a certain keyword to be queried equals its occurrence proba-
bility in the dataset. This query workload favors frequent keywords, which is a realistic
assumption as active topics are likely to be the ones being queried.
2. Uniform Query Load : a query workload where keyword queries are selected from
the whole pool of possible keywords with equal probability regardless of their frequency
in the incoming data. Although such query workload does not simulate the actual
behavior of real users, yet it is practically used for testing the quality of performance
for major systems, e.g., Twitter, and major search engines, e.g., Google and Bing. The
rationale here is that such systems measure their performance for extreme cases to
guarantee a minimum level of quality of service. In other words, the objective of such
systems is not only to make the query search faster on the average, but also to guarantee
that 99% of their queries are answered within reasonable latency [21].
Each of the two workloads consists of ten million queries. Each workload has one
third of single-keyword queries, 2-keyword AND queries, and 2-keyword OR queries.
Queries are posted as a stream of high rate of 25,000 query/second, similar to Twit-
ter high query rates [84]. For extensibility experiments, similar query workloads are
generated for spatial and user attributes replacing keyword with latitude/longitude co-
ordinates and userid, respectively. Yet, all queries on user attribute are single-key
queries as they are in practice.
Default values. Unless mentioned otherwise, the default value of k is 100, mi-
croblog arrival rate λ is 1000 microblogs/second, range R is 30 miles, T is 6 hours, α
is 0.2, β is 0.3, w is 1, cell capacity is 150 microblogs, the spatial and temporal scoring
functions are linear, and γ-LS uses min estimation. The default values of cell capacity,
α, and β are selected experimentally and show to work best for query performance and
result significance, respectively, while default λ is the effective rate of US tweets. As
microblogs are so timely that Twitter gives only the most recent tweets (i.e., α=0), we
set α to 0.2 as the temporal dimension is more important than spatial dimension. All
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results are collected in the steady state, i.e., after running the system for at least T time
units. For keyword queries, the default k value is 20, main-memory budget of 30 GB,
and flushing budget of 10% of the memory budget.
Performance measures. Our measures of performance include insertion time,
storage overhead, query accuracy, and query latency. Query accuracy is calculated
as the percentage of correct microblogs in the obtained answer compared to the true
answer. True answer is calculated when all microblogs of the last T time units are stored
in the index. The performance measures for memory flushing include memory hit ratio
for incoming queries and flushing overhead in terms of memory overhead and effect on
digestion rate of incoming data.
3.4.2 Evaluating Managing Spatial Index Memory
This section evaluates our main-memory management techniques on the in-memory spa-
tial index. The evaluated alternatives are variations of Kite in-memory spatial index
with and withouut employing the different main-memory management techniques. Par-
ticularly, five alternatives are evaluated: (a) storing all microblogs of last T time units
(denoted as KT ), (b) using the index size tuning module (denoted as KST ), (c) using
load shedding module (denoted as KLS ), and (d) using adaptive load shedding modules
(denoted as KLS-β and KLS-γ). We also evaluate the effect of different ranking func-
tion (both linear and exponential ranking functions) on the index memory. The linear
ranking function variation denoted with suffix Lin and the exponential ranking function
variation denoted with suffix Exp.
Effect on Real-time Indexing
Figure 3.5 shows the index performance in terms of insertion time in milli-seconds
varying different parameters values. The batch of data is collected every 1 second. The
figure shows the performance of applying only bulk insertion techniques along with the
different main-memory management techniques: KST, KLS, KLS-β, and KLS-γ.
Figure 3.5(a) gives the performance when varying the arrival rate from 250 to 64,000
micoblogs/second. The figure presents the time of Kite bulk insertion every 1 second,
i.e., all microblogs that have arrived in the last second are inserted in bulk. KT is
omitted from the figure for clear comparison of other alternatives as it performs the
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Figure 3.5: Spatial index insertion time - reduced index sizes.
worst and incurs 1000 ms insertion time for 32,000 microblogs/second arrival rate. All
other alternatives perform much better than KT. KLS and KST are able to bulk insert
64K microblogs in less than 0.5 second while KLS-γ digests them in 0.4 second. KLS-β
outperforms all alternatives and can digest 64K microblogs in 0.15 second, which is
very efficient and scalable for much higher than current Twitter arrival rates. Such
significant improvement in insertion performance comes from reducing the index size,
and hence less cells are visited in bulk insertion.
Figure 3.5(b) gives the same experiment with varying k from 10 to 100. The perfor-
mance is stable for all alternatives with 28, 12, 10, 7.8, and 4.3 ms for KT, KST, KLS,
KLS-β and KLS-γ, respectively. This shows the practical dominance of the first term
( α1−αT ) in the equations of Tc and Tc,β over the term that contains k.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of T on index storage vs. query accuracy
Figure 3.5(c) gives the bulk insertion time with varying α from 0 to 1. KT has a
stable performance of 28 ms as α does not affect its storage. On the other side, lower
values of α strongly favors all other alternatives as it plays a major role in deciding the
values of Tc, Tc,β , and Tc,γ , and hence the storage consumed. With the increasing α,
KST and KLS degenerate to be equivalent to KT at α = 0.5 and 0.6, respectively, while
KLS-β and KLS-γ continues to perform better till α = 0.9. This shows the superiority
of VLS-β and VLS-γ and that the decrease in insertion time is proportional with the
storage savings, so the lighter the index contents the more efficient it digests more data.
Figure 3.5(d) shows that increasing R significantly enhances the performance of all
alternatives except KT that remains stable at 28 ms. The reason is that increasing R
gives more search space to look for the result, hence, no need to look much back in time
which leads to storing less data in the index. The smaller index has less number of cells
and lower height which encounters less insertion overhead in real time.
Effect on Storage Overhead and Query Accuracy
We evaluate the impact of index size tuning (KST) and load shedding (KLS) on storage
savings and query accuracy. Storing a whole dataset of 340+ million tweets (KT)
consumes more than 8GB from memory just to store tweet id and latitude/longitude
coordinates while encounters much higher storage overhead, ∼56GB, with text and
.NET framework overhead, yet it guarantees 100% query accuracy. We show the effect
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Figure 3.7: Effect of α on index storage vs. query accuracy
of varying T , α, and β on the storage overhead and accuracy of KST and KLS relative
to KT.
Figure 3.6 gives the storage overhead ratio and query accuracy of KST and KLS
while varying T from 3 to 12 hours. We depict two curves for KLS that correspond
to two values of β as 0.3 and 0.7, while KT is depicted in the Figure as 100% storage
overhead and query accuracy. For all values of T , KLS with β = 0.3 consumes only
35% of the storage required by KT (Figure 3.6(a)). This takes place with a very high
accuracy of 98% to 99.5% (Figure 3.6(b)). Similarly, KLS with β = 0.7 consumes
only 25% of the storage with accuracy 97.5% to 99.3%. KST consumes 40% of the
storage with almost 100% accuracy. These practical results confirm our earlier analysis
in Section 3.2.2, where we anticipated that a linear reduction of storage (β) will result
in a cubic loss of accuracy (β3). As shown in the figure, KST gives less than 100%
accuracy for T = 3, where we have only 99.2%. Theoretically, KST should be able to
provide 100% accuracy regardless of the parameters values. However, the theoretical
model assumed spatial uniformity of microblogs within individual pyramid cells, which
is not 100% true. This leads to missing few microblogs and hence a slight drop in KST
accuracy.
Figure 3.7 shows the effect of varying α from 0 to 1 on the storage overhead and query
accuracy of KST and KLS with β = 0.3 and 0.7. Figure 3.7(a) shows that increasing
α leads to increasing the storage overhead of both KST and KLS. While KST storage
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Figure 3.8: Effect of β on index storage vs. query accuracy
degenerates to be as KT when α ≥ 0.5, KLS still keeps its storage gain till α approaches
0.6 and 0.8, respectively for the two values of β. This shows that load shedding still
can find reasonable storage savings even for large values of α. Meanwhile, Figure 3.7(b)
shows that all alternatives have query accuracy of more than 95%. The worst case takes
place when α = 0, in which the value of β does not play any role. For all alternatives,
once we have the same storage overhead as KT, we obtain 100% accuracy.
Figure 3.8 focuses only on the load shedding (KLS), where it studies the effect of
varying β from 0 to 1 on the storage overhead and query accuracy. Per Figure 3.8(a),
the storage overhead saving is linear in β with line slope that depends on value of α.
The lower α, the lower Tc,β , and hence more storage savings can be achieved. The
extreme case α = 1 makes KLS runs exactly as KT, while with α = 0.2, we can achieve
from 60% to 90% storage saving.
Figure 3.8(b) shows that the query accuracy is directly proportional with the storage
overhead for different values of β. With α = 1, Tc,β = T and hence the accuracy is 100%
regardless of β. The accuracy shown is much higher than the theoretical expectations
and has a practical lower bound of 52% accuracy at β = 1 with α = 0.9 which has
a storage saving of 90% (Figure 3.8(a)). This happens because our theoretical model
uses very conservative assumptions on spatial and temporal maximum distances. Thus,
even with significant load shedding, in-memory microblogs can provide good quality
query answer, which shows the applicability of Kite techniques in memory-constrained
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Figure 3.9: Effect of α on index storage vs. query accuracy - adaptive
environments.
Figure 3.9 shows the effect of α for all load shedding techniques, including KLS-β and
KLS-γ. For a wide range of varying α, Figure 3.9 shows the superiority of VLS-β and
VLS-γ, for α > 0, in saving a significant amount of storage (up to 80%) while keeping
almost perfect accuracy (more than 99%). This is applicable even for large values of α
(up to 0.9) which is a significant enhancement over KST and KLS. With increasing α,
KST and KLS keep more data as the spatial dimension is getting increasing weight in
the relevance score and hence older data are kept to account for being spatially close
to incoming queries. However, as KLS-β and KLS-γ take the query spatial distribution
into account and monitor the actual useful data localized per region instead of using a
global parameter, they can smartly figure out almost all data that are not contributing
to query answers and hence shed up to 80% without affecting the query accuracy. KST
and KLS cannot sustain such large savings for α ≥ 0.4.
On the contrary to large α values, for α = 0, KLS-β and KLS-γ come with a bit
extra storage overhead, 14%, and 17%, respectively, compared to 11% in both KST and
KLS, to increase the accuracy from ∼ 95% to more than 99%. This is a result of the
heuristic discussed in Section 3.2.3 which prevents cancellation of KLS-β and KLS-γ
effect and hence they can automatically discover which data are useful for the incoming
queries to keep them. This specific point, at α = 0, shows that KLS-β and KLS-γ are
adaptive so that they keep more data when needed as well as shedding useless data if
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Figure 3.10: Effect of adaptive load shedding on query latency
exists.
Effect on Query Latency
KLS-β and KLS-γ come with an overhead during the query processing. Figure 3.10
shows the query latency with varying k and R. Both figures show higher query latency
for both KLS-β and KLS-γ over KST and KLS. It is also noticeable that KLS-γ en-
counters higher latency than KLS-β due to the computational cost of calculating γ.
However, the latency increase is acceptable and does not exceed 3 ms for large values
of R = 256 miles, where many index cells are involved in β and γ computations. For
average values of k and R, the increase in the order of 1 ms on the average. In nutshell,
KLS-β and KLS-γ incur 12-14% increase in query latency to save up to 80% of storage,
for wide ranges of parameters values, without compromising the accuracy. The 90, 95,
and 99 percentiles of query latencies for all alternatives are under 15, 30, and 50 ms,
respectively.
For KLS-γ, the presented results show min estimation method, which is more con-
servative than average method and leads to higher storage overhead. Generally, for all
parameter values, average method behave pretty similar to min method and thus the
same analysis of results would be applicable.
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Figure 3.11: Ranking effect on storage vs. accuracy varying T
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Figure 3.12: Ranking effect on storage vs. accuracy varying α
Effect of Different Ranking Functions
Mathematically, the values Tc and Tc,β of F-Lin (Equations 3.1 and 3.2.2) give tighter
temporal coverage than F-Exp (Equations 3.2 and 3.5). Consequently, Figures 3.11-3.13
show that F-Exp encounters more storage overhead than F-Lin for varying T , α and β.
In Figure 3.11(a), F-Exp encounters larger storage overhead for smaller values of T while
approach F-Lin storage with increasing T . However, for all T values, F-Exp achieves
perfect accuracy that is almost 100% for both KST and KLS. The same observations
hold for varying α and β in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, respectively. For T , α and β, the
increase in F-Exp storage overhead between 7-15% more than F-Lin.
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Figure 3.13: Ranking effect on storage vs. accuracy varying β
Two interesting points to discuss are at α = 0 and at β = 1 in Figures 3.12 and 3.13,
respectively. At these points, both Tc and Tc,β almost vanish and the index barely stores
only the most recent k microblogs in each region, which makes the query accuracy of
F-Lin drops significantly, as shown in Figures 3.12(b) and 3.13(b), especially at β = 1
for large values of α where the spatial score is more important than the temporal score
and so old microblogs matter. However, in all these cases, F-Exp accuracy remains
almost perfect. This shows that F-Exp accuracy improvement is not a result for only
storing more data in the index. Instead, the exponential scoring quickly demotes further
microblogs, in either space, time or both, and hence less microblogs are needed to get
the accurate answer.
Finally, it worth mentioning that employing KLS-β and KLS-γ with F-Exp gives
pretty similar numbers to those in Section 3.4.2 in both storage overhead and query
accuracy.
3.4.3 Evaluating Managing Keyword Index Memory
This section provides experimental evaluation of kFlushing policy and its multi-key
queries extension, denoted as kFlushing-MK, to show their effect in increasing the
memory hit ratio without sacrificing the performance of the underlying index. We
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compare our proposed policy with two policies: (1) The default temporal flushing pol-
icy (denoted as FIFO) used implicitly or explicitly in all existing techniques for mi-
croblogs [21, 27, 24]. FIFO always flushes the oldest data and is implemented based
on a temporally-segmented hash index that consists of multiple temporally disjoint seg-
ments. On full memory, the oldest index segments are completely flushed out from
memory. (2) The popular least recently used policy (denoted as LRU), implemented
as H-Store anti-cache [78], where a global doubly-linked list is maintained to order mi-
croblogs in least recently used order. To reduce memory overhead, pointers of LRU list
are embedded in the index entry of each microblog. H-Store is selected as it is designed
for fast data environments, similar to microblogs environments.
By default, the presented experiments are performed using keyword attribute and
most recent ranking function, where we use hashtags, if available, as keywords. All
results are collected only in the steady state, i.e., after filling the main-memory budget
and have multiple data flushes.
In the rest of this section, we analyze a snapshot of memory contents and evaluate
the memory hit ratio and the flushing overhead, respectively. In addition, we evaluate
kFlushing extensibility.
Snapshot of In-Memory Contents
As was indicated earlier in Figure 3.1, the optimal scenario is to remove useless mi-
croblogs in a way that allows other keywords to accumulate k microblogs, and hence
they would not need a disk access if queried. Figure 3.14 gives the effect of running
FIFO, kFlushing, kFlushing-MK, and LRU policies on the number of keywords that have
accumulated at least k microblogs, in a steady state point. Queries on these keywords
cause memory hit, and hence, the more of these keywords the much better the flushing
policy. Figure 3.14(a) gives the number of k-filled keywords when varying k from 5 to
100. With increasing k, the number of k-filled keywords is noticeably decreasing for
all policies as less keywords can accumulate k microblogs with larger k. However, for
all k values, both kFlushing and kFlushing-MK outperforms both FIFO and LRU. In
specific, kFlushing accumulates at least 7 times k-filled keywords more than FIFO and
up to 3 times more than LRU. kFlushing-MK always accumulates slightly lower than
kFlushing due to intentionally overlooking potential posts and keeping them in memory,
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Figure 3.14: Number of Memory-hit Keywords
which reduces the amount of memory available for low-frequent keywords to accumulate
k. Yet, kFlushing-MK still outperforms the other two competitors. This experiment can
be translated that up to 700K queries that could cause a memory hit with kFlushing
variations, would miss their answers with LRU, and similarly 1800K queries with FIFO,
which is a significant improvement over both policies.
Figure 3.14(b) gives the number of k-filled keywords when varying the flushing bud-
get from 20 to 100% of allocated memory. With increasing flushing budget, number
of k-filled keywords is decreasing as memory looses more content. Only LRU shows a
kind of unexpected behavior with varying flushing budget, as it depends on incoming
queries in real time and does really follows a certain pattern. However, different flushing
budgets give 8 to 10 times more k-filled keywords in kFlushing variations compared to
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FIFO and 2 to 9 times compared to LRU, so at least it doubles the number of k-filled
keywords in its worst cases, which shows superiority over both policies. Finally, Fig-
ure 3.14(c) gives the number of k-filled keywords when varying memory size from 10GB
to 50GB. For 10GB memory, both kFlushing variations accumulate ∼13 times more
k-filled keywords than FIFO and ∼50 times more than LRU. This ratio decreases with
increasing memory budget, as FIFO and LRU accumulate more k-filled keywords with
having more memory space, while kFlushing gives consistent superior performance for
different memory budgets. This shows the robustness of kFlushing to give high perfor-
mance in tight memory environments. LRU still shows a kind of unpredictable pattern
as a result for depending on query distribution in real time, which is arbitrary.
Memory Hit Ratio
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of kFlushing in improving memory hit ratio,
i.e., the ratio of queries that find their k microblogs in memory contents. As memory hit
ratio is heavily dependent on the incoming query workload, we perform our experiments
twice, once for the correlated query workload (Figure 3.15) and another for the uniform
query workload (Figure 3.16).
Figure 3.15 gives memory hit ratio for correlated query workload. For all param-
eters, kFlushing variations consistently achieves 12 to 20% higher hit ratio over FIFO
which represents 20 to 44% improvement, and 2 to 18% higher hit ratio over LRU which
represents 3 to 35% improvement. Thus, with 10 millions queries in our query load,
kFlushing variations hit 1.2 to 2 million queries in main-memory that are not hit using
FIFO, and 200 thousands to 1.8 million queries that are not hit using LRU, which is
a significant improvement. In addition, kFlushing-MK is always superior to kFlush-
ing with 7 to 9% increase in hit ratio which represents 9 to 15% improvement. This
clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed multiple-key extension in answering more
hundreds of thousands of queries (average of 800 thousands) from in-memory contents.
Figure 3.15(a) gives memory hit ratio when varying k from 5 to 100. With increasing
k, hit ratio of all policies decrease as queries ask about more data. Yet, kFlushing-MK
answers 68 to 84% of all queries from in-memory contents, which is higher than all
other alternatives significantly, where kFlushing achieves 61 to 77%, LRU achieves 50
to 74%, and FIFO achieves 46 to 60%. The superiority of kFlushing variations with
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Figure 3.15: Hit Ratio on Correlated Query Load
large values of k shows the positive effect of accumulating much more k-filled keywords
that is shown in the previous experiment. Figure 3.15(b) shows that with increasing
flushing budget, hit ratio of all policies are also decreasing as memory loses more data.
Still kFlushing-MK has up to 20% increase in hit ratio over FIFO and LRU. Finally,
Figure 3.15(c) confirms the superior performance of kFlushing-MK and kFlushing over
all alternatives especially with tight memory budgets. kFlushing-MK always achieves
∼10% improvement over kFlushing. For 10 GB memory, kFlushing gives 18% increase
in hit ratio over FIFO, where we go up from only 52% to 70%.
Figure 3.16 evaluates memory hit ratio on uniform query workload. It is noticeable
that the hit ratio of uniform workload is consistently low, below 9%, due to the low
percentage of frequent keywords in Twitter data. Both kFlushing-MK and kFlushing
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Figure 3.16: Hit Ratio on Uniform Query Load
give almost similar performance for different parameters. However, for all parameters
values, kFlushing variations are superior and provide significant relative improvement
in memory hit ratio, which ranges from 100% to 330% compared to FIFO and 26
to 240% compared to LRU. In specific, Figure 3.16(a), at k=40, shows 0.42% hit ra-
tio for FIFO and 1.41% for kFlushing, which means 3.3 times more queries answered
from memory. Even with such low hit ratio, this 1% improvement, for 10 millions
queries workload, gives 100,000 more queries answered from memory, which is a sig-
nificant improvement. Similar to the results on correlated workload, Figure 3.16(a)
and Figure 3.16(b) show decreasing hit ratio with increasing k and flushing budget,
respectively, while Figure 3.16(c) shows increasing hit ratio with increasing memory
budget. This experiment also confirms efficient kFlushing performance in tight memory
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Figure 3.17: Flushing Overhead vs. k
environments (10GB).
Flushing Overhead
In this section, we evaluate the overhead encountered by the flushing policy along with
its effect on the system scalability to digest incoming tweets with high rates. Fig-
ure 3.17 gives the flushing process overhead in terms of indexing memory overhead
(Figure 3.17(a)) and the effect on the underlying index digestion rate (Figure 3.17(b)),
when varying k. Figure 3.17(a) shows that different policies give stable memory overhead
for k ranges from 5 to 100. kFlushing overhead decreases very slowly with increasing k
due to decrease in total number of keyword entries in the index. Yet, LRU gives the
highest overhead, 4.9GB, which is around 2 times kFlushing-MK and 2.5 times kFlush-
ing overhead, while FIFO gives the lowest overhead, ∼0.75GB for all k values. This
is interpreted by the big overhead of LRU list that tracks individual microblogs, while
kFlushing variations do not track individual items. Instead, it uses the natural index
grouping, based on keyword, to track usage of microblogs in groups that significantly
reduce the tracking overhead. Yet, during the flushing process, a large amount of tem-
porary buffering memory, ∼2GB, is needed to collect the scattered victim items to flush
to disk. In FIFO, this temporary buffer is not even needed as the index is segmented
based on arrival timestamp and hence the oldest index segment is used as the buffer.
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Figure 3.18: kFlushing Performance on Spatial Attribute
Figure 3.17(b) shows the effect of the flushing policies on the digestion rate of in-
coming microblogs to underlying index. For all values of k, FIFO allows its underlying
index to digest ∼120K tweets/second. Due to its insertion and book keeping overhead,
the two variations of our kFlushing policy perform worse than FIFO. This is mainly be-
cause of accessing the index from two threads simultaneously, which includes a minimum
level of concurrency control. However, kFlushing can still digest ∼100K tweets/second
and kFlushing-MK digest ∼80K tweets/second, for all k values. This is 13 to 17 times
higher arrival rates than Twitter firehose; a stream that contains all Twitter data. This
shows that kFlsuhing policy could efficiently isolate its CPU overhead from the under-
lying index and keeps its high performance. kFlushing-MK consumes more efforts in
the flushing threads and so it causes more contention and less digestion rate. On the
contrary, LRU encounters significant contention on the global LRU list, which limits the
digestion rate to only 29K tweets/second. This list is accessed by querying threads, so
that recently used tweets are moved to the head of the list, and insertion thread where
new tweets are also inserted to the list head. In real-time operation, both insertions and
querying are running most of the time, and hence a significant contention is introduced
and limits index scalability. This shows the superiority of kFlushing that significantly
improves memory hit over LRU, and also sustains high digestion scalability.
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Figure 3.19: kFlushing Performance on User Attribute
kFlushing Extensibility
This section shows the extensibility and effectiveness of kFlushing policy when employed
with different attributes. To evaluate kFlushing extensibility, we use the commonly used
microblogs attributes: spatial and user attributes. These two attributes are used to
support queries “Find most recent k microblogs that are posted in a certain location” [22]
and “Find most recent k microblogs that are posted by a certain user” [24], respectively.
For spatial attribute, we use a spatial grid index that is composed of equal-area spatial
tiles, each of 4 mile2. For user attribute, we use the hash index to index user ids instead
of keywords. In this section, kFlushing-MK is omitted because all user queries are single-
key queries and spatial queries have no AND queries, as they are semantically invalid
in the spatial context. This is because AND queries look for a microblog that exits in
two spatial regions at the same time and each of our tweets associated with only one
point location. Therefore, kFlushing-MK performs exactly as kFlushing in all queries of
this section.
Figure 3.18 evaluates memory hit on spatial attribute with different memory budgets.
Figure 3.18(a) shows the number of keys, i.e., spatial tiles, that cause memory hit.
kFlushing outperforms both FIFO and LRU with 2 to 5 times higher number of memory-
hit keys. In addition, kFlushing gives high performance even in tight memory budgets
(10GB), which confirms the superiority in tight memory environments that are shown
in previous experiments. Figure 3.18(b) shows memory hit ratio for both uniform and
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correlated query workload. Both query workloads show a stable superior performance
for kFlushing over the other policies even with low memory budgets. The hit ratio
in other policies starts relatively low with tight memory budgets (≤ 30GB) and then
improves noticeably with memory > 30GB. At memory ≤ 30GB, kFlushing improves 15
to 100% over FIFO and 30 to 138% over LRU for uniform queries, while improves 10
to 20% over FIFO and 8 to 33% over LRU for correlated queries. This is still significant
improvement that cause over two millions queries to hit memory with kFlushing and
miss with its competitors. We omit the flushing overhead and digestion rate scalability
results for space limitations, however, the results are exactly the same as shown with
keyword attribute.
Figure 3.19 evaluates memory hit on user attribute with different memory budgets.
The figure shows pretty similar performance improvements like the drawn conclusions
from both keyword and spatial attributes. However, it is noticeable that kFlushing gives
much better improvement for correlated query workload in user attribute compared to
keyword and spatial attribute. This reflects the more skewness of data according to
the user attribute. In other words, highly active users, who tweet frequently, cause
higher percentage of useless microblogs than popular keywords and popular spatial
regions. Otherwise, the improvement patterns and conclusions are pretty much the
same. kFlushing still gives scalable digestion rate of 100K microblog/second.
In nutshell, extensibility experiments show the superiority of kFlushing on the three
attributes, keyword, spatial, and user, for different parameters and performance mea-
sures. This shows the generality and effectiveness of kFlushing.
Chapter 4
Query Processing
Kite query processor exploits both in-memory and in-disk data and employs efficient
pruning techniques to support scalable processing for incoming user queries. Our core
novel contributions are mainly in providing scalable techniques for spatial query pro-
cessing, in addition to providing a holistic framework for processing queries on arbitrary
microblog attributes. This chapter introduces an overview on Kite query processor in
Section 4.1. Then, Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 presents processing of spatial queries, key-
word queries, and spatial-keyword queries, respectively. Finally, Section 4.5 discusses
querying arbitrary microblogs attributes.
4.1 Query Processor Overview
Figure 4.1 gives an overview on Kite querying environment. The data input to this
environment is a stream of microblogs, with high arrival rates, that is directly digested
into an in-memory data structure. Once the memory becomes full, a flushing policy is
triggered to select parts of the memory contents and flush it to the disk storage. When
incoming top-k search queries are posed to the system, the query processor first tries to
get the answer from in-memory contents. If the answer could not be found in memory,
e.g., less than k items are found, then the disk contents are accessed to retrieve the final
answer.
Figure 4.2 shows an overview on the query processing in Kite. To process an incom-
ing query, the query processor first checks on the query attributes. All queries can be
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Figure 4.1: Microblogs querying environment
categorized based on its number of attributes into:
1. Single-attribute queries: When a query has one attribute, the query processor
checks if the system has an index on this attribute. If this index exists, then
it is accessed and the final answer is retrieved from the index data, either from
the in-memory component or the in-disk component or both based on the query
attribute values.
2. Multi-attribute queries: When a query has more than one attribute, a prime
attribute is determined. To determine a prime attribute, the query processor first
checks on indexes that exist on query attributes. If only one attribute is indexed,
then it is marked as the prime attribute. If more than one attribute is indexed,
then hash-indexed attributes are given priority over spatially-indexed attributes.
If one or more hash index(es) exist, any hash-indexed attribute is marked as a
prime attribute. If no hash indexes, then the spatial-indexed attribute is marked
as the prime attribute. If no indexes exists, then any attribute is considered a
prime attribute. Once the prime attribute is determined, the query processor
retrieves an initial set of candidates based on the value of this prime attribute
(either indexed or non-indexed). Then, ad-hoc filters are applied on other query
attributes on the fly to return the final answer.
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4.2 Processing Spatial Queries
A spatial query in Kite is posted by a user u with spatial and temporal boundaries,
R and T , and returns the top-k microblogs according to a spatio-temporal ranking
function Fα that weights the importance of spatial proximity and time recency of each
microblog to u (Definition 1.1). A simple approach is to exploit the pyramid index
structure to compute the ranking score for all microblogs within R and T and return
only the top-k ones. Unfortunately, such approach is prohibitively expensive due to the
large number of microblogs within R and T . Instead, Kite uses the ranking function
to prune the search space and minimize the number of visited microblogs through a
two-phase query processor. The initialization phase (Section 4.2.2) finds an initial set
of k microblogs that form a basis of the final answer. The pruning phase (Section 4.2.3)
keeps on tightening the initial boundaries R and T to enhance the initial result and
reach to the final answer.
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4.2.1 Query Data Structure
The query processor employs two main data structures; a priority queue of cells and a
sorted list of microblogs:
Priority queue of cells H: A priority queue of all index cells that overlap with query
spatial boundary R. An entry in H has the form (C, index, BestScore); where C is a
pointer to the cell, index is the position of the first non-visited microblog in C (initialized
to one), and BestScore is the best (i.e., lowest) possible score, with respect to user u,
that any non-visited microblog in C may have. Cells are inserted in H ordered by
BestScore, computed as:
BestScore(u,C) = α× SpatialScore(Ds(u.loc, C))
+(1− α)× TemporalScore(C.M List[index].time,NOW )
Where Ds(u.loc, C) is the minimum distance between u and C and C.M List[index] is
the most recent non-visited microblog in C.
Sorted list of microblogs AnswerSet: A sorted list of k microblogs of the form
(MID, Score), as the microblog id and score, sorted on score. Upon completion of query
processing, AnswerSet contains the final answer.
4.2.2 The Initialization Phase
The initialization phase gets an initial set of k microblogs that form the basis of pruning
in the next phase. One approach is to get the most recent k microblogs from the pyramid
cell C that includes the user location. Yet, this is inefficient as: (1) C may contain less
than k microblogs within T , and (2) other microblogs outside C may provide tighter
bounds for the initial k items, which leads to faster pruning later.
Main Idea. The main idea is to consider all cells within the spatial boundary R in
constructing the initial set of k microblogs. We initialize the heap H by one entry for
each cell C within R. Entries are ordered based on best scores computed as discussed
in Section 4.2.1. Then, we take the top entry’s cell C in H as our strongest candidate
to contribute to the initial top-k list. We remove C from H and check on its microblogs
one by one in their temporal order. For each microblogM , we compare its score against
the best score of the current top cell C ′ in H. If M has a smaller (better) score, we
insert M in our initial top-k list, and check on the next microblog in C. Otherwise,
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(a) we conclude that the next entry’s cell C ′ in H has a stronger chance to contribute to
top-k, so we repeat the same procedure for C ′, and (b) if M is still within the temporal
boundary T , we insert a new entry of C into H with a new best score. We continue
doing so till we collect k items in the top-k list.
Algorithm. Algorithm 1 starts by populating the heap H with an entry for each cell C
that overlaps with the query boundary R. Each entry has its cell pointer, the index of
the first non-visited microblog as one, and the best score that any entry in C can have
(Lines 2 to 6). Then, we remove the top entry TopH from H, and keep on retrieving
microblogs from the cell TopH.C and insert them into our initial answer set till any of
these three stopping conditions take place: (1) We collect k items, where we conclude
the initialization phase at Line 16, (2) The next microblog in C is either outside T or
does not exist, where we set M to NULL (Line 25) and retrieve a new top entry TopH
from H (Line 28), or (3) The next microblog M in C is within T , yet it has a higher
score than the current top entry in H. So, we insert a new entry of C with a new score
and current index of M in H, and retrieve a new top entry TopH from H (Lines 27
to 28). The conditions at Lines 8 and 14 are always true in this phase as MIN is set to
∞.
4.2.3 The Pruning Phase
The pruning phase takes the AnswerSet from the initialization phase and enhances its
contents to reach the final k.
Main Idea. The pruning phase keeps on tightening the original search boundaries R
and T to new boundaries, R′ ≤ R and T ′ ≤ T , till all microblogs within the tightened
boundaries are exhausted. Microblogs outside the tightened boundaries are early pruned
without looking at their scores. The idea is to maintain a thresholdMIN as the minimum
acceptable score for a microblog to be included in AnswerSet, which corresponds to the
current kth score in AnswerSet. Assume the linear scoring functions (as in Section 1.2),
for a microblog M to be included in AnswerSet, M has to have a lower score than MIN,
i.e.,:
α
Ds(u.loc,M.loc)
R
+ (1− α)
NOW −M.time
T
< MIN
This formula is used for spatial and temporal boundary tightening as follows: (1) Spatial
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boundary tightening. Assume thatM has the best possible temporal score, i.e.,M.time =
NOW. In order forM to make it to AnswerSet, we should have: αDs(u.loc,M.loc)R < MIN ,
i.e.,M has to be within distance MINα R from the user. We call the value
MIN
α the spatial
pruning ratio, for short PruneRatios. Hence, we tighten our spatial boundary to R
′
= Min(R,PruneRatios × R). (2) Temporal boundary tightening. Assume that M has
the best possible spatial score, i.e., Ds(u.loc,M.loc) = 0. In order for M to make it to
AnswerSet, we should have: (1−α) NOW−M.timeT < MIN , i.e.,M has to be issued within
the last MIN1−α T time units. We call the value
MIN
1−α the temporal pruning ratio, for short
PruneRatiot. Hence, we tighten our temporal boundary to T
′ =Min(T, PruneRatiot×
T ). Following the same steps, we can derive the values PruneRatios and PruneRatiot
for the exponential scoring functions to be: PruneRatios =
1
w × ln(
MIN−(1−α)
α ) and
PruneRatiot =
1
w × ln(
MIN−α
1−α ).
Algorithm. Line 16 in Algorithm 1 is the entry point for the pruning phase, where
we already have k microblogs in AnswerSet. We first set MIN to the kth score in
AnswerSet. Then, we check if we can apply spatial and/or temporal pruning based
on the values of MIN and α as described above. Pruning and bound tightening are
continuously applied with every time we find a new microblog M with a lower score
than MIN, where we insert M into AnswerSet and update MIN (Lines 14 to 22). The
algorithm then continues exactly as in the initialization phase by checking if there are
more entries in the current cell or we need to get another entry from the heap. The
algorithm concludes and returns the final answer list if any of two conditions takes place
(Line 8): (a) Heap H is empty, which means that we have exhausted all microblogs in
the boundaries, or (b) The best score of top entry of H is larger than MIN, which means
all microblogs in H cannot make it to the final answer.
4.3 Processing Keyword Queries
A keyword query in Kite comes with keywords W and a ranking function F and returns
the top-k microblogs that contain W and top ranked based on F (Definition 1.2). For
presentation simplicity, we assume F to be temporal ranking function that gives the
highest score to the most recent microblog. However, F can be any ranking function
that is computable on the arrival of microblog data record and has a total order. This
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way, the data can be organized in the hash index structure ordered based on the ranking
score at indexing time.
The keyword query in Kite is addressed before in the literature on real-time mi-
croblogs data in [21] and on disk-resident data in tradition information retrieval litera-
ture. Thus, our in-memory hash index is the same hash index that is presented in [21]
and we use a traditional hash index on disk as well. To process an incoming keyword
query, the corresponding index entry is located and the data is retrieved in the order of
F ranking score.
4.4 Processing Spatial-Keyword Queries
The spatial-keyword queries come with two predicates, a spatial predicate and a keyword
predicate (as indicated in Definition 1.3). A traditional way to process spatial-keyword
queries is to employ a spatial-keyword index, e.g., IR-tree or IQ-tree, to filter data
based on the two predicates. However, spatial-keyword index structures are impractical
to be employed in Kite. From one hand, a spatial-keyword is too heavy to be employed
in microblogs environments for two reasons. First, it has slow insertion time as the
two-stage indexing (spatial then keyword or vice versa) fragments the data into very
small chunks that makes bulk insertion not effective. Also, indexing based on two
attribute significantly increases the insertion overhead and make it less suitable to digest
high arrival rates of data. Second, the spatial-keyword index when employed in main-
memory is too memory intensive due to the small data fragments it stores in the index
cells. Thus, the index does not scale on both insertion and main-memory management.
In addition, a spatial-keyword index increases the system overhead that is incured from
employed a third index structure a the system level.
To avoid such overhead in real time, we omit employing a spatial-keyword and exploit
our spatial and keyword index structures separately to process spatial-keyword queries.
As introduced in Section 4.1, a spatial-keyword query is considered a multi-attribute
query and processed either through the spatial index or the keyword index. An initial
set of candidates are obtained from the index structure and then an ad-hoc filter is
applied on the other attribute to get the final answer. As all queries in Kite are top-k
queries, this approach still gives scalable query response time as k in practice is a small
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number.
4.5 Processing Queries on Arbitrary Attributes
In our discussion so far, we are considering only temporal, spatial, and keyword at-
tributes for our queries. However, Kite supports queries on arbitrary microblog at-
tributes. This is accomplished through supporting a hash-index, both in-memory and
in-disk, that is used to index keyword attribute as well as any other attribute, e.g., user
id. Thus, to support a query workload that finds top-k microblogs that are posted by a
certain user, Kite administrator can create a hash index on user id attribute and treat
the user query just as the keyword query.
A major note in indexing attribute based on the hash index is the selectivity of this
attribute. A hash-indexed attribute should have a wide domain of values, i.e., can take
a large number of distinct values, and hence would provide the most effective pruning
for the microblogs search space. An example of an attribute that has limited domain of
values is the language attribute. The language attribute in Twitter data has a domain
of only 56 values. If language attribute is indexed, that means that all of the incoming
microblogs, that are Billions, will be divided into at most of fifty six chunks where each
of them will be huge to search within. Thus, the language attribute will not provide
very effective pruning for Billions of microblogs.
4.6 Experimental Evaluation
The core of our contributions in query processing is mainly in the spatial query process-
ing. Thus, the experiments in this section evaluates this part. The experimental setup
is the same as presented in Section 2.4.1.
Effect of Spatial and Temporal Pruning
In this section, we show the effect of the query processing techniques, where we con-
trast Kite spatio-temporal pruning (denoted as P) against: (a) NoPruning, where all
microblogs within R and T are processed, (b) InitPhase, where only the initialization
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Figure 4.3: Average query latency.
phase of Kite query processor is employed, (c) PR, where only spatial pruning is em-
ployed, and (d) PT, where only temporal pruning is employed. Figure 4.3(a) gives the
effect of varying k from 10 to 100 on the query latency. It is clear that variants of Kite
give order of magnitude performance over NoPruning, which shows the effectiveness
of the employed strategies. With this, we are not showing any further result to No-
Pruning as it is clearly non-competitive. Also, InitPhase gives much worse performance
than Kite pruning, which shows the strong effect of the pruning phase. Finally, it is
important to note that with k = 100, Kite gives a query latency of only 3 ms.
Figures 4.3(b) and 4.3(c) give the effect of varying R and T , respectively, on the
query latency for P, PR, and PT. Both figures show that P takes advantage of both
spatial and temporal pruning to get to its query latency of up to 4 ms for 12 hours
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and 64 miles ranges. Increasing R and T increases the query latency of all alternatives,
however, P still performs much better when using its two pruning techniques. It is
also clear that PT achieves better performance than PR, i.e., temporal pruning is more
effective than spatial pruning, which is a direct result of the default value of α=0.2 that
favors the temporal dimension.
Figure 4.3(d) gives the effect of varying α from 0 to 1 on the query latency, where
P consistently has a query latency under 4 ms, while InitPhase has an unacceptable
performance that varies from 15 to 35 msec. This shows the strong effect of the pruning
phase in P. Meanwhile, with increasing α, the temporal boundary of PR increases and
hence it visits more microblogs inside each cell. For low values of α (< 0.5), the number
of additional microblogs visited due to increasing the temporal boundary is more than
the number of microblogs that are pruned based on spatial pruning. This increases the
overall latency of PR. When α ≥ 0.5, the number of microblogs that PR prunes based
on the spatial pruning becomes larger than the additional visited microblogs due to
enlarging the temporal horizon. Hence, PR latency becomes quickly better and beats
PT at α > 0.8. This means that for all values of α < 0.8, temporal pruning is still more
effective than spatial pruning. PT has a stable performance with respect to varying
α. In all cases, P takes advantage of both spatial and temporal pruning to achieve its
overall performance of around 4 ms.
Effect of Different Ranking Functions
Figure 4.4 compares the performance of Kite query processor variations for both ranking
functions (linear F-Lin and exponential F-Exp). In Figure 4.4(a), query latency of
all alternatives of F-Exp are bounded between PT-Lin and P-Lin, except for large
values of R (> 64) where P-Exp has a lower latency than P-Lin. This behavior can
be interpreted by discussing two contradicting factors: (1) The computation cost, and
(2) the pruning effectiveness of each ranking function. First, the cost of computing
exponential score by F-Exp is higher than the linear score by F-Lin due to the higher
mathematical complexity. As this operation repeats for every single microblog, its cost
is not negligible. Second, F-Exp is much more powerful in pruning the search space. For
the same increase in either spatial or temporal distance, the exponential score is demoted
rapidly and thus the search can quit much earlier than the linear score. Consequently,
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Figure 4.4: Ranking effect on query pruning
in Figure 4.4(a), for R values ≤ 64, the expensive computation cost of F-Exp makes
all its alternatives have higher latency than P-Lin while its pruning power make them
better than both PT-Lin and PR-Lin. For larger values of R (> 64), when many cells
are involved in the query, the pruning power of F-Exp makes more difference and gives
P-Exp a latency of 11 ms for R = 256 compared to 16 ms for P-Lin. Consistently, both
PR-Exp and PT-Exp have query latency as low as P-Lin which shows two conclusions:
(a) Pruning a single dimension using the exponential score gives the same latency as
pruning both dimensions using the linear score. (b) Unlike F-Lin, all F-Exp alternatives
have query latency within a small margin which shows that pruning either spatial or
temporal dimension has the same effectiveness, on the contrary to F-Lin in which the
temporal pruning is much more effective than the spatial pruning.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the query latency varying α. In this figure, the computation
cost of F-Exp dominates the pruning power (as default R value is 30 miles) and so all
alternatives of F-Exp have slightly higher latency than P-Lin but still lower than PR-
Lin and PT-Lin. The figure also shows the effectiveness of both spatial and temporal
pruning using F-Exp.
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Algorithm 1 Query Processor
1: Function Query Processor (u, k, T , R, α)
2: H ← φ; AnswerSet← φ; MIN ←∞; R′ ← R; T ′ ← T
3: for each leaf cell C overlaps with R do
4: BestScore ← α SpatialScore(Ds(u.loc, C)) + (1-α)
TemporalScore(Dt(C.M List[1].time,NOW ))
5: Insert (C, 1, BestScore) into H
6: end for
7: TopH ← Get (and remove) first entry in H
8: while TopH is not NULL and TopH.score < MIN do
9: Score ← TopH.score; M ← TopH.C.M List[TopH.index]
10: NextScore ← score of current top entry in H
11: while Score < NextScore and M is not NULL do
12: if M.loc inside R′ then
13: Score ← α SpatialScore(Ds(u.loc,M.loc)) + (1-α)
TemporalScore(Dt(M.time,NOW ))
14: if Score < MIN then
15: Insert (M ,Score) in AnswerSet
16: if |AnswerSet| ≥ k then
17: Trim AnswerSet size to k
18: MIN ← AnswerSet[k].score;
19: R′ ← Min(R′, PruneRatios ×R
′)
20: T ′ ← Min(T ′, PruneRatiot × T
′)
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: M ← Next microblog in TopH.C.M List
25: if M.time outside T ′ then M ← NULL
26: end while
27: if M 6= NULL then Insert (C, index(M), BestScore) in H
28: TopH ← Get (and remove) first entry in H
29: end while
30: Return AnswerSet
Chapter 5
Trend Discovery
This chapter addresses the microblog spatial trending query that is defined in query
Definition 1.4 in Chapter 1. This query is defined on the recent time horizon to dis-
cover timely trending topic from microblogs data, e.g., tweets, comments, and check-ins.
Timely discovering and understanding localized trending events from online microblogs
have become a reality. In fact, news agencies and people have referred to Twitter
(a prime microblogging service) to get to know timely news about various events, e.g.,
Michael Jackson death [34], Boston explosions [3], tracking health issues [85], and China
floods [4]. This is so popular that it outstrips TV as a news source for young people [86].
As a result, Twitter has released its own feature of localized trending hashtags [87],
which shows current trending hashtags in a country or a city. Following the needs and
importance of such a feature, various research efforts were dedicated to online local
event discovery from microblogs [35, 20, 36, 88, 23]. Unfortunately, current efforts are
tailored to finding events in pre-defined areas, where one needs to first specify the areas
of interest, e.g., Minneapolis, then start to detect the events in these areas. In order to
have worldwide high resolution coverage of such feature, there is a real need for an event
detection technique that: (a) covers arbitrary ad-hoc areas that are not pre-specified to
the system, and (b) covers high resolution areas, e.g., finding events within part of the
city, or events at the street level.
Up to our knowledge, there are two main attempts to support localized trend dis-
covery with arbitrary spatial regions [54, 23]. However, one of these techniques ([23])
is built on two simplistic assumptions: (1) It assumes a very simplistic definition of
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”trending” queries as ”frequent” queries, which can be computed through simple count-
ing techniques, and (2) It assumes that the underlying system has unlimited memory.
Hence, it does not account for expiring data from memory, which is crucial to ensure
the accuracy of trending queries on recent data. Meanwhile, the second approach ([54])
is designed in a generic way to support trending queries for various contexts, where
location can be considered as a context. Due to its generic nature, it has two main
drawbacks: (1) It does not take advantage of the distinguishing characteristics of the
spatial dimension, and (2) It is mainly designed to handle queries on arbitrarily large
historical time periods, which makes it poor in handling queries on recent data in terms
of both query performance and memory consumption, while recent data is the most
important in discovering timely trends.
We present in this chapter GeoTrend; a scalable technique that supports online
trending queries for arbitrary ad-hoc areas with limited memory resources. GeoTrend
abstracts localized trending queries to be in the form: ”Find the top-k trending keywords
in the last T time units in area R”, where R is an arbitrary ad-hoc area and the keyword
search is a proxy for trending events. GeoTrend adopts a wide definition of trending
keywords that goes beyond the simple counting assumption (i.e., frequent keywords) to
consider trending as the growth in number of appearances over the query period T . It
is likely that trending keywords are not among the frequent ones. For example, the
keyword “love” is consistently frequent in Twitter, and it appears much more frequent
than the keyword “elections”, while the latter is considered trending over the election
week. This particular property along with the focus on supporting recent trending
queries (i.e., last T time units) are the main distinctions of GeoTrend over its main
competitors [54, 23].
GeoTrend exploits the same in-memory spatial index that is used in Kite spatial
queries (the incomplete pyramid structure [74]) that is able to digest incoming real-
time microblogs with high arrival rates. The incomplete pyramid hierarchy divides the
entire space into a set of multi-layers cells, where cells in each layer are non-overlapping.
To accommodate incoming data in limited memory resources, each index cell is equipped
with a novel and efficient count aggregation technique that maintains count-based mea-
sures over the last T time units and expires data that is outside T . Injecting the concept
of expiration in our aggregation is a key to GeoTrend success, as it ensures discovering
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trends from only recent data and ensures continuous digestion of fresh microblogs in
the limited memory. GeoTrend count aggregation technique distinguishes itself from
all previous sliding-window counting techniques (e.g., [89, 90, 91, 92]) by its simple and
efficient structure that uses low-overhead update techniques to digest/expire microblogs
with high rates; up to an order of magnitude higher than Twitter rate. In particular, it
uses a constant memory per keyword regardless of the length of time span T . This is in
contrast to existing techniques that have memory overhead proportional to T . This en-
ables GeoTrend to support arbitrarily large time spans with millions of keywords while
using much less memory.
For scalable query processing, each GeoTrend index cell maintains a materialized
list of top-k trending keywords that appear within the cell spatial boundaries. Then,
incoming queries with arbitrary spatial regions efficiently merge the materialized top-
k lists to come up with a final top-k list. In system peak times with more keywords
arriving within the query time T , GeoTrend employs a memory optimization technique
that exploits the nature of user-generated data to smartly select and shed less important
keywords that are unlikely to contribute to any incoming query.
Our experiments show that GeoTrend digests microblogs in high rates of up to 50K
microblog/second, provides average query latency of 3 milli-seconds, and achieves much
less memory consumption than its competitors with 90+% query accuracy.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces our trending
measures. The GeoTrend indexing, memory optimization, and query processing are
discussed in Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, respectively.
5.1 Trending Measures
Discovering trending items in microblogs currently depends on keyword count [20, 93,
94], within a limited time period, due to its simple computations that scales for massive
numbers of microblogs. However, absolute count measure does not capture trending
items effectively. In fact, it promotes keywords that are immortally top frequent ones,
e.g., job and love, while ignoring other keywords that encounter considerable increasing
count over time but they are not among the top frequent ones. For example, consider
two keywords love and elections. Taking their count in hourly basis, over the last three
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hours, love has appeared 1000, 1150, and 950 times, while elections has appeared 200,
400, and 600 times. While love is the most frequent, it is clear that elections is a
trending one. Yet, depending on absolute count does not capture this.
To overcome such limitation, trending items in the broader context of streaming
data [95, 96] are detected based on changes in items behavior over time. This correctly
detects rising keywords even if they are not top frequent. However, existing popular
measures usually include expensive computations, e.g., Singular Value Decomposition,
which is not efficient to maintain incrementally. In fact, efficient incremental com-
putations is crucial for microblogs environments scalability, so that measures are not
recomputed with new arrivals of keywords that come in fast rates. For this, GeoTrend
uses an efficient and effective measure that is based on the keyword rate of count in-
crease over time. Count is easy to compute and maintain incrementally over time.
So, measures that depend on count are suitable to scale in microblogs environments.
GeoTrend can adapt several trending measures as long as each of them is based on count-
ing. Thus, GeoTrend is equipped with two measures: either rate of count increase over
time, or weighted count over recent time period, introduced in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2,
respectively.
5.1.1 Rate of Increase Measure
Rate of count increase over time is measured using a trend line slope that is computed
based on the statistical linear regression [97]. Assume the last T time units are divided
into N equal time intervals, trend line slope gauges the increase in keyword count in
recent intervals compared to the oldest interval as follows:
Trendreg =
6
∑N−1
i=1 [i× (ci − c0)]
N(N + 1)(2N + 1)
(5.1)
Where N is the number of time intervals on which the count change is gauged over the
last T time units. ci, 0 ≤ i < N , is the count at time interval i, and for all i > j,
interval i is more recent than interval j, so that c0 is the oldest counter and cN−1 is the
most recent counter. The detailed derivation of Equation 5.1 based on linear regression
slope is shown below in Lemma 5.1.
The value of N controls the accuracy of discovering trending items, as it represents
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the number of counts for which the regression slope is calculated. The higher the value
of N , the more accurate the regression output. Setting N=T gives the highest accuracy,
yet it is the most expensive computationally and memory-wise. On the contrary, setting
N=2 is the least expensive option that divides the whole T time units into two intervals,
yet it provides the least accuracy and might miss the actually rising keywords.
Trendreg measure that is presented in Equation 5.1 is also efficiently maintainable in
an incremental way on the arrival of new appearances of the keyword. As a new keyword
appearance increase the count of just the most recent counter cN−1, the only affected
term in Trendreg would be (N−1)×(cN−1−c0). With increasing cN−1 by one, this term
is increased by (N −1) and thus the whole Trendreg value is increased by
6(N−1)
N(N+1)(2N+1)
(per Equation 5.1). In case N value is fixed through the processing of a microblog
stream, which is the realistic case, the increase in Trendreg is a constant value that
guarantees efficient incremental maintenance of Trendreg in real-time environments.
Lemma 5.1 Given a keyword’s consecutive count vector c = [c0, c1,..., cN−1], the
keyword trend line can be estimated with the following formula:
Trendreg =
∑N−1
i=1 [i× (ci − c0)]
N(N + 1)(2N + 1)
(5.2)
Proof: The simple linear regression slope Ttrend of x and y is given with the following
equation:
Trendreg =
Mean(xy)
Mean(x2)
(5.3)
Where Mean(x) is the average value of the vector of x and xy is a vector that re-
sults from value-wise multiplication of the vectors x and y. In GeoTrend, the vector
x values are always constants while the vector y contains the set of counts of a key-
word W . Thus, values of vector x are always be [1, 2, 3, ..., N ] while values of vector
y are [c1, c2, c3, ..., cN ]. The term Mean(x
2) equals
∑N−1
i=1 i
2
N and can be simplified as
(N+1)(2N+1)
6 . Also, the term Mean(xy) equals
∑N−1
i=1 i×ci
N . Substitutes both variables in
Equation 5.3:
Trendreg =
∑N−1
i=1 i×ci
N
(N+1)(2N+1)
6
=
6
∑N−1
i=1 i× ci
N(N + 1)(2N + 1)
(5.4)
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The equation above assumes that the measurement is used from the start of the stream
and each keyword W starts with frequency zero. However, in GeoTrend, we need to
consider the start position of a keyword W by using the previous frequency, namely c0.
Thus, the equation above can be modified to:
Trendreg =
6
∑N−1
i=1 [i× (ci − c0)]
N(N + 1)(2N + 1)
(5.5)
5.1.2 Weighted Count Measure
As an extensible framework for any count-based aggregate measure, GeoTrend can em-
ploy weighted count over recent time period to detect frequent keywords in different
spatial regions. Assume the last T time units are divided into N equal time intervals,
keyword weighted count can be measured as follows:
Trendfreq =
N−1∑
i=0
ci × w
N−1−i (5.6)
Where 0 < w ≤ 1 is a weighting parameter, and N is the number of time intervals on
which the count is gauged over the last T time units. ci, 0 ≤ i < N , is the count at
time interval i, and for all i > j, interval i is more recent than interval j, so that c0 is
the oldest counter and cN−1 is the most recent counter.
Trendfreq is an exponentially weighted sum of the N counters, where recent keyword
counts have higher weight than older ones. The weight of counter ci is w
i, where
i = (N−1) is the most recent time period that has the highest weight w0 = 1, regardless
the value of w. Smaller w gives lower weight to older counts, and setting w to 1 gives
equal weights to all counts and produces total count over the last T time units. Similar
to Trendreg, the value of Trendfreq is also efficiently maintainable in an incremental
way where each new instance of a keyword simply adds one to both cN−1 and Trendfreq
values.
For presentation simplicity, we assume to maintain a single trending measure
Trendreg (Equation 5.1). However, GeoTrend can easily maintain more than one mea-
sure simultaneously to support queries that get either recently rising keywords or abso-
lute frequent keywords using the same indexing data structures.
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5.2 Trending Indexing
GeoTrend exploits Kite spatial index structure (the spatial pyramid index [74]) to ef-
ficiently support queries in arbitrary spatial regions. The index divides the space into
multi-layers cells of different spatial granularity, where each layer consists of a set of
non-overlapping cells. For each incoming microblog in real time, GeoTrend stores only
its keywords and their aggregate information rather than the microblog itself. To sup-
port fast digestion of microblogs fast streams and low query latency, the index is wholly
resident in main-memory. However, main-memory resources are limited and cannot ac-
commodate microblogs aggregate information for infinite time. Consequently, GeoTrend
limits its index contents to aggregate information of data that arrived only in the last
T time units, where old data that is outside the time span T is expired. The length of
window T depends on the available memory resources, and typical values ranges from
several hours to few days of microblogs data. Indexing data of multiple days, that have
hundreds of millions of microblogs, is feasible as the index does not store individual
data records, but stores only aggregate information. Yet, such fast data rates impose
scalability challenges on both index insertion and expiration.
Insertion and expiration in microblogs environments are so challenging that residing
in main-memory is not enough to scale for microblogs high arrival rates. In particular,
inserting keywords can be performed in a traditional way [74], where each new keyword
is traversing the pyramid structure from its root cell passing by all intermediate cells
reaching the leaf cell that includes its point location, to update cells contents. However,
this is expensive given the large number of keywords that arrive every second in mi-
croblogs. To overcome this, GeoTrend employs a bulk insertion technique that reduces
the insertion cost so that it scales for digesting high arrival rates. Similarly, expiring
contents from GeoTrend index should be ideally performed in similar rates like insertion
so that the index storage is stable in the system steady state. With large number of cells
and high data rates, proactive expiration that iterates all index cells is very expensive
and put significant overhead on the index performance. To scale, GeoTrend employs a
lazy expiration that dramatically reduces the expiration cost.
The rest of the section presents the index structure (Section 5.2.1), insertion (Sec-
tion 5.2.2), and expiration (Section 5.2.3).
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Figure 5.1: GeoTrend index structure and cell contents.
5.2.1 Index Structure
As a recall, GeoTrend pyramid index structure is similar to a partial quad tree and
consists of a single root cell that represents the entire geographic area, level 1 partitions
the space into four equi-area disjoint cells, and so forth. As a partial tree structure, any
index level could have both leaf and intermediate cells. Figure 5.1 depicts an instance
of GeoTrend pyramid index. The figure shows a partial pyramid that divides the space
into three levels, where light gray cells indicate intermediate cells, dark cells indicate
leaf cells, and white cells replace areas that are not actually maintained at that level.
Keyword aggregate information are stored in both leaf and intermediate cells, so that
information of the same keyword are aggregated at different levels of spatial granularity.
Each index cell C, both leaf and non-leaf cells, stores four data structures: a hash table
H, a sorted list TopK, a rotating pointer p, and a timestamp tlast, described below:
Hash table H. Each hash entry h ∈ H represents a single keyword arrived to cell C
in the last T time units. With each hash entry h, we maintain the following:
1. A set of N counters, c0 to cN−1. The N counters divide the time window T into a
set of equal temporal intervals, each of TN time units. Each counter maintains
the number of times that the hash entry h has appeared in its corresponding TN
time units. N is a system parameter that trades query accuracy with computation
efficiency as discussed in Section 5.1. A larger value of N gives more accurate
results, yet, it comes with processing and storage overhead in maintaining more
counters.
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2. A trending value Trend that is calculated based on hash entry h counters ci’s
according to Equation 5.1.
List TopK. A sorted list of size k that maintains the top-k trending keywords in this
cell ranked based on the trending value Trend. This is mainly to materialize the top-k
answer of this cell to speed up the query processing significantly.
Rotating pointer p. An integer value, in the range of 0 to (N − 1), that points to the
current (i.e., most recent) counter. Thus, the most recent counter is cp and the oldest
counter is c(p−1)%N . Maintaining p saves huge efforts in shifting the counter values and
expiring old counters every TN time units as discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Timestamp tlast. The starting timestamp of the time interval of the last expiration of
C contents, where it is used to decide which counters need to be expired in the following
expiration cycle.
Figure 5.1 shows the contents of two index cells, one intermediate cell and one
leaf cell. Both cells encloses exactly the same data structures. The intermediate cell
encounter more keyword arrivals as it lies one level higher than the leaf cell, and so
it covers four times larger space area. The intermediate cell in Figure 5.1 contains
five hashtags, Summer, CLS, Refugee, CampRoc, and HopeHick, each maintains four
counters, N=4, and Trend value. It also maintains a top-2 list sorted based on Trend
value and an integer pointer p=3. The leaf cell in Figure 5.1 contains three hashtags,
Summer, ENGSLO, and Tronc, which also maintain four counters per hashtag and a
top-2 list. So, N and k values are fixed for all index cells. Yet, its integer pointer p=0,
which is a different value than the other cell, as p value is updated on data expiration,
which happens at different time based on the cell, as discussed in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.2 Index Insertion
To reduce the index update cost and scale for digesting high arrival rates, GeoTrend
spatial index employs an efficient bulk insertion technique that saves thousands of com-
parison operations for keyword locations with spatial cell boundaries compared to the
traditional way of inserting individual data records. The bulk insertion process consists
of two steps: (1) traversing pyramid index cells with batches of keywords, and (2) while
traversing, keywords are inserted in their corresponding cells. Each step is described
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Figure 5.2: Example of GeoTrend index insertion and expiration.
below.
Pyramid traversal. To reduce the pyramid traversal cost, the incoming keywords
are buffered for t seconds before being inserted in bulk. t represents a trade-off between
the insertion overhead and the delay between a microblog arrival and being available to
search results. Typical values of t is 1-2 seconds which is an acceptable delay for real-
time applications, and still sufficient to collect several thousands of keywords to insert
as a batch. For example, Twitter receives around 12,000 tweets every 2 seconds, which
is a reasonable batch size that saves significant insertion cost. During the buffering,
a spatial minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) is maintained around point locations
that are associated with the keywords. We then traverse the pyramid levels through
comparing the MBR boundaries, instead of locations of individual microblogs, and insert
keywords in their corresponding cells.
The buffered keywords are first inserted in the root cell C, as shown in cell insertion
below. If C is not a leaf cell, the new keywords are recursively inserted in C’s children
cells. The new keywords are divided based on their locations into four MBRs, each
MBR encloses a subset of the keywords that corresponds to one of the children cells.
Then, the same cell insertion process is applied to each of the children cells. This
leads to replicating all keywords across all index levels. Such replication significantly
reduces the query latency for large query areas as it minimizes number of processed
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cells for large query regions. On another hand, it increases both index insertion time
and memory consumption. Our experiments study the impact of this replication on
indexing overhead, query processing, and memory consumption.
Cell insertion. On the arrival of new keywords to any cell C, two steps are per-
formed: (1) inserting the new keywords in the hashtable C.H, and (2) updating the list
C.TopK that maintains C’s top-k keywords.
(1) Insertion in hashtable C.H. For each newly arrived keyword, if there is no
corresponding hash entry in the hashtable C.H, it is added to C.H with zero-initialized
N counters and Trend value. Then, regardless of whether there was a prior hash entry
or not, its most recent counter cp is incremented by one, which leads its Trend value to
be incremented by 6(N−1)N(N+1)(2N+1) (per Equation 5.1). Such constant increment to Trend
value makes it very efficient to maintain it incrementally as discussed in Section 5.1.
(2) Updating list C.TopK. For each new keyword inserted in C.H, we check its
Trend value to update C.TopK list, if needed, so that it keeps maintaining the most
trending k keywords in C. If C.TopK has less than k keywords, the new keyword is
inserted in C.TopK directly. Once C.TopK has k keywords, the Trend value of each
new keyword is compared to Trendmin: the lowest trending value in C.TopK. If the
new keyword’s Trend is larger than Trendmin, then it is inserted in C.TopK replacing
the keyword that corresponds to Trendmin.
Example: Figure 5.2(a) shows an example for index insertion. The figure shows the
content of the leaf cell shown in Figure 5.1 after inserting hashtag Brexit. As the hashtag
is not previously present in the cell, a new entry is added to the hashtable H with zero-
initialized counters. Then, the most recent counter, c0, is incremented and Trend value
is computed. As the new Trend value is eligible for the top-2 list, the hashtag Brexit is
inserted into the list.
5.2.3 Data Expiration
As GeoTrend index limits its contents to data of the last T time units, it needs to
periodically expire old data that is outside the time span T . Thus, every TN time units,
GeoTrend should hold on inserting new data, iterate over all index cells, and expire the
old contents. However, this causes a significant interruption for index real-time insertion
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and terribly reduces its digestion rates. To prevent such interruption, GeoTrend skips
such an expensive expiration that expires all cells at once and employs a lazy expiration
technique that postpones expiring any index cell contents until: (1) either an insertion
occurs in this cell, or (2) a query comes to this cell and hence an expiration is necessary so
as not to consider old data in the query answer. In both cases, expiration is necessary,
and performed, only in a single cell. This minimally interrupts real-time insertion
of GeoTrend index as it expires only one cell at a time, and even consumes no index
traversal cost as it piggybacks this cost on either insertion or query processing. The
effect of putting this overhead on query response is minimal as expiration is performed
once and it pays off for all incoming queries. However, this lazy expiration does not
guarantee to expire all old contents. In fact, cells that encounter neither insertions
nor queries during the T time units, e.g., low dense spatial regions like suburbs, would
keep very old contents. To overcome this, GeoTrend runs an additional cleaning process,
every T time units, that is very light and efficient, so that it does not put an overhead on
the index performance. Both lazy expiration and periodic light cleaning are described
below.
Lazy expiration. The contents of a cell C is expired only if it is last expired
more than a complete period of TN time units ago. This is checked through C.tlast
timestamp, that is the starting timestamp of the period when C.H is last expired. If
nc =
⌊
NOW−tlast
T/N
⌋
≥ 1, then the oldest nc counters need to be expired and C.tlast is
updated to be tlast=tlast+nc ×
T
N . For presentation simplicity, assumes nc=1, i.e., we
expire only the oldest counter. Then, the oldest counter c(p−1)%N should expire for all
entries in the hashtable C.H. This requires to set the value of c(p−1)%N to zero, the
value of pointer p is decremented to be p = (p− 1)%N , and the aggregate Trend value
is recomputed. This is repeated nc times when nc >1.
Maintaining p saves huge efforts in expiration. A traditional way is to shift the
counter values for each hash entry. With p, we keep all counter values intact in their
positions, and we just shift left (i.e., rotate) the value of p to replace the oldest expiring
counter with a new one. With this, it is always the case that counter cp represents the
current TN time units while counter c(p−1)%N represents the oldest
T
N time units within
the time span T .
Expiring the contents of hashtable C.H leads to invalidating the contents of C.TopK
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list. Thus, C.TopK is recomputed with each expiration of C.H contents. However, re-
computing C.TopK list comes with a very little overhead on the lazy expiration process.
While updating Trend value of each hash entry h, h is considered as a potential candi-
date for C.TopK. If C.TopK has less than k keywords, then h is inserted in C.TopK
right away. If C.TopK has k keywords, then h.Trend is compared to Trendmin: the
lowest trending value in C.TopK. If h.Trend is larger than Trendmin, then it is inserted
in C.TopK replacing the keyword that corresponds to Trendmin. This repeats for each
hash entry h while its counters are updated.
Example: Figure 5.2(b) gives the contents of Figure 5.2(a) cell after c0’s time period
expires. In this case, (a) c0 is concluded, (b) the oldest counter c3 would expire its
old values and reset to zero for all keywords, (c) the current pointer p becomes 3 as
c3 becomes the current active counter, and (d) Trend values are recomputed based on
the new counter positions, where c2 is the oldest counter. Meanwhile, the top-2 list is
recomputed, based on the new Trend values, to include Brexit and ENGSLO keywords.
Light cleaning. To account for sparse cells that rarely encounter insertions and
queries, and hence do not encounter any lazy expiration, we run a light periodic cleaning.
Every T time units, a light expiration process is traversing all index cells. If the cell
is last expired older than T time units ago, then all cell contents are wiped, otherwise,
nothing is done. This process intentionally overlook contents that is within the last T
time units but still old enough to be expired, i.e., older than TN time units ago. This is
intended to make it very light and efficient, while this contents are left for the next lazy
or periodic expiration in the cell. Although some cells would contain unneeded contents
for T time units, practically this does not cause much overhead as they are very sparse
cells. As the light cleaning process wipe all cells contents, so no TopK update is needed
as TopK is wiped as well.
5.3 Memory Optimization
As GeoTrend index is wholly resident in main-memory, it might be the case that during
peak times, e.g., local events in major cities, available memory resources are limited
to store the vast amount of incoming data. In that case, some applications are willing
to remove a portion of memory contents that minimally affects query accuracy, still
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Figure 5.3: Zipf distribution of Twitter keywords at different spatial levels.
sustain the system real-time performance in peak times. Thus, GeoTrend employs a
main-memory optimization technique, called TrendMem that reduces memory footprint
significantly while keep query answers highly accurate. TrendMem is based on a key
observation that identifies a very interesting spatial property for microblogs data. Such
property is used to smartly identify victim data to expel from main-memory without
sacrificing the query accuracy. In the rest of this section, Section 5.3.1 presents the key
observation and key idea behind TrendMem. Then, Section 5.3.2 presents the details of
TrendMem realization inside GeoTrend index.
5.3.1 TrendMem Key Ideas
Key observation. Memory optimization in GeoTrend takes advantage of the observa-
tion that keywords popularity in microblogs follows a Zipf distribution [98, 99, 100, 101],
i.e., small percentage of keywords appear with high frequency while the majority of key-
words appear very few times. Interestingly, Zipf distribution holds not only for the en-
tire microblogs collection over the entire world, but also over those appearing in smaller
spatial regions. We demonstrate such interesting property in Figure 5.3 that shows the
frequency distribution of millions of real tweets at four different levels of spatial granu-
larity (Level 1 is the entire USA, Level 2 is the four quarters of the USA, and so on).
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The figure shows that majority of keywords in the Twitter stream are infrequent across
all levels of spatial granularity. Such majority of infrequent keywords consume large
percentage of the memory for their counters. Yet, our TrendMem technique exploits
the existence of such infrequent keywords in a smart way to identify a subset of them
that are very unlikely to contribute to trending query answers. This subset is shed from
main-memory without hurting the accuracy of query answers.
Key idea. The key idea of our TrendMem technique that some keywords with
low frequency are unlikely to be trending ones. Those keywords must satisfy a crucial
condition: they must encounter low frequency in all sub-intervals of the last T time
units. This condition is sufficiently working as it judges count change over time, which
is the same as our trending measures (Section 5.1). To elaborate, if we decide on
a keyword importance only through its total count during the last T time units, it
might be the case that a keyword encounter low total count, yet, its count is rising
significantly over time. Thus, we may end up removing trending keywords from main-
memory. However, if we ensure that the keyword count is low in all the sub-interval
of the last T time units, then it is very unlikely that growth of count of this keyword
makes it a potential trending one. Then, it is unlikely to contribute to query results
and it can be removed without affecting the query accuracy.
5.3.2 TrendMem Technique
Main idea. In each cell C inGeoTrend index, TrendMem periodically removes keywords
that are ǫ-infrequent in all the N time intervals of the last T time units. ǫ-infrequent
keyword is a keyword that has count less than ǫ · n, where ǫ is a small fraction, e.g.,
0.001, and n is the total number of keyword arrivals in cell C in the corresponding time
interval. For example, if C received total of ni keyword arrivals during time interval i,
0 ≤ i ≤ (N − 1), then a keyword W is considered ǫ-infrequent if its counter ci < ǫ · ni,
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ (N − 1). Removing infrequent items from a cell C is invoked every 1ǫ
insertion cycles in C. This ensures to limit the size of the hashtable C.H to O(1ǫ log(ǫ·n))
entries (inspired by the same ideas presented in LossyCounting algorithm [102]). Also,
any keyword with total count > (ǫ · n) at any sub-interval of T is guaranteed to be
maintained. In fact, checking a keyword to be infrequent in each of the N sub-intervals
independently ensures the consistency of the keyword infrequency along the whole time
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window T and thus guarantees not to expel any possibly trending keywords as discussed
in Section 5.3.1. In addition, employing a percentile threshold ǫ, which means keyword
importance is identified based on a percentage of frequencies of its neighbor keywords
within the spatial locality. This guarantees that dense spatial areas do not affect suburb
areas and leads to maintain an accurate top-k keyword list in each spatial locality. This
makes TrendMem provides highly accurate query answers.
Impact on the index. To realize TrendMem inside GeoTrend index, two main
operations are added to the index insertion: (1) periodic cleaning of infrequent keywords
inside each cell every 1ǫ insertion cycles in the cell, and (2) checking on ǫ-infrequent
keywords in each sub-interval to decide on removing which keywords. To this end,
each index cell maintains an insertion cycles counter that is initialized to zero. The
counter is incremented by one with every insertion in the cell. Once it reaches 1ǫ , the
cleaning procedure is triggered and the counter is reset to zero. The cleaning procedure
goes through a complete scan for all hash entries in hashtable H and removes any
keyword that is consistently infrequent during all the N intervals. To check for the
keyword infrequency in each sub-interval independently, each cell maintains additional
N counters ni, 0 ≤ i ≤ (N − 1), that keep the total number of keyword arrivals in each
of the N sub-intervals of the time window T . Thus, with each insertion to the cell, the
counter of the current interval is incremented by the number of new keywords. Using
this, the infrequency check is then performed very cheap by comparing ǫ · ci of each
keyword counters to the counter ni, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ (N − 1).
A typical value of ǫ would be around 0.001, which is considered large enough to
limit the memory footprint without really affecting the accuracy of the query result.
Although introducing ǫ saves significant storage, apparently, executing the periodic
cleaning procedure incurs additional computational overhead during the index insertion
operation. Since we adjust the triggering of our cleaning procedure to be every 1ǫ
insertions, a lower value of ǫ implies less frequent cleaning, i.e., less insertion overhead
and less storage saving, but higher query accuracy. For example, when ǫ is 0.01, we
run the cleaning procedure every 100 insertions. Yet, when ǫ is 0.0001, we perform the
cleaning every 10,000 insertions, which is cheaper in computation cost, achieves higher
query accuracy, but consumes more memory. Our experimental evaluation studies in
details the effect of varying ǫ on the insertion overhead, storage saving, and query
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accuracy, showing that GeoTrend can provide a reasonable compromise that achieves
excellent performance for all them.
5.4 Trending Query Processing
This section discusses query processing in GeoTrend. As GeoTrend index already ma-
terializes top-k items in each spatial cell, processing top-k queries is simple, efficient,
and provides low response time. In fact, GeoTrend query processing depends on getting
top-k keywords in the query region R by manipulating only the top-k lists that are
maintained in the index cells that overlap with R. Our hypothesis is that it is highly
unlikely that a keyword that did not make it to any of the top-k lists in any cell would
make it to the final answer. The main reason is that our trending measures are additive
(per Equations 5.1 and 5.6), which means the trending value of a certain keyword W
over an arbitrary region R equals the summation of W ’s trending values in all index
cells that overlap with R. Thus, top-k items within each cell have much better chances
to be the global top-k items in R. This hypothesis is supported empirically by our
experimental results, where the vast majority of queries can get the true top-k trending
keywords in R from the ones that appear in any top-k list.
GeoTrend query processing is composed of two main steps. In the first step,
GeoTrend finds a set of pyramid index cells S that cover the query spatial region R
in a way that minimizes the number of cells in S while maximizes the coverage ratio
with R. In the second step, it finds the top-k keywords in R by aggregating the val-
ues from only top-k lists that are maintained in S cells. Details of the two steps are
described below.
Step 1 takes the query spatial region R and the root cell of the spatial pyramid index
as input and outputs a set of cells S that completely cover R, such that: (a) the number
of cells in S is minimal, which reduces the aggregation cost in Step 2, and (b) the cells in
S have the highest overlap ratio with R, which maximizes the accuracy of the retrieved
results. We define the overlap ratio between a cell C and the query region R as the
area of the part of C that is inside R divided by the area of C, i.e., C∩RC . Starting at
the pyramid root cell, we recursively visit the children overlapping with R. A cell C is
added to S if one of the following two conditions is satisfied: (1) C is a leaf cell, or (2) C
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is completely inside R, i.e., overlap ratio of 100%. In both cases, we know that C has
the best covering area which is the same coverage we can get from C’s children. So, to
minimize the number of cells in S, we just add C, and skip all its children. Otherwise,
we visit children cells applying the same procedure.
Step 2 takes the set of cells S from Step 1 as input and produces the final answer of
the top-k keywords that appear in S. In this step, we only consider keywords that have
appeared in at least one top-k list of all the cells in S. Following the spirit of Fagin’s
TA algorithm [103], the main idea of this step is to employ a max-heap priority queue,
initiated by the top item in each list in S. The key of the priority queue is the trending
value. Then, we keep extracting items from the queue one by one. For each extracted
item Top, we do the following: (1) We compute the total trending value of Top as the
sum of its values in all cells in S. (2) If the total value of Top is among the highest k
found so far, we update our final answer accordingly. (3) We replace Top in the priority
queue by the next item in the top-k list of its cell, if any. This is repeated until either
exhausting all top-k lists in S or the maximum possible total value for any remaining
keyword is less than the kth entry in the current final answer. This maximum value is
upper bounded by the summation of the existing keys in the max-heap.
5.5 Experimental Evaluation
This section evaluates GeoTrend technique experimentally. We compare GeoTrend with
AFIA [23] and GARNET [54], which are the state-of-the-art and the closest work in
the literature. Our AFIA implementation uses two spatial grid levels of granularity of
1km× 1km and 10km× 10km, and four levels of temporal resolution, hour, day, week,
and month. GARNET [54] is primarily proposed for queries of any generic context,
where we instantiated context as location to use a one-level spatial grid index of res-
olution 10km × 10km per cell. We use GARNET memory components and limit our
evaluation to its in-memory performance, which is the main focus of GeoTrend queries.
We also evaluate different design choices and modules of GeoTrend, including memory
optimization technique, replicating keywords across index level, and materializing top-k
list at indexing time.
Query workloads. We use one million query point locations from Bing Mobile
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search engine, obtained through our collaborations with Microsoft Research. We use
this real query locations to query our system for point queries. Trending queries use
spatial regions where the point locations are used to compose a default query load of
1000 MBR queries (centered around the point locations) with different area sizes that
range from 4mi2 to 400Kmi2, containing 15% with large areas (40Kmi2 to 400Kmi2).
Default values. Unless mentioned otherwise, the default value of k is 100, mi-
croblog arrival rate λ is 1000 microblogs/second, T is 24 hours, N is 8 counters per
hash entry, ǫ is 0.001, cell capacity is 1000 microblogs.
The rest of this section organized as follow. Section 5.5.1 evaluates memory over-
head of different alternatives and its effect on index scalability. Section 5.5.2 evaluates
trending query processing.
5.5.1 Evaluation of TrendMem
Figure 5.4 shows the memory usage of different techniques studying the impact of mem-
ory optimization module on both index scalability and query accuracy. We evaluate the
GeoTrend pyramid index with and without employing the memory optimization module
(denoted as GT-ǫ and GT, respectively). We also compare with AFIA [23] (denoted as
AFIA) and GARNET [54] with and without employing its ǫ memory cleaning process
(denoted as GRN-ǫ and GRN, respectively). GARNET ǫ-cleaning process is similar to
GeoTrend ǫ-cleaning.
Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) depict the memory usage for different values of k and
ǫ, respectively. For different values of k (Figure 5.4(a)), only AFIA memory usage in-
crease significantly while the rest of technique encounter relatively stable memory usage.
The highest AFIA memory usage (at k=1000) is around 24GB excluding programming
language overhead. Such large overhead comes for two reasons. With increasing k,
the number of items in archived dynamic summaries are increasing significantly and
hence it consumes more memory. In addition, such dynamic summaries are replicated
in multi-resolution over both spatial and temporal dimensions per its index structure.
This even amplifies the effect of increasing k and encounter high memory consumption.
Both GT-ǫ and GRN-ǫ encounter nearly 40% of AFIA memory. Yet, GT-ǫ can signif-
icantly improves this and consumes less than 10% of AFIA memory. The amount of
memory saving is actually changing with different ǫ values as Figure 5.4(b) shows. This
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Figure 5.4: Impact of GeoTrend memory optimization module.
figure shows memory usage of GT-ǫ is reducing dramatically with increasing ǫ as more
keywords are removed from all index cells. However, GRN-ǫ consumes relatively high
memory due to the large number of cells it maintain. Also, ǫ value does not have sig-
nificant effect on its memory overhead as its spatial cell size is much smaller, then each
cell receives much less keywords and so ǫ removes relatively stable amount of keywords.
The effect of reducing memory overhead is shown in Figures 5.4(c) and 5.4(d) on
query accuracy and supported arrival rates of incoming microblogs. AFIA is not in-
cluded in query accuracy as it support only top-k frequent queries and cannot adapt
our trending measure. For different values of ǫ ¿ 0.01, query accuracy exceeds 90% for
both GT-ǫ and GRN-ǫ. In Figure 5.4(d), GRN-ǫ supports the highest arrival rate due to
its simple index structure (one-level grid index) while AFIA supports the lowest arrival
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Figure 5.5: Impact of keyword replication across GeoTrend index levels.
rates due to its cell replication over both spatial and temporal dimensions. GeoTrend al-
ternatives come in the middle of both and still can support up to 50K microblog/second
which is an order of magnitude higher than current Twitter rate.
5.5.2 Evaluation of Trending Query Processing
This section evaluates GeoTrend index design decisions that affects query processing.
Particularly, we evaluate the effect of replicating keywords across index levels and the
effect of maintaining top-k list inside each index cell.
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Keyword Replication
In this section, we evaluate the replication of keywords in all GeoTrend index levels. To
this end, we compare the pyramid index with a partial quad-tree index [104] that has
similar cell structure to the pyramid, yet, keywords are maintained only in leaf cells
(denoted as GT-QT). The two indexing structures favor different objectives: (1) The
pyramid index maintains keywords aggregates in all leaf and non-leaf cells, increasing
both memory and insertion overhead, but its query processor accesses far fewer cells,
from higher levels, to compute the final answer. (2) The quad-tree index maintains
keywords aggregates only in leaf cells, reducing both memory and insertion overhead,
but increasing the query latency as the query processor accesses many cells to compute
the final answer. The experiments results show that the quad-tree would not be able to
provide low query latency although it has much lower memory and insertion overhead.
Figure 5.5 denotes the pyramid index, with and without ǫ-cleaning, as GT and GT-ǫ,
quad tree as GT-QT, and GARNET as GRN-ǫ, excluding AFIA from query evaluation
due to its different aggregate measure. Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b) show one to three
orders of magnitude better query latency for GT and GT-ǫ than GT-QT and GRN-
ǫ with varying answer size k and query region area R, respectively. GT and GT-ǫ
consistently outperform both GT-QT and GRN-ǫ for different k values. However, with
changing values of area R, the improvement ratio changes: For small values of R, all
indexes have almost the same average query latency as the number of processed cells
is similar or close. When R increases, GT and GT-ǫ use far fewer cells than both GT-
QT and GRN-ǫ, as they have a chance to use larger non-leaf cells contained in R, and
therefore they give much lower query latency.
This lower query latency comes with the cost of higher insertion overhead and larger
memory footprint than GT-QT. Figures 5.5(c) and 5.5(d) show that this is a favorable
trade-off with affordable indexing overhead and memory footprint. For different values
of k, GT and GT-ǫ still support up to an order of magnitude higher arrival rate than
Twitter rate. Furthermore, GT-ǫ incurs only around three times memory overhead
compared to GT-QT. On the contrary, GRN-ǫ still encounter high memory footprint
due to the large number of cells in a fine-divided grid index with high resolution. This
shows the effectiveness of GeoTrend design decisions to provide an excellent compromise
in both memory overhead and query latency.
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Figure 5.6: Impact of maintaining top-k lists.
Materializing Top-k Lists
The query answer can be computed either by using all keywords within the cell, which
are expected to be huge with many keywords, or by exploiting only top-k items in
each cell as introduced in Chapter 5. We show that maintaining these lists reduces
query latency significantly at the cost of acceptable overhead to store and maintain
the sorted lists while continuously inserting new keywords and deleting old information
and acceptable reduction in query accuracy. In this section we evaluate the effect
of maintaining top-k lists on query latency, query accuracy, and insertion overhead,
excluding memory overhead effect as the storage of top-k is negligible compared to
the cell all keywords storage. The experimental results show two orders of magnitude
improvement in query latency with sublinear increase in insertion overhead.
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Figure 5.6 compares GeoTrend (denoted as GT), AFIA (denoted as AFIA), and
GARNET (denoted as GRN), with and without maintaining top-k lists (denoted as
suffix K and NK, respectively). Note that AFIA has only top-k option as this is the
only maintained data structure in its index cell. It is also excluded from query mea-
sures as it support only top-k frequent queries and cannot adapt our trending measure.
Figure 5.6(a) depicts the query latency of all alternatives for different k values. We
observe that maintaining the top-k lists reduces query latency of GeoTrend alternatives
from 850 msec for all values of k to between 1 and 3 ms, which is two orders of mag-
nitude reduction. GRN query latency is consistently much higher than GeoTrend for
two reasons. First, the large number of cells processed from its fine-divided grid index
compared to cells of high levels of GeoTrend index which is much smaller in number.
Such inefficient division for the space is a result for GRN generic framework for any
context, so it is not tailored for location queries and thus cannot make maximum use
of the spatial properties of the data. Second, GRN computes its aggregate measures
from different temporal cells, as it is originally proposed and optimized for arbitrary
temporal periods, which increase the aggregation time.
Figure 5.6(b) shows that for k ≥ 100, aggregating from top-k lists provides at least
90% accuracy, providing an empirical evidence for the effectiveness of using top-k lists
with an acceptable accuracy loss. Figures 5.6(c) show the overhead of maintaining the
top-k lists on index insertion. AFIA still encounter the lowest arrival rate for the same
reason detailed before. For GeoTrend and GARNET, the significant reduction in query
latency comes at the cost of 50% reduction in the supported arrival rate. For the worst
case (k=1000) in Figure 5.6(c), GeoTrend index supports at least 40,000 microblog/sec
which is seven times the current Twitter rate.
Chapter 6
Related Work
The richness of microblogs data has motivated developers and data practitioners world-
wide to take advantage of microblogs to support a wide variety of practical applications,
including social media analysis [11], discovering health-related issues [85], real-time news
delivery [3], rescue services [4], and geo-targeted advertising [12]. The distinguished na-
ture of microblogs data, that includes large data sizes and high velocity, has motivated
researchers to develop new techniques for data management to support microblogs anal-
ysis and visualization at scale.
This chapter provides a comprehensive review for almost all existing techniques
and systems for microblogs data management, analysis, and visualization, since the
inception of Twitter in 2006. Figure 6.1 depicts a summary of the techniques and
systems that support microblogs data analysis and visualization in a timeline format.
The horizontal axis in Figure 6.1 represents the year of publication or system release
for each technique/system, while the vertical axis represents the research topic. The
techniques are then classified into three categories: (1) techniques that deal with real-
time data, i.e., very recent data, depicted by a filled black circle, (2) techniques that
deal with historical data, depicted by a blank circle, and (3) techniques that deal with
both real-time and historical data, depicted by a blank triangle.
The rest of this chapter divides the related work into four parts: (1) microblogs
data analysis, (2) microblogs data management, (3) microblogs data visualization, and
(4) microblogs systems, each is outlined in the following sections.
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Figure 6.1: Microblogs Research Timeline
6.1 Microblogs Data Analysis
The literature of microblogs data analysis is depicted in the first five rows of Figure 6.1.
The five rows correspond to five major areas of analysis on microblogs, each is briefly
outlined below.
Event detection and analysis [35, 36, 32, 37, 9, 11]: This work exploits the
fact that microblogs users post many updates on on-going events. Such updates are
identified, grouped, and analyzed to discover events in real time [35, 32] or analyze
long term events [36, 37, 9, 11], e.g., elections. Event detection in the literature
can be categorized into two main types: (1) Detecting arbitrary events: in this type
the event detection module has no prior idea about the events to be detected. Thus,
it employs a pipeline of four operations. First, incoming microblogs goes through a
feature extraction module that extracts spatial, temporal, and keywords from input
data. Second, the preprocessed data goes to a grouping module that groups similar data
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together. This grouping could be clustering, lexical matching, latent variable model, or
graph partitioning. Third, the data groups are scored based either keyword correlation
or spatial-keyword pairs to distinguish actual events from noisy data. Finally, the
highest scored events are visualized to end users. (2) Detecting specific types of events:
another type of work is to detect certain types of events, e.g., earthquakes, crimes, or
festivals. This work employs a pipeline of operations similar to the first type in all
steps except the second step where grouping is replaced by classification. The classifier
takes information about the type of events to be discovered, e.g., keywords that identify
crimes or earthquakes, and classifies the preprocessed data into the predefined classes
of events. Event analysis usually goes through a simpler pipeline of operations. The
pipeline has a filtering module that takes an event features and filters incoming data
based on them to get out event’s microblogs. Then, the filtered microblogs is forwarded
to a visualization and analysis module that presents them to the end users in various
forms.
Recommendation [38, 29, 33]: This work exploits microblogs user-generated con-
tents as means for catching user preferences. In fact, recommendation work on mi-
croblogs is diverse and cannot be outlined in one framework line. However, the common
theme among them is using microblogs as a source of user preference as a major source of
user-generated data. The tasks vary from recommending users of similar interests [29]
to recommending news to read [33], authority users to follow [38], products to buy,
tweets to read, and events to attend.
Sentiment and semantic analysis [39, 40, 41]: This work quantifies positive and
negative opinions in social media discussions as a pre-processing step for this data to
be used in other analysis tasks, e.g., product review or election candidate surveying.
The sentiment analysis in microblogs can be effectively performed using traditional
techniques and achieves even better results than the long documents, e.g., articles.
The reason is that microblogs are brief in text which make detecting the positive or
negative feeling easier to automated algorithms. On the contrary, traditional techniques
of semantic analysis perform poorly on microblogs. The reason is that microblogs come
with short text with a lot of abbreviations which makes it challenging to identify entities,
persons, locations,...etc. To overcome this limitation, new techniques are proposed to
use machine learning modules in analyzing semantics on short microblogs data. Both
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classification and clustering are used along with lingual features extraction that helps to
detect concepts in the input data. The new techniques achieved significant improvement
in terms of precision and recall.
User analysis [29, 42, 18, 43]: This work is mainly interested in analyzing user
information to identify top influential users in certain regions or topics [42, 18, 43], or
discover users with similar interests [29]. Such users, or group of users, can be used in
several scenarios, including posting ads and enhancing their social graph. The common
framework of this work goes through two main steps. First, extracting user features
like temporal-based behavior, friend connections, top keywords,...etc. Then, the user
features are used to model or index users in a way that serve the incoming queries, e.g.,
user recommendation queries or top influential users queries.
Automatic geotagging [105, 106, 107, 108]: This work tries to attach more loca-
tion information with microblogs data based on analyzing their contents. This is mainly
motivated by the small percentage of geotagged microblogs (only 2% of tweets) that is
faced by the need of many location-aware applications that can be built on top of mi-
croblogs [22]. The majority of work in this area is goes through two steps: identifying
entities and keywords and then classifying them to get the microblog location. However,
this work provide low precision for estimating exact location (within 100 meters error)
and high precision for estimating approximate location (within 30-100 KM). A state-of-
the-art technique [106] overcomes this problem and can achieve high precision for exact
location estimation. This technique extracts top-k locations from both microblog and
its posting user profile. Then, both sets of locations go through a location refinement
process that determines a final set of potential locations to attach with the microblog.
Other analysis tasks are addressed on microblogs data in both academic community,
e.g., news extraction [33, 34], topic extraction [44, 31], and automatic geotagging [105,
106, 107, 108], and industrial community, e.g., geo-targeted advertising [12] and generic
social media analysis [10, 45].
6.2 Microblogs Data Management
Microblogs data management literature is depicted in the sixth to eighth rows of Fig-
ure 6.1. We can categorize this literature into three main areas, briefly outlined below.
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Query languages [19, 28]: This work provides generic query languages that sup-
port SQL-like queries on top of microblogs. This facilitates basic Select-Project-Join
operators that are able to support a variety of queries, either on top of Twitter APIs [28]
or in core systems that supports microblogs data management [19].
Indexing and query processing: This work includes various indexing techniques
that have been proposed to index incoming microblogs either in memory [20, 21, 18,
22, 23, 24, 25] or in disk [26, 18]. This includes keyword search based on temporal
ranking [21, 26], single-attribute search based on generic ranking functions [24], spatial-
aware search that exploits location information in microblogs [22], personalized social-
aware search that exploits the social graph and produces user-specific search results [27],
and aggregate queries [20, 23] that find frequent keywords and correlated locations
instead of individual microblog items. Each search technique comes with its index and
query processor, and tackles certain limitations in its preceding techniques.
Main-memory management [30, 22, 23]: This work includes techniques that
optimize for main-memory consumption and utilization. In recent microblogs indexing
and query processing techniques, almost all of them depend on main-memory to host
microblogs in their index structures. Thus, some techniques are equipped for main-
memory management such that memory resources are efficiently utilized, either for
aggregate queries [23] or basic search queries that retrieve individual data items [30, 22].
This work is directly related to our work in this thesis. Our presented work has
contributions in the three areas of microblogs data management. Our work has three
main distinguishing aspects of other related work in the literature: (1) We give special
attention to supporting spatial queries on microblogs and motivate for their prime im-
portance in microblogs data analysis and applications. (2) We give special attention
to main-memory management and propose several effective techniques to efficiently
utilize memory resources and improve answering incoming queries from main-memory
data. (3) We propose a holistic system with all the necessary components to manage
microblogs data at scale.
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6.3 Microblogs Data Visualization
Microblogs data visualization literature is depicted in ninth to eleventh rows of Fig-
ure 6.1. Existing microblogs visualization techniques lie into three main categories,
briefly outlined below.
Aggregation-based Visualization [46, 49, 109]: This work overcomes the diffi-
culty of visualizing tremendous amount of data through showing only aggregate informa-
tion that summarize the large amounts of microblogs data and its contents. Such aggre-
gation is application-dependent and is usually performed based on major attributes, like
temporal aggregation [109], spatial aggregation [46, 109], or keyword aggregation [49].
Sampling-based Visualization [18, 34]: This work selects only a sample of mi-
croblogs and visualize them to users. The sample of data is of interest to the application,
which can be selected based on some relevance criteria, e.g., tweets with news stories [34],
or based on interest in certain attribute(s) [18].
Hybrid Visualization [110, 9]: This work combines both aggregation and sampling
in visualizing microblogs of interest. The two steps are either used simultaneously with
the purpose of interest in certain data items, e.g., analyzing certain events [9], or used
sequentially [110, 111] with purpose of bounding the number of microblogs to visualize.
6.4 Microblogs Systems
New big data systems are invented and extended to address the challenges of managing
microblogs data [67, 21, 69, 18, 112]. A sample of these systems are depicted in the last
two rows in Figure 6.1. We next highlight the data management technologies in the
following four systems.
Twitter [21, 69]: Twitter is the most famous microblogging service provider world-
wide. Every now and then, Twitter reveals technical details about its underlying systems
components [21, 69]. The fact that Twitter is spending major efforts in developing new
data management technology clearly shows that existing data management systems has
major limitations to support microblogs at scale. In one of its recent papers [69], Twitter
has discussed in details the challenges of supporting high-velocity data large-volume ori-
ented systems through discussing real-time query suggestion in Twitter keyword search.
The conclusion was that existing big data systems need to be radically consider fast
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data in its design so that all system components are equipped to handle fast data at
scale.
AsterixDB [67]: AsterixDB is a generic big data management system that can
support various data sources. Recently, AsterixDB has extended its components to
support fast data [68], e.g., microblogs, natively in the system. Thus, AsterixDB is
suitable to manage microblogs data. A main limitation of AsterixDB is the complete
dependance on disk-resident index structure. Any data ingested to AsterixDB has to be
disk resident before it appears in any search results. This raises question regarding its
suitability to manage memory-intensive applications like microblogs applications. The
recent support for data feeds ingestion in AsterixDB makes it more suitable for fast
data streams. Each LSM index structure in AsterixDB has two components, a memory
component and several disk components. Yet, the memory component is used as a large
buffer to reduce the cost of indexing large volumes of data.
VoltDB [112]: VoltDB is an emerging big data management system that is mainly
optimized for database transactions on fast data. VoltDB identifies four major sources
of overhead in transaction management: multi-threading overhead, buffer management
overhead, locking overhead (control concurrency), and logging overhead. The system
addresses each of these overheads to provide scalable transactional management on fast
data in real time. The first three sources of overheads are totally eliminated through
innovative techniques that provide pure in-memory data management without any con-
current processing. The logging to disk is performed based on data images, i.e., logging
copy of the data instead of logging the individual operations, in a lazy basis so that it
reduces the disk write overhead to a minimum level.
Taghreed [18]: Taghreed is the first end-to-end holistic system to support mi-
croblogs data management. It mainly supports spatio-temporal keyword queries on both
very recent data as well as historical data. Taghreed is considered an earlier version
of Kite system with focus only on spatio-temporal data processing without supporting
querying arbitrary attributes of microblogs. Taghreed is patented and commercialized
in a startup company that provides social media analysis services, and recently became
a Twitter partner with access to the whole Twitter data since its inception. Taghreed
consists of a preprocessor, an indexer, a query engine, and an interactive visualizer. The
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indexer has an in-memory indexer and in-disk indexer. It also encapsulates several flush-
ing policies to deal with different query workloads. The query engine mainly handles
three predicates: temporal, spatial, and keyword to retrieve all individual microblogs
that satisfy these predicates.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
This thesis has proposed Kite; a scalable system for managing microblogs data, e.g.,
tweets, comments, online reviews, and check-in’s. Kite is encapsulating techniques for
indexing, main-memory management, and query processing for various queries on mi-
croblogs data. Kite works as a scalable backend for microblogs applications so that de-
velopers can exploit microblogs data through SQL-like queries without worrying about
the internal data management issues. The thesis has presented a holistic approach to
manage microblogs data at a scale, including managing recent data in main-memory
and older data in disk, through temporal, spatial, and keyword index structures. The
in-memory data management infrastructures are equipped with smart memory man-
agement techniques that efficiently utilize main-memory resources to answer many of
the incoming queries from in-memory contents. Both in-memory and in-disk data are
exploited through a query processor that employs efficient pruning techniques to pro-
vide final query answers with low query latency. In particular, thesis chapters have
introduced the following.
Chapter 1 has introduced microblogs data applications and its important use cases.
In addition, it gives an overview on Kite system, its supported queries, and query
language.
Chapter 2 has presented the indexing details in Kite system. Kite provides index
structures on arbitrary microblogs attributes, promoting temporal, spatial, and keyword
attributes as first-class attributes. In fact, Kite provides both spatial and keyword index
structures, where both embed the temporal aspect in its data organization. Besides,
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each of Kite index structures has in-memory component and in-disk component. The
in-memory indexes are designed to digest data with high arrival rates in real time, while
in-disk index structures are designed to organize data of arbitrary large temporal periods
to support efficient queries on them. Kite index structures have shown to digest high
arrival rates of incoming data in real time, an order of magnitude higher than Twitter
rate.
Chapter 3 has presented main-memory management techniques that are used to
tune the memory contents of the in-memory index structures so that Kite can effi-
ciently utilize the available memory resources in the system and work in tight memory
environments as well. The presented memory management techniques span both spatial
and hash index structures that are used to index spatial and non-spatial attributes, re-
spectively. The proposed memory management techniques have shown its effectiveness
to increase the memory hit ratio so that much more queries can retrieve their entire an-
swers from main-memory. Also, it has shown to be able to boost the index performance
to work in tight memory environments without scarifying the query accuracy.
Chapter 4 has presented query processing in Kite system. As all queries on mi-
croblogs are top-k, Kite query processor is exploiting the top-k ranking function to
early prune the search space and provide the final answer without extensively scan all
the microblogs which always very expensive. The proposed techniques has shown an
order of magnitude better performance compared to traditional techniques.
Chapter 5 has presented trend discovery techniques in Kite system. The chapter
has shown indexing, main-memory management, and query processing of the trending
queries in Kite. The supported trending queries mainly include spatial trending queries
that can find trending topics in arbitrary spatial regions from real-time data. The
presented techniques hah shown scalable indexing for real-time data with efficient query
processing and low memory footprint.
Chapter 6 presents the literature of microblogs data management, analysis, visual-
ization, and systems. The chapter draws the map of microblogs data research and shows
the position of Kite within the data management literature and shows the distinction
of Kite contributions compared to existing techniques.
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